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ENSURING HEALTHY BABIES IN UPSTATE NEW
YORK: PRESSING PROBLEMS, PROMISING
STRATEGIES

MONDAY. JULY 16. 1990

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, Yotrrx, AND FAMILIES,

Wa8 h ington. DC
The select committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:07 a.m., in the

Main Conference Room, James M. Hanley Federal Building, Syra-
cuse, NY, Hon. Matthew F. McHugh presiding.

Members present: Representatives McHugh and Walsh.
Staff present: Karabelle Pizzigati, staff director; Madlyn Mor-

reale, research assistant; and Dennis G. Smith, minority staff direc-
tor.

Mr. McHUGH. Ladies and gentlemen, we want to welcome you
here this morning and give a special word of appreciation to the
witnesses who will be testifying and to our friends in the media
who will carry your message out into the community.

Congressman Jim Walsh and his staff have been extraordinarily
capable and hospitable to us, and we want to express our apprecia-
tion to them as well.

I have an opening statement. My name is Congressman Matt
McHugh, and I serve with Congressman Walsh on the Select Com-
mittee on Children, Youth, and Families. And, of course, the hear-
ing this morning is under the auspices of that committee.

We are dealing here with a very serious problem nationally, and
a particular problem in Onondaga County and many communities
in upstate New York, including some of mine in the 28th Congres-
sional District. So, we are very grateful to all of you for being with
us and sharing your observations and sharing your suggestions
with us.

I will have a brief formal statement and then I will ask Jim to
make any comments he would like. And then, as I think most of
you know, we are going to do two panels of five each and we expect
that each panel will have approximately one hour. We would ask
each witness to try to limit your opening comments to five min-
utes, and we realize that may be a little bit tight, but we do want
to leave some time for Liformal discussion, questions and answers
which oftentimes is most helpful. We will have to break at about
11:15. Some of us have to catch a 12:10 plane back to Washington.
But, again, we are very grateful for your being here and I will now
make an opening statement for our record and then ask Jim for
his.

*.;
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Again, on behalf of the Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families, I want to express the committee's very great concern
for the problem of infant mortality. It is a crisis in our country. I
want to express as well the committee's appreciation to our wit-
nesses this morning for the insights that they will provide on the
situation in New York State and on Onondaga County. Again, I
would also like to thank Congressman Jim Walsh, and his staff for
the work that they have done in highlighting the problem here and
in making this hearing possible.

Since the 4elect committee's inception in 1983, high priority has
been given to the fiscal and developmental benefits of prenatal and
primary health care. Congress has acted in a number of ways, in-
cluding expanding Medicaid to reduce the financial barriers that
keep too many low income women and children from receiving pre-
ventive health care services.

However, our nation still has a crisis. The United States ranks
last among 22 developed nations in infant mortalityperhaps the
most telling indicaor of the health of a nation's children. Three
hundred thousand infants die or are born with low birth weight
every year.

The miracles of medicine have brought us a long way in saving
dangerously small babies. However, medical technology has taken
us about as far as we can go. What we have to do now is prevent
low birth weight, the greatest determinant of infant death and dis-
ability, and then support families once their children are 1-,orn.

After decades of steady improvement in the infant mortality
rate, the 1980s ushered in a decade of stagnation. In 1987, the rate
of low birth weight actually rose to its highest point since 1979.

Today, there is a new urgency. In growing numbers of US. cities,
the infant mortality rate is increasing again. In fact, among U.S.
cities, Syracuse has one of the highest infant mortality rates,
higher than in New York City or Boston. In my own upstate dis-
trict we face similar problems.

New and complex social crises have compounded the problem.
Rising drug abuse, syphilis and HIV infection in pregnant women
are putting even more newborns at risk. This is of special concern
because the select committee has learned that pregnant substance
abusers are much less likely to have access to prenatal care or ap-
propriate drug treatment.

New York State health officials reported last year that if current
drug abuse patterns continue, in 1995, five percent of all newborns
in New York City alone could require costly neonatal intensive
care. Upstate is clearly not immune, since crack addition is not
limited to New York City, but is a growing problem in our commu-
nities.

These most recent and confounding problems come on top of
much more pervasive failures in our health care and social service
systeras. Each year, more than one-third of pregnant women--more
than one million womenreceive prenatal care judged insufficient
to guard against infant death or disability.

Financial barriers, including lack of health insurance, are by far
the most common and significant reasons that women do not get
adequate care. But there are other barriers as well, including un-
friendly and demeaning services at times, inaccessible clinics with
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overworked staff, a critical shortage of private health care provid-
ers, bureaucratic confusion, and limited child care and transporta-
tion option,;.

This morning, we will hear from witnesses about the health care
provider crisis in some rural areas of central New York that are
paralyzing maternity care systems, the role that drug abuse and
domestic violence may be playing to keeping women out of early
prenatal care in Syracuse and Onondaga County, and the need for
family planning and education.

Today we are fortunate to have the Director of the Division of
Family Health in the New York State Health Department who will
describe the success of state efforts to reduce financial barriers to
care and to improve birth outcomes.

We will hear also from local officials regarding their efforts to
reduce infant mortality, including a new community outreach
worker program, enticements to private providers to encourage
greater participation in providing care to high-risk populations,
and the effects of a Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Demonstration Pro-
gram.

We will hear about the first rural school-based clinic in New
York State offering comprehensive services for teens, about critical
parent education and home-based support services that assist fami-
lies once their baby is born, and a mentoring program that
matches pregnant teens with women from the community.

These efforts represent significant state and local strategies to
confront the infant mortality crisis in New York. But there is still
a long way to go. What is yet to be demonstrated at the national
level is a concerted, systematic plan of action matched with re-
sources to marshal all of the knowledge we have to combat this
problem. Hopefully, this hearing will bring us one step closer to
our goal.

Again, I welcome you all for being here. I look forward to your
testimony.

At this point I would like to ask Congressman Jim Walsh for any
remarks he would like to make.

[Opening statement of Congressman Matthew McHugh follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MATTHEW* McHtfGH. A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STATE Or NEW YORK

On behalf of the Selcct Committee on Children, Youth, and Families. I would like
to express the Committee's great concern about the infant mortality crisis, and to
express the Committee's appreciation to our witnesses this morning for the insights
they will provide on the situation in New York State and Onondaga County. I want
to express particular thanks to my colleague. Congressman Jim Walsh. and his staff
for facilitating our visit.

Si e the Select Committee's inception in 1983, high priority has been given to
the fiscal and developmental benefits of prenatal and primary health care. Congress
has acted in a number of ways, including expanding 1Nedicaid to reduce the finan .
cial barriers that keep too many low-income women and children from receiving
preventive health care services.

However, our nation still has a crisis. The U.S. ranks last among 22 developed
nations in infant mortalityperhaps the most telling indicator of the health of a
nation's children. Three hundred thousand infants die or are born with low birth-
weight every year.

The miracles of medicine have brought us a long way in saving dangerously smal:
babies. But medical technology has taken us about as far as we can go. What we
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must do now is prevent low birthweight, the greatest determinant of infant death
and disability, and then support families once their children are born.

After decades of steady improvement in the infant mortality rate, the 1980. ush-
ered in a decade of stagnation. In 1987, the rate of low birthweight actually rose to
its highest point since 1979.

Today, there is a new urgency. In growing numbers of U.S. cities, the infant mor-
tality rate is increaaing. In fact, among U.S. cities, Syracuse has one of the highest
infant mortality rates, higher than in New York City or Boston. In my own upstate
district we face similar problems.

New and complex social crises have compounded the problem. Rising drug abuse,
syphilis and HIV infection in pregnant women are putting even more newborns at
risk. TWA is of special concern because the Select Committee has learned that preg
nant substance abusers are much less likely to have access to prenatal care or ap-
propriate drug treatment.

New York State health officials reported last year that if current drug abuse pat-
terns continue, by 1995, five percent of all newborns in New York City alone could
require costly neonatal intensive care. Update is clearly not immune, since crack
addiction is not limited to New York City, but is a growing problem in our commu-
nities.

These most recent and confounding problems come on top of much more pervasive
failures in our health care and social service systems. Each year, more than one-
third of pregnant womenmore than one millionreceive prenatal care judged in-
sufficient to guard against infant death or disability.

Financial barriers, including lack of health insurance, are by far the most
common and significant reasons that women don't get adequate care. But there are
other barriers, including unfriendly or demeaning eervices, inacceesible clinics with
overworked staff, a critical shortage of private health care providers, bureaucratic
confusion, and limited child care and transportation options.

This morning, we will hear from witnesses about the health care provider crisis in
some rural areas of central New York that are paralyzing maternity care systems,
the role that drug abuse and domeetic violence may be playing in keeping women
out of early prenatal care in Syracuse and Onondaga County, and the need for
family planning and education.

To 6iy we are fortunate to have the Director of the Division of Family Health in
the New York State Health Department who will describe the success of state ef-
forts to reduce financial barriers to care and to improve birth outcomea.

We will also hear from local officials regarding their efforts to reduce infant mor-
tality, including a new communit7 outreach worker program, enticements to private
providers to encourage greater participation in providing care to high-riek popula-
tions, and the effects of a Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Demonstration Program.

We will hear about the first rural school-based clinic in New York State offering
comprehensive services for teens, about critical parent educat;on and home-based
support services that assist families once their baby is born, and a mentoring pro-
gram that matches pregnant teens with women from the community.

Theee efforts repreeent significant state and local strategies to confront the infant
mortality crisis in New York. But there is still a long way to go. What is yet to be
demonstrated at the national level is a concerted, systemic plan of action matched
with reeources to marshal all of the knowledge we have to combat the problem.
Hopefully, this hearing brings us one step closer to our goal.

Welcome, and I look forward to your testimony today.
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ENSURING HEALTHY BABIES IN UPSTATE NEW YORK:
PRESSING PROBLEMS, PROMISING STRATEGIES

A FACT SHEET

U. JNFANT MORTALITY HIGHEST AMONG. DVELOPED
NATIONS

In 1987, nearly 39,000 babies died before their first birthdays. The
U.S. ranks behind 21 developed countries in infant mortality, with
an infant mortality rate (IMR) of 10.1 infant deaths per 1,000 live
births. The African-American IMR (17.9) was twice the white rate
(84). (Public Health Service, 1989; National Center for Health
Statistics [NCHS), 1989)

'No-thirds of all infant deaths occur in the neonatal period, or
the first month of an infant's life. In 1987, the U.S. neonatal rate
was 63 deaths per 1,000 live births, and the postneonatal mortality
rate, deaths to infants age 1 month to 1 year, was 3.6 per 1,000
live births. (NCHS, 1989)

Among 20 industrialized nations in 1986, the U.S. ranked 16th in
postneonatal mortality and 19th in neonatal mortality. (NCHS,
1990)

INFANT MORTALITY RATE IN UP5TATE NEW YORK
cgrrycbuy LIIGH

In 1988, over 3,000 babies died in New York State. While the
State's 1MR (10.7) declined slightly from 1985 (10.8), the African-
American rate increased from 16.1 to 18.6 during the same years.
(New York State Health Department [NYSHD), 1990; NCHS,
1987)

Among U.S. cities in 1987, Syracuse's IMR (17.8) was among the
highest, compared with the IMRs in New York City (12.7) and
Boston (11.8). The Syracuse 1MR increased from 16.2 in 1980 to
17.8 in 1987, then decreased to 12.7 in 1988. (National
Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality [NCPIM1, 1990;
Onondaga County Health Department fOCH131, 1990)

In 1988, infant mortality rates in other large Upstate cities ranged
from 14.6 in Buffalo, to 14.0 in Albany, 12.0 in Rochester, and 9.5
in Binghamton. Seven Upstate counties ranked among the ten
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New York counties with the highest infant mortality rates in 1988.
These include Herkimer (15.2), Sullivan (14.2), Chemung (13.4),
Seneca (13.4) and Orange counties (12.9). (NYSHD, 1990)

In 1987, the African-American 1MR in Syracuse (30.1) was three
times higher than the U.S. rate (10.1). While African-American
neonatal mortality remained relatively steady in Onondaga County
between 1979 and 1987, the postneonatal mortality rate for
African-Americans increased from 3.8 deaths per 1,000 live births
to 14.6. (NCPIM, 1990; NCHS, 1990)

In 1987, 24% of Al-lean-American postneona'al deaths in
Onondaga County occunul when the mother was 17 years old or
younger, while only 14% of live births were to mothers in this age
group. (OCHD, 1990)

LOW BIRTIIWEIGHT/INADEOUATE PRENATAL CARE LINKED
TO INFANT pEitni

In 1987, the U.S. ranked 29th in the world in the percent of
infants born too small. Nearly a quarter million infants (6.9% of
all U.S. births) were born at low birthweight (LBW), or less than
'4$00 grams, the highest percentage since 1979. LBW infants
account for 59% of all infant deaths and 73% of all deaths during
the first month of life. (Children's Defense Fund, 1990; NCHS,
1985)

Babies born to women who receive no prenatal care are more
than three times more likely to be born LBW and almost five
times more likely to die than those born to mothers who receive
prenatal care in the first 3 months of pregnancy. (NCHS, 1985)

In New York State, the low birthweight rate decreased from 7.7%
in 1978 to 7% in 1984 and 1985, but rose to 7.8% in 1988. In
1988, nearly 10% of Syracuse infants were born at low birthweight,
rising from 7.6% in 1980. African-American infants born LBW
were 1.7 nes more likely to die than white LBW babies in
Ononda ..:ounty in 1988. (NYSHD, 1990; OCHD, 1990)

MANY WOMEN RECEIVE INADEQUATE OR NO PRENATAL
OBE

One in 15 (6.1%) U.S. births in 1987 were to women who

I 1.
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received late or no prenatal care. More than 74,000 pregnant
women received no prenatal care, a 50% increase over the 1980
rate. Over one million women each year receive insufficient
prenatal care. (NCHS, 1989; NCPIM, 1990)

Infants born to teen mothers are 2-3 times more likely to be born
LBW than infants born to mothers ages 25-29 and are twice as
likely to die before age 1. In 1987, only 53% of pregnant teens
received prenatal care in the first trimester of pregnancy compared
with 79% of births to women ages 20-39. (NCHS, 1989)

In 1987, New York State ranked 43rd in the U.S. in the percent
of pregnant women who received early prenatal care (71%). Over
14,000 infants were born in New York to women who received no
prenatal care. (Hughes, 1988; NCPIM, 1990)

EARLY PRENATAL CARE UNAVAILABLEt UNAFFORDABLE FOR
MANY

One-fourth of women of reproductive age (15 million) have no
insurance to cover maternity care; two-thirds of this group (9.5
million) have no insurance at all. (Institute of Medicine [TOM),
1988)

One-third of women who lack health insurance begin prenatal care
in the first trimester and make nine or more visits, compared with
four-fifths of privately insured women. In 1987, 63% of surveyed
Medicaid recipients and uninsured women, and 69% of low-income
teens received insufficient prenatal care. (General Accounting
Office [GAO), 1967)

In 1987, 15 New York counties reported that more than 35% of
women of child-bearing age were in families with incomes below
185% of poverty (S21,480 for a family of four). In r.)88, 1.9
million nonelderly New York residents (12.5% of the population)
lacked health insurance. (Alan Gutimacher Institute [AGI), 1987;
Employee Benefits Research Institute. 1990)

In New York, over 13,000 infants (5% of all New York births
between 1984 and 1986) were born in counties that had no clinics
that provided prenatal care. (ROI, 1989)

More than one-third (37%) of obstetricians report they do not
provide care to Medicaid patients. Obstetricians who do take

I
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Medicaid recipients see, on average, about 12 patients each year.
(Hughes, 19$9)

TRANSPOBTATION. CHILD CARE. FEAR AND_DRUG USE
OBST4CLE% TO CARE

In two studies, 60% of Los Angeles County women and 73% of
New York City women with no care stated that they hail tried to
obtain care but faced a variety of obstacles. (I0M, 1988)

Attitudinal barriers were cited by 39% of surveye4 women who
obtained inadequate care: 22% cited fear of doctors and medical
exams; 10% cited fear of arrest or deportation; 10% cited cultural
biases against male providers. In a New York City hospital, 52%
of women who had received no prenatal care cited fear of
hospitals, doctors, or procedures as a primmy reason for not
seeking care. (GAO, 1987; 10M, 1988)

Transportation problems were cited as a factor in preventing
women from receiving adequate care by 38% of surveyed ob-gyns
and 23% of interviewed women who received inadequate care.
(American College of Obstetrics and Gynecologists [ACOGI, 1989;
GAO, 1987)

Child care was cited as a factor in not obtaining sufficient prenatal
care ny 24% of surveyed ob-gyns and 16% of surveyed women.
(ACOG, 1989; GAO, 1987)

New York City cocaine abusers were seven times less likely than
non-abusers to have received prenatal care. (New York City
Department of Health, 1989)

PRENATAL CARE EATiLY INTERVENTION, PARENT
EDUCATION KEYS TO HEALTHY INFANTS AND COST SAVINGS

In a recent study of 985 premature and low birthweight infants in
eight U.S. cities, LBW infants who received early comprehensive
medical and educational intervention from birth through age 3 had
mean 10 scores 13.2 points Ligher than those in the control
group. Children who did not receive the intervention services
were almost three times more likely to have 10 scores indicating
mental retardation. (The Infant Health and Development
Program, 1990)

13
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In 1988, participants in the New York State Prenatal Care
Assistance Programs had lower LBW rates than infants born to
nonparticipating mothers with similar risk factors (7.6% compared
with 10.1%). African-American participants were 65% less likely
to give birth to LBW babies (9.5% compared with 14.3% of
matched ccratrols). (NYSHD, 1990)

In Elmira, NY, participants in the Prenatal/Early Infancy Project,
which provides comprehensive nurse home visits had improved
diets, reduced cigarette smoking, reduced incidencz of verified
child abuse and neglect, lower numbers of emergency room visits,
and increased MSC of informal support and community services.
Most participants were employed longer and had fewer subsequent
pregnancies. For mothers under age 17, birthweight improved by
nearly 400 grams. (Olds, 1989)

A survey of neonatal intensive care unit costs in 1985 show that if
only 20% of LBW infants could be born at weights 250 grams
heavier, $70-95 million could be saved. Every $1 spent on
prenatal care saves $3.38 in the costs of caring for LBW infants.
(Schwartz, 1989; Select Committee on Children, Youth, and
Families, 1988)

7/16/90
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Mr. MCHUGH. Jim.
Mr. WAISH. Thank you very much, Matt. I would like to thank

you for being here and welcome you to Syracuse. I would also like
to thank Chairman Miller for calling this hearing. It is unfortunate
the Chairman could not be here, but I want to assure everyone
here today of his real sensitivity to this problem and his interest in
today's testimony.

Congressman McHugh, as many of you know, is from Ithaca,
New York, is a member of this committee, and is also a highly re-
garded senior Member of the Congress, and a highly respected
force on the Appropriations Committee.

I prepared a formal statement and I have submitted it for the
record. So instead of making my statement, I would like to give up
my time to hear fram the people I consider to be the experts. You.

For everyone's information, the people who will testify here
today know a lot more about the problem than Congress does. They
know a lot more about low birth weight, prenatal care and proper
nutrition. That is why we are here today. We do not want to sit
here wringing our hands. We want solutions. We want approaches.

I know our community has ideas. We are on the front lines of
this war. We have a higher incidence of infant mortality than most
other communities our size. I would like Congressman McHugh,
and the committee staff who have traveled here from Washington
today to hear how people in central New York work to care for one
another.

I salute you, the people who are trying to solve this problem. I
would like to welcome everyone, including the news people who are
here today to help raise awareness of this horrible health dilemma
that we face.

My formal statement includes some statistics I am sure others
will mention. But when you hear these statistics, remember we are
talking about infants, the most helpless among us.

Thank you.
[Opening statemer.t of Congressman James Walsh follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JAMRS T. WALSH, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STA"'-'2 Or NEW YORK

I want to thank Chairman Miller for convening this importal t hearing so that
the Select Committee can gain a greater insight into one of the moot vexing medical
and social problems in our nation today. I want to also thank my colleague, Mr.
McHugh, for chairing this hearing and for his support in making it a realtty. This
hearing is not only important to upstate New York, but to the nation as well. It is a
continuation o: the work the Select Committee began last October with a hearing on
infant mortality in Washington. DC I am pleased that one of today's witnesses. Dr.
&triter; Miller, was also part of that hearing. We look forward to learning about the
progress Onondaga has made.

Nearly 40,000 babies born in the United States this year will not live to see their
first birthday. While public attention generally focuses on infant mortality, the nu-
cleus of this problem is the incidence of low birthweight. One-quarter of these infant
deaths could be prevented with adequate prenatal care and proper nutrition. Al-
though only 7 percent of all births are low birthweight, these babies account for
almost 60 percent Al infant deaths.

The costa of caring for a single low birthweight infant can reach $400,000. In 1988.
the hospital costa alone for low birthweight babies was approximately $2 billion.
The cost of prenatal eare which might prevent the low birthweight condition in the
first place may be just $400.

National statistics do not give us enough information about infant mortality. We
need to consider the differences among the states. In the past ten years, New York

1 5
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has reduced its infant mortality rate from 15.5 to 10.7, but still trails 26 other
states, including New Jersey, West Virginia, Kentucky, and Texas.

Although the national infant mortality rate has declined to 9.9 percent, the
United States ranks behind 21 other developed countries. This progress which has
been made, however, disguises the fact that the infant mortality rate for blacks is
twice the rate for whites.

There are three parts to the infant mortality issuemedical, social, and organiza-
tional. Much of the decline in the infant mortality rate over the past fifteen years
has been attributable to technology. But we are reaching the technological limita-
tions of acute care medicine for newborns. From the medical perspective, there is
unanimous agreement that significant reductions in the infant mortality rate will
depend on the increased use of preventive measures. Low birthweight is the major
predictor of mortality in the first year of life.

From the social perspective, we must become aware of the relationship of drug
use to infant mortality. Last fall, Dr. John Niles, the President-elect of the Medical
Society of the District of Columbia, informed the Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families that the infant mortality rate in D.C. had declined to 18 per-
cent in 1983. But now the rate is nearly 30 percent. Dr. Niles blamed the increase
solely on crack cocaine.

When examining the social variables which contribute to the infant mortality
rate, we must also consider single parenthood and adolescent pregnancy. In many
ways, infant mortality is as much a social problem as a medical one. Family life is a
critical predictor of health status. Unmarried mothers are more than three times as
likely as married mothers to obtain late or no prenatal care. The United States has
an infant mortality rate which is twice that of Japan. 'ro gain some insight into why
this is so, compare the United States teenage pregnancy rate of 98 per 1,000 women
to Japan which is 10 per 1,000. On the other hand, studies among migrants and ref-
ugees show that even the poorest of the poor can have healthy pregnancy outcomes
if the supporting social structure is intact.

For our part, we policymakera should focus attention on the third part of the
problem, the organizational aspect of the infant mortality rate. There is now ample
evidence that patterns of miscommunication, poor coordination, and emphasis on
function rather than mission plague our maternal health care delivery system. Last
fall, the Assistant Secretary for Health told the Select Committee that there are 93
separate programs administered by 20 different agencies which have an impact on
infant mortality. The current public maternal and child health care system offers
services in a manner which virtually guarantees that a woman will face gape in
needed care.

In large measure, Congress is responsible for the lack of program effectiveness in
maternal and child health programs. Fragmentation forces administrative officials
to compete for resources and focus only on their program performance rather than
to cooperate and work together on mutual goals. And it is a tragedy that Washing.
ton makes it so difficult for the local health professionals to use their expertise in
providing care to some of our neediest citizens.

It la an honor to convene this hearing so that the Select Committee and all of our
colleagues in Congress can become informed about the strategies you have under-
taken to address this regional and national tragedy.
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FACTS AND FZIEDXSOS

C. S. MAST moalauTY ARTIE, ISSIP.19416

U.S. Infant Mortality Rates, 1968-1986
rates per 1,000 of live births

ISTS

whitoa el race* blacks

Source, DHMOINCHIL trn

1965

o The decline of infant mortality rates in the 1970s, shown in
the chart above, has been attributed largely to the invention of
medical technology for the care of premature and other critically
ill newborns. In the 1980s, this decline has slaved tremendously-
-partly because of a lack of progress in primary prevention of
conditions which lead to infant death. Rac,floratelftvanatOortalftyktektrtmact.
Sept. 22, MP, vol. 311, No, 37, P. 1135.)
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o In 1978, the infant mortality rate for whites was 12.0 deaths
per 1,000 live births; for blacks 19.2 per 1,000. One explanation
for the higher rate of black infant doviths is that black births are
more concentrated in the high risk groups. In 1983, 25.0 percent
of all black births were to teenage mothers, compared to 12.0
percent of white birth.. According to the Department of Health and
Human Servics, black mothers are also more likely to receive late
prenatal cars. . Office of Diseeee

Prevention end eol(th Promotion, Italic Pettit Sorvicse, SS. 1966. PP. 3640.)

o Factors known to have a negative impact on infant mortality
include the continuing high rate of teenage pregnancy and barriers
impeding access to prenatal, perinatal and infant care,

particularly for high risk groups. umliam tbalytAdettiveafor OeRMiiplA
Midcourse Revise, Office of OiseemoPrevention and meoltS Promotion, Public SWAM Service, DINS, 1904. p. 37.)
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Causes of Infant Mortality, 1986
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This chart shows the leading causes of infant mortality with
birth defects, prematurity, and sudden infant death syndrome
accounting for 52% of all infant deaths. Although infant mortality
has declined during the 20th century, the percentage of infant
deaths resulting from birth defects has increased steadily. In
1986 birth defects were an underlying or contributing cause of
death for 9093 (23.3%) infants. The federal government and 22
states maintain surveillance systems tor birth defects. vex morswitx
low Norrolfre WOMar boort. 50P. 22. 15452. Wit. 35, PP. 12, PP- 05'353

o Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) is the most important
cause of postneonatal mortality. In 1982, The rate for SIDS was
132.2 per 100,000 live births, accounting for more than a third of
postneonatal deaths.

0
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LOW 2/RTWWIRIOWT

o The incidence of low birthweight (LBW) is an important
indicator of infant morbidity and mortality. From 1975 through
1987, the overall incidence o" low birthweight declined by 6.6%.
Although LBW declined for both whites and blacks, the decline was
substantially slower for black (2.9%) than for white (9.3%)
infants. PJ.S. Public woolth Sorvice. Centers toe 010**00 Control porbiditv onlRortolitrlArtitly Ittoort,

34(900. P.

LOW BIRTIWIRIOWT United States, 1,75-111$7
(Rates per 1,000 live births: Less than 2,500 grams)

Year AIl Races White Black

1975 73.9 62.6 130.9
1980 68.4 57.0 124.9
1985 67.5 56.4 124.2
1987 69.0 56.8 127.1

(Contfrt for Disease Controt: Morbidity amd 14000litY 444kly 44,4ort. Parch 9, 1999/90t. 39/40.9. p. 149. Pubtic

moolth Serysco. us DMRS)

o "From 1981 through 1985, the rate for full-term LBW infants
declined by 7%, but the rate for preterm LBW infants increased by
2%." tima.s.imn

"The decline in the overall rate of LBW is due to the
reduction in the rate of full-term LBW infante. In comparing
births by gestational period, we find greater improvement among
black infants than white infante. Although praterm black infants
have a higher incidence of LBW than white infants, black infants
which are carried to term (greater than 37 weeks gestation) have
a lower incidence of LBW. The greatest declines in low birthweight
and very low birthweight (less than 1,500 grams) are for full-term
black infants." (said.,

o "From 1981 through 1985, the rate for full-term LBW infants
declined by 7%, but the rate for preterm LBW infants increased by
2%." obid4

21
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KTRIAD PROGIKKS flAMCTU1U MAUL CIOVIRMIXT RDLR

Federal Maternal Health Programs
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o The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHs) and the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) share the responsibility for
administering the maternal health programs. At HHS, authority is
diffused through the Public Health Service, the Health Care
Financing Administration, and the Office of Human Development
Services. In turn, each of these divisions enter into grants and
agreements with the states and private sector providers. USDA
administers 88 grants under the Special supplemental Food Program
for Women, Infants end Children (WIC) and another 28 Commodity
Supplemental Food Program Projects.

There is a second layer of administration at the grantee
level, which is most often performed by a state. However, there
may also be another separate grantee for a specific program within
a state. Thus, authority may be further divided. Finally,
maternal health services are actually delivered at the local level
by a variety of providers including thousands of private doctors
and hospitals, 40000 Title X clinics, 7,500 WIC sites, 550
community health centers, 3,000 local health departments, and 125
migrant health centers.
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This organizational chart does not include other types of
programs which are only indirectly related to maternal health, but
which are becoming increasingly important to healthy pregnancy
outcomos. Such programs includ.1 alcohol and drug abuse prevention
and control of infectious and sexually transmitted diseases,
including the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Nor doss this
chart include the research component of lowering the infant
mortality rate. Thus, if all programs were included, t.he chart
would be significantly expanded.

o "A recently developed inventory of Federal programs related
to infant mortality indicates a total of 9.3 Federal programs
administered by 20 Federal agencies address issues related to
infant mortality." asst.., co .ires O. Plasm. co.. Out. Secy. for *Math. N141, for the Setect

COmoittite hewing "Caring for Item COtherit Pressing Problems. New SOluttOns," p. '1 of heerIng record.:

ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS INFLUENCE USE or HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

o "Dout_ing the amount of money the nation currently spends on
prenatal care, and making it universally available free of charge,
will still not convince many pregnant women that taking advantage
of such care is worth their time. " Ow-meet K. D. Singh, "Stork Reality. Why America's

infante Are Dying." Pellet, levie(, poetry 1990, p. 62)

o "'I don't know how spending more on prenatal care is going
to make any difference to the woman who uses crack. Use of drugs,
not poor nutrition, is the leading cause of low birthweight. You
hear a lot about how nutritional deficiencies, lack of funds for
WIC, etc., are responsible for low birthweight, but that's simply
false. (It) is not caused by poor feeding prcgrams--it's usually
caused by the behavior of the mother." tar. atm-star-stump. prof. of husennutrttion.
Jenne SApkinet Univ.. in Ungb. ibtel.. P. fill

o "More and more health care experts...conclude that America's
high rate of infant mortality, at least in certain areas, may be
more of a social than a medical problem." taw', p. taa,

o "We must recognize that most of the world's major health
problems and premature deaths are preventable through changes in
human behavior and at low cost. We have the know-how and
technology, but they have to be transformed into effective action
at the community level." World meielth Ortiontestion Derettor Ceneritt Dr. Strath. Ceintitme

it_Litit_thsei_sausiciaLtsq. UNICEF: Oxford Univ. Pres*. p. Is)

FRAGMENTATION A BARRIER TO NCB SERVICES

o "We all have to recognize that our prenatal care s2stem...is
a patchwork, sort of crazy quilt of programs. Any effort tc... improve
their coordination, to simplify their relationships, to build them
together...is going to fix the problem, not incremental changes at
the margin." MO reit Promo. Prenatal Csre Study Director. Instituter of cedictne of the cottoned Acidef.11
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. /A Testimony

o "Although a low-tncomewosan may now be 'entitled' to prenatal
care services under Medicaid, she often faces a cumbersome
o ligibility process, long waits for appointments, inhospitable
conditions at health care sites, or no seans or transportation to
appointmente." Notional Csawfitsitin ta Prevent Infant Pectelity, jualfzTcetmlst the **Alp 0
tiatisaajfauinzaw, Fob. Me; pp. 44.1

o "Even when fully funded,...programs are difficult to
coordinate because they ars often independent of one another (with)
separate administering agencies, rules, and guidelines..."
tInstftutr of Medicfre, turiaiLsatiAtioureitattryagichiraidiau MM. p. nn

o "WIC services and prenatal care are not routinely
coordinated...(L)ow rates of participation were attributed to many
of the same barriers to coordination that exist between Medicaid
and publicly financed prenatal services." mod.,

o "We learned that things are really terrible out there in
regards to maternity health service. And they are so terrible that
the congressional penchant for incremental changes will not fix
this problem. Ferro Carcideut. Select Casmirtipe on chstdron. youth. mnd famftlee. tikonp for Veg

IllotWersk_rrnsimm Prablems,,yew 'Diatom. meWnoton: MO.

o "Expanding Medicaid alone, adding home visiting alone,
supporting nurse midwives alone, increasing reimbursement alone,
nothing alone will solve the problems. There must be major
fundamental change in tho ways we finance and deliver care for low-
income women." 114wfdimm.p.iiA

o "In this brief testimony, I would like to offer a radical
proposition, namely, that Medicaid is part of the protOom, and not
part of the solution. We will soon be "celebrating" the 25th
anniversary of Medicaid, yet during that period, the status of the
U. S. infant mortality rate relative to those of other developed
nations of the world has declined. The availability of providers
willing to accept indigent pregnant women has declined, while the
number and proportion o? Americans uninsured for medical expenses,
particularly those Americans in their prime reproductive years, has
gone up. Teenage parenthood and single parenthood, two risk
fact,Irs associated with risk of low birthweight and infant
mortality, have also gone up. These are evidence of system-wide
failure, yet we continue to considr piecemeal solutions which only
tinker at the margins, solutions which have failed at every step
to keep up with the pace of deteriorating circumstances among the
weakest and most vulnerable of our population." Wasthane.CA0,11.0,
0.P.N.. Chair. Councit itetrnot and Child health, mationei Associetion for Public wea(th Policy. Slect
Committee. p. 235.1

o "Categorical programs usually focus on well defined health
problems which miss the broader health issues of an individual or
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family and in the strictest sense ignore the xistences of other
related services that could benefit the individual or family.
StAff from one program cannot assist in another program, even
though one may have down time due to "no shows" and another may be
jammed. There is frequently duplication in record keeping and data
reporting. All must be administered independently, which adds to
the manager's wcxkload." [Joon Eberly, P.O., N.P.00., Olreeter of Personal Peelle Services,
Merlon Comes kelt% 1404ftepuo Motion Sober. elthlairt. Select Cosielttoo. p. 2111.3
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XRDICAID 00SARADA rOR PANDRAXT WON= AND YOUNG CRILDRAM

o In 1986, Congress for the first tine allowed states to
"decouplea Madicaid eligibility from APDC eligibility and enacted
other changes to expand coverage for pregnant women and infants.
All but two states have implemented the optional reforms in whole
or part. In 1967, Congress authorised optional expanded coverage
for women and infants (to eq. one) up to Mt of poverty levl.
As of April 1990, coverage for children (to age six) and pregnant
WIWI with incomes at or bolow 1338 of paverty was made mandatory.
This stats-by-state table summarises the coop, of coverage for
women and Children:
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Mr. Mc Mimi. Thank you very much, Jim.
I wouH like now to invite our first panel to come up and take

their seats at the table. As they are coming up, and the first panel
will include: Dr. Monica Meyer, who is the Director of the Division
of Family Health with New York State Health Department in
Albany; Dr. James Miller, who is the Commissioner of Health here
in Onondaga County; Susan Stone, who is Prenatal Care Assistance
Program Director with the Mary Imogene Bassett Hospital in
Cooperstown; Mary Cooper, the Associate Administrator of Family
Planning Services in Onondaga County Health Department; and
Tom Herbek, Chief Executive Officer of the Family Health Net-
work of Central New York and is Chairman of the Rural Migrant
Committee Community Health Care Association of New York State
in Cortland.

We are very grateful to all of you for being here. Let me mention
for the record before we begin that we will include in the record a
statement by the ranking Republican on the select committee, Mr.
Bliley. And I would say to anyone here who does not have a state-
ment for the record this morning that there will be a two-week
period after the hearing during which you can submit for the
record a statement which the.committee would be delighted to re-
ceive.

[Statement of Congressman Thomas J. Bliley folldWs:}

STATEMENT Or HON. THOMAS J. BLILEY, JR.. A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE Or VIRGINIA AND RANKING RRPVIILICAN MEMBER

Frustration over our inability to lower the infant mortality rate has turned into
puzzlement as we consider differences among the states. For example, Massachu-
setts now has the lowest overall infant mortality rate in the nation. But its rate
among blacks is higher than the infant mortality rate for blacks in Louisiana,
which has one of the nation's highest overall infant mortality rates. Connecticut,
which has the highest per-capita income in the nation, has a higher black infant
mortality rate than Arkansas. which ranks near the bottom of the income scale in
46th place.

What tiles this tell us about how services are organized and delivered to the popu-
lation in need?

The current public maternal and child health care srstem is organized in a
manner which virtually guarantees that a woman will face gaps in needed care. For
example:

WIC enrollment among prenatal care patients averaged only 58 percent.'
(a) study in Hartford, Connecticut. showed that among teenagers under 18 there

was a mean delay of almost 5 weeks between confirmation of pregnancy and a first
prenatal visit."

A study in Ohio found that. among a sample of low-income women, close to 40
percent waited 2 months or more after a positive pregnancy test to contact a prena.
tal care provider for appointment.'

The delivery of services to pregnant women and children has followed the scientif-
ic management model. Whether intentional or not, the federal government has tried
to manufacture healthy children by using the same management model as it used to
build bombers in World War H. That is, it broke the service system down into sepa-
rate categorical programs among program specialistssocial workers, dietitians,
family planning counselors, prenatal care providers, etc. This strategy may be suc-
cessfully employed in building an air force, but not for building strong families and
healthy babies.

' Institute of Medicine Prenatal Can.. Reaching Mothers. Reaching Infants. National Acade-
my Prow. Washington, D C.: I9K4

p 71.
2 -- -. P. 71
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The 101st Congress has continued this piecemeal approach to the problem of
infant mortality. It has increased funding for the Maternal and Child Health Block
Grant and the Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and Chil-
dren (WIC). and has expanded Medicaid coverage for pregnant women and infanta
to those under 133 percent of the federal poverty level. In last year's Budget Recon-
ciliation, authority was provided to fund small demonstration projects featuring
"one-stop shopping," home visiting or case management out of the MCH Block
Grant if funds are available. But there is no overall strategy to change the status
quo.

For their part, states are taking advantage of these legislative changes to make
improvements in the delivery system structure. As of January, IS states now offer
Medicaid coverage to pregnapt women and children whose family income is up to
NS percent of the poverty level. Another 4 states offer coverage up to 150 percent of
poverty. Forty-two states have dropted assets testa; half of the states have imple
mented presumptive eligibility; 17 states have formed new authorities to coordi-
nate p ms and policies.* In 1980, Medicaid spending accounted for only 9 per-
cent ofmaffrastate spending In 1990, it will account for nearly 14 percent. The states
are doing exactly what the "experts" are advising them to do, but is it enough to
overcome the problems built into the organizational structure?

We are rapidly approaching a point at which we must see results from these
changes. Has Medicaid expansion really provided more services to more people, or
has it merely shifted clients from other programs onto the Medicaid rolls? Has ex-
pension resulted in the provision of medical services to those who were previously
denied services, or has it simply shifted how the bill was paid? Has expansion to
higher income group; reduced infant mortality rates among minority populations?
Have Medicaid administrative reforms been successful in bringing those who were
eligible for services but who did not participate into the service system? Has the
increase in resources brought a proportionate reduction in the infant mortality
rate? if these changes do not reduce the infant mortality rate, we must reconsider
our entire approach to the organizational strategy on infant mortality.

There are a number of problems in the present fragmented delivery system. First,
it creates competition for resources. Second, it is Wrribly wasteful. Each categorical
program has generated its own set of bureaucratic demands to satisfy. While Wash-
ington is engaged in power politics, resources which could be used to serve clients
are wasted on administrative costs. The Select Committee on Children, Youth, and
Families visited a clinic in Connecticut last December which juggles 17 different
Federal, State, and Local Resistance programs. In a survey we conducted last fall on
the availability of maternal and child health services, we found that 88 percent of
providers receive support from more than one funding source. Seventy-seven per-
cent receive funding from more than three sources. Multiple funding sources mean
that there are multiple guidelines and reporting requirements as well as unpredict-
able fluctuations in funding amounts.

Third, it depends on the client to assemble the parts. This often creates new artifi-
cial barriers. For example, why is transportation a medical issee? Because Congress
created a fragmented delivery system. The latest buzzword in health care, case-man-
agement, is neither a particularly new nor innovative idea. Case management is a
reasonable response by local officials who are confronted by the problems presented
by categorical programs, but we should also recognize it as another band-aid to fix a
problem created by the fragmented system. Reimbursement for case management
costa about half of prenatal care itself.

Fourth, when you set up a system to "produce" something, you have to produce
something that can be counted. It is very difficult, if not impossible to prove cause
and effect in a social services evaluation for the simple fact that so many variables
must be considered. Thus, we tend to mearure the process rather than what really
matters, which is individual client outcomee.

Finally, the scientific management model assumes that there is someone oversee-
ing the entire process and who is in charge of the final outcome. But it is clear that
in the existing MCH health system, no one is really in charge of the major financial
commitment to improve the lives and health of Americans. The serAces for preg-
nant women and children are really quite simplc. But the administrative system
has become so complex that no one is held accountable.

We need a results-oriented approach to the problem of infant mortality. The solu-
tion that I have offered, along with Congressman Walsh, the Consolidated Maternal

Jeffrey J. Koshel. An Overview of State Policies Affecting Adolescent Pregnancy and Parent.
ing. National Governors Association. (Washington, D.C: MO). p. U.

*Koshel. p. 24.
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and Child Health Services Act, is a creative approach to harness the combined
power of more than $7 billion to improve the health care of mothers and children.
This proposal recognizes that the incremental approach to health care management
for pregnant women is a barrier, not a gateway, to further reduction in infant mor-
tality and other poor health outcomes.

This concept will eliminate barriers to comprehensive care by giving a woman im-
mediate access to all services, from preventive seriices prior to pregnancy, to prena-
tal care including nutrition services during pregnancy, to postpartum care, all from
a single provider. Delays in obtaining prenatal care will be eliminated. Children will
receive immunizations, health care examinations, preventive laboratory testing, rad
nutritional services all in one place. Prevention will take its rightful place in the
maternal and child health system to reduce infant mortality and long-term disabil-
ities.

A consolidated delivery system offers great potential for breaking the welfare
cycle, holding the line on skyrocketing health care costs, and for returning to the
traditional federalist roles in which the Federal government provides the capital for
states to manage as full-fledged partners. The Federal government should not make
it so difficult for the state and local authorities to do their job in providing client-
based care. The first step to making government programs "kinder and gentler" is
to make them easier to use.

Mr. MeHtmn. I think, Dr. Meyer, we will start with you.

STATEMENT OF MONICA MEYER, M.D., DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
FAMILY HEALTH, NEW YORK STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
ALBANY, NY

Dr. MEYER. It is the responsibility of the New York State Depart-
ment. of Health to protect and promote the public health of its citi-
zens. A critical indicator of public health is infant mortality and its
corollary low birth weight. In New York State, in 1989, infant mor-
tality dropped for the first time in three years from a static 10.7
deaths per thousand births to 10.4 deaths per thousand, a three
percent reduction in infant mortality. In upstate New York, this
was a drop from 8.7 to 8.4 deaths per thousand. Similarly in New
York State in 1989, low birth weight fell from 7.8 to 7.7 percent of
all births, the first dip after a steady rise for the previous three
years. The numbers are provisional, they are not dramatic, but
they are significant.

While we are encouraged by this apparent trend, we are all too
aware of its fragility in our society, a fragility thes. results from the
many paradoxical factors contributing to the status of child
healthincreased entidements to prenatal care and child health
care and social support systems resulting from Medicaid expan-
sions and various Title V and state programs on the one hand and
on the other hand, deepening povertyespecially among children,
increasing evidence of family and social disfunction as manifested
by increasing rates of child abuse and neglect, growing documenta-
tion of prenatal substance abuse, non-declining rates of adolescent
pregnancy and school dropouts despite investment of significant re-
sources in adolescent pregnancy prevention and education. Let me
briefly give some numerical evidence of these factors.

Poverty: In 1987, 23 percent of New York State children were
living in poverty. And perhaps an even more sensitive indicator,
during 1988, 255%, one quarter of the births listed Medicaid as the
primary payor for delivery.

Adolescent pregnancy: There were over 1500 pregnancies to
women 10 to 14 y-nirs of age in New York State, for a rate of 2.9
per thousand. Teenage New York State residents showed a 13 per-
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cent increase in pregnancy rate. Again, despite the resources being

put into adolescent pregnancy prevention.
New York State's infant mortality rate, as I mentioned, in 1988

was 10.7 deaths per thousand live births. Nonwhite New York
State residents had an infant mortality rate 58 percent greater
than their white counterparts: 14.7 versus 9.3 deaths per thousand.
The gap between white and nonwhite infant mortality has not
changed substantielly through 1988.

For New York State, excluding New York City, in 1987, the
infant mortality rate for infants less than 2.5 kilograms, or less
than rormal birth weight, was 71.4 per thousand compared to 4.9

per thousand for babies weighing more than 2.5 kilograms. The low
birth weight rate for nonwhite New York State residents was
12.7%, more than double the white rate of 5.9%.

To what do we attribute the fact that New York State still ranks
significantly worse than the national rates of both infant mortality
and low birth weight? Teasing out the multiple factors is difficult.
We know that in upstate New York as a whole, we do better than
the national average for both infant mortality and low birth
weight, and yet there are significant geographic and ethnic pock-
ets, as you both pointed out, in upstate New York where rates of
infant mortality and low birth weight show great variance. For ex-
ample, in Syracuse in 1987, infant mortality was 1.5 times the
infant mortality rate in Onondaga County as a whole. And for this
past decade, the nonwhite infant mortality rate was approximately
2.5 times the infant mortality rate among white infants in Ononda-
ga County-27.4 deaths per thousand as opposed to 11.6.

Some indicators of morbidity that may be more specific to New
York State and that are frequently interrelated are maternal HIV
infection, syphilis, and substance abuse.

Between November 30, 1987 and December 31, 1989, New York
State has tested anonymous blood samples from 581,605 newborn
infants. Of these A percent were positive for HIV infection. The
presence of HIV antibody in newborns indicates infection of the
mother and not necessarily infection of the infhnt. But recent stud-
ies show that approximately 30 to 35 ,percent of infants born to
HIV-infected mothers are themselves infected.

For those newborns with identified race or ethnicity on birth cer-
tificates, blacks and Hispanics accounted for 87 percent of the sero-
positives, but only 35 percent of the newborns tested. The statewide
seropositivity rates by race or ethnicity were: 1.83 percent of all
black newborns were positive for HIV infection, 1.3 percent for His-
panics, and .12 percent for whites. The prevalence of HIV infection
among women giving birth over the past two years has remained
constant. There has been no significant increase or decrease in
HIV seropositivity among newborns during this period.

Syphilis: New York State has seen a doubling of the syphilis rate
in children between birth and 19 years in the past two years. In
addition, New York State has seen a dramatic increase in cases of
congenital syphilis. Provisional 1989 reports indicate over a thou-
sand cases of congenital syphilis in New York City, up from 357
cases in 1988, and 76 cases of congenital syphilis in 1989 for all of
New York State, up from 20 cases, so that has more than tripled.
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One of the significant contributors to fetal, infant, and child mor-
tality and morbidity in 1990 is prenatal and maternal substance
abuse. A national study suggests 11 percent of all newborns may be
bona to substance-abusing women. We do not have meaningful sta-
tistics at the present time on the extent of this problem in New
York State, although vigorous efforts are developing to encourage
pregnant women to voluntarily acknowledge substance abuse histo-
ries during prenatal care in order to increase counseling and refer-
ral to substance abuse programs. Clearly, this will only work for
women receiving prenatal care.

A blinded random urine toxicology survey of pregnant and deliv-
ering women to determine extent and nature of substance abuse in
the prenatal and perinatal period has been proposed. Although
birth certificates and hospital discharge data are far from adequate
indicators, there is a clear trend of increasing rates of neonatal
drug discharges in New York State. In the state, excluding New
York City, we averaged 3.3 drug-related discharges per 1000 births
in 1988 up from a previous high of 1.8 drug-related discharges.

Education: Nearly one-third of all New York State students en-
tering high school fail to graduate. Moreover, there are dramatic
differences in the dropout rates between the regions and among
various ethic groups. For the class of 1985, estimated dropout rates
for Hispanic youngsters were 60 percent, for black 54 percent, for
Native Americans 36 percent, and the estimate for white children
was 21 percent.

Child abuse and neglect: There were 64,000 reported cases of
child abuse and neglect in New York State in 1985, and 87,000 in
1988; an increase of 136 percent.

We are all familiar with the factors that contribute to improved
birth and child health outcomes: access to prenatal care and child
health care, access to care that is comprehensive, that has continu-
ity, that enables establishment of a meaningful relationship be-
tween health care provider and patients, that is sensitive and re-
sponsive to individual and cultural values and belief systems, that
is provided in a setting we can refer to as a medical home.

We are all aware that access to care has many components, espe-
cially when one is referring to high-risk families, those that have
experienced personal as well as generational limited access to care;
that it involves outreach initially and on a sustained basis. It in-
volves education, again, both short term and long term. It involves
an ecological approach to care, that is care sensitive to the prior-
ities and needs of individuals within their environment.

Thus, the family that has been on welfare for three generations
may not respond to a call for individual initiative-taking. A family
with a child with intensive special care requirements may need res-
pite before being able to provide stimulation to a toddler in the
family. And a cubstance-abusing parent may need residential treat-
ment, plus vocational training and job opportunities before being
able to provide adequate parenting to her children.

It is with an awareness of these multiple factors together with
innovative planning and commitment, curtailed at times by limited
and regulated funding streams, that New York State has forged
ahead. I would like to describe a few programs briefly.

3L
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Prenatal Care Assistance Program: PCAP began in 1984 as the
Prenatal Care and Nutrition Program, and has grown from an ini-
tial annual enrollment of 11,000 in 1985 to over 33,000, the current
year's expected total. At program inception, agencies willing to
offer comprehensive prenatal services to medically indigent women
were funded on a competitive basis. Starting January 1, 1990, pri-
mary prenatal care services under PCAP became an entitlement
with the responsibility for reimbursement of services transferring
to Medicaid.

Program functions such as outreach, public education, designa-
tion of providers, quality assurance and evaluation continue to be
the responsibility of the Department of Health. The population tar-
geted will include all pregnant women eligible for Medicaidthose
at or below 185 percent of poverty. The number is estimated to be
ap roximately 130,000 in New York State.

ile we are most enthusiastic about the potential of this com-
prehensive entitlement program, we are cognizant of the many bar-
riers to utilization imposed by certain Medicaid enrollment policies
and regulationssome of these are federal, some state, and some
localas well as barriers resulting from some public perceptions of
Medicaid. We urge you to work with us to overcome these barriers.

Comprehensive Prenatal-Perinatal Services Networks: This is a
program establishing a local-level federation of health and human
service providers and consumers who nrork jointly to identify and
resolve problems of the regional service system. This year the net-
works' objectives are to increase prenatal and child enrollment in
Medicaid and comprehensive health care with special outreach to
substance-abusing populations.

The Community Health Worker Program is a community based,
family focused outreach, case finding and case management pro-
gram. A community health worker is a resident of the geographic
area and a member of the specific population that is the focus of
the program. The worker's background is similar in language, cul-
ture and socio-economic level to the majority of the families with
whom she will work. The worker, therefore,.understands the prob-
lems confronting the population and through her own life experi-
ences has learned to overcome the obstacles or barriers to timely
utilization of accessible and acceptable services.

Through home visits, the community health workers provide in-
formation, support, encouragement and assistance to families in
the identification and resolution of problems that ultimately ad-
versely affect the health status of the f'amily.

There are Community Health Workers Programs currently in
Onondaga County, in the Finger Lakes, the migrant project, and in
the Oneida County Health Department.

The following case report is included to show the diversity of
problems that the targeted population faces.

A 35-year-old woman was referred to the Community Health
Worker Program. She was seven months pregnant with her third
child, and had received no prenatal care. The community health
worker found the client had very little food in her house, a non-
functioning refrigerator and a stove that leaked gas. She smoked
cigarettes and was taking a large amount of aspirin because of ar-
thritis. She had few support systems and many anxieties. Commu-
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nity health worker intervention included: many contacts with the
Department of E'ocial Services to activate Medicaid and food
stamps; maleng appointments for medical, prenatal care and WIC
services and accompanying the client to her first appointment; help
in obtaining food at food cupboards; discussing the effects of smok-
ing, this woman did cut down on smoking and she was advised to
discontinue aspirin until she consulted the doctor; making appoint-
ments which the client kept to obtain baby clothes at a community
facility and showing the client places where she could obtain
clothes free or at low cost; and helping the client obtain a function-
ing stove and refrigerator.

The community health worker also provided health teaching as
well as emotional support and advocacy. Plans are to continue
service until delivery and to assure health care for the new infant
and other family members.

Infant Mortality Review: The Department of Health is providing
project grants to six county health departments, including Ononda-
ga County, to identify and examine the multiple factors which con-
tribute to infant death through a new initiative, the Infant Mortal-
ity Review.

The IMR contains elements of the traditional case-by-case review
of an infant death as a biomedical problem, but goes beyond analy-
sis of these factors to identify the social, economic and systems fac-
tors unique to each community which have an impact on infant
mortality and morbidity. The program empowers the community as
the change agent and advocate for the health and well-being of its
families. The comprehensive infant mortality reviews will enhance
the community's ability to understand or "color in" those overall
risk factors, such as, age, socio-economic status, and lack of prena-
tal care, that affect health outcome and thereby to develop a specif-
ic picture of health and human service needs for local families.

The IMR has the following objectives:
One, to initiate a community-based interdisciplinary review of

infant deaths in each county with the goal of identifying specific
local public health, human service and social interventions and
policies that will address preventable factors related to these
deaths;

Two, to conduct a public health nurse home interview with every
mother who has experienced an infant loss in order to: obtain data
not available in vital records or medical records, to assess ongoing
family socio-economic and medical needs and jointly plan appropri-
ate interventions with the family, and also to facilitate the grieving
process.

Mr. MCHUGH. Dr. Meyer, let me interrupt you for a moment
here.

Dr. MEYER. Yes.
Mr. MCHUGH. You have a very comprehensive statement which I

have been reluctant to interrupt because it is so good and, obvious-
ly, it has an entire state perspective. But in fairness to the other
people, I think I should ask you to close up.

Dr. MEYER. Okay.
Mr. MCHUGH. And then we can go back during the question

period to cover those things that you think we did not cover ade-

t) 4
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quately. But I do want to be sure the other people have a fair op-
portunity.

Dr. MEYER. Let me just name some of the other programs that
we think are important.

Mr. McHUGH. Yes.
Dr. MEYER. Certainly the WIC Program's caseload has grown 18

percent in the last two years. The school health program you are
going to hear about in more detail that serves 75,000 children
statewide. There is a new child health insurance program that has
just passed both houses of the New York State Legislature and is
awaiting the governor's signature that would create health insur-
ance for al) children up to age 13 who are at or below 185 percent
of the feceral poverty level and not eligible for Medicaid. This
would require a premium of $25 to $100 to be paid by each family
annually.

Another act that you should be aware of, our Neighborhood
Based Initiatives Act, recently enacted by the New York State Leg-
islature, is designed to meld and integrate currently disparate
funding streams, to enable distressed neighborhoods to identify
ways to expand and strengthen the services in their communities.
A total of $2.5 million was appropriated to support this initiative.

In summary, much remains to be done to ensure the health of
New York State's children, despite many significant efforts cur-
rently underway. We have no time to lose. The maternal and child
health challenges we face are complex. What may sometimes be re-
ferred to as diseases of lifestyle, such as chemical dependency, pedi-
atric AIDS and child abuse and neglect are resistant t...) traditional
health care approaches and require innovation and multidiscipli-
nary intervention.

The crises in maternal and child health care will tax all of our
ingenuity, caring and patience and require an immense investment
of resources. Jacob Riis, the turn-of-the-nineteenth-century social
reformer, provided us with a useful analog: "When nothing seems
to help, I would go and look at a stone cutter hammering away at
his rockperhaps a hundred times without so much as a crack
showing in it. Yet at the 101st blow, it would split in two, and I
know it was not that blow that did it, but all that had gone
before."

The New York State Department of health has a hold on that
hammer. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Monica R. Meyer, M.D., follows:]

33-794 0 - 91 - 2
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PREPARED STATEMENT or MONICA R MEYER, M.D., MRECTOR, Div MON OF
FAMILY fimm, NEW YORE STATE HEALTH DEFT., ALBANY. NY

Ensuring Healthy Babies in Upstate Now York:
Pressimg Problems, Promising Strategies

New York State Department of Health Testimony
Monica R. Meyer, M.D., Director, Division of Family Health

duly 16, 1990

It is the responsibility of the New York StilLe Department of
Health to protect and promote the public health of its citizens. A
critical indicator of public health is infant mortality and its
corollary low birthweight. In New York State, in 1989, infant
mortality dropped for the first time in three years from a static 10.7
deaths per 1000 births to 10.4 deaths per 1000, a 3% reduction in
infant mortality. In upstate New York this was a drop from 8.7 to 8.4
deaths per 1000. Similarly, in New York State in 1989, low
birthweight fell from 7.87% to 7.7% of all births, the first dip after
a steady rise for the previous past three years. The numbers are
provisional and not dramatic, but they are significant.

While we are encouraged by this apparent trend, we all all to
aware of its fragility in our society, a fragility that results from
the many paradoxical factors contributing to the status of child
health -- increased entitlements to prenatal care and child health
care and social support systems resulting from Medicaid expansions and
various Title V and state programs on the one hand and on pie other
hand, deepening poverty -- especially among children, increasing
evidence of family and social dysfunction as manifested by increasing
rates of child abuse and neglect, growing documentation of prenatal
substance abuse, non-declining rates of adolescent pregnancy and
school drop-outs despite investment of significant resources in
adolescent pregnancy prevention and education. I will briefly give
some numerical evidence of these factors:

Poverty

In 1987, 23%. of New York State children were living in poverty (1988
Current Population Survey, Department of Census). During 1988, 25.5%
of the births listed Medicaid as the primary payer for delivery. New
York City residents had 36.6% of their deliveries coverec by Medicaid.
Counties with 25% or more of resident births payed for by Medicaid
include: Niigara, Erie and Chautauqua counties from Wes..ern New York;
Allegany, Schuyler and Chemung counties from the Sourthixn Tier;
Cayuga, Oswego and Oneida counties from Central New York; St. Lawrence
and Franklin counties from the Northcountry; Sullivan County from the
lower Hudson Valley; Bronx, Kings and New York counties from New York
City. It is important to do small-area analysis in addition to
county-based statistics to determine the pockets of poverty within the
larger geographic regions.
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Pregnanc

There were 1532 pregnancies to women 10-14 years of age in New York

State for a rate of 2.9/1000. Teenage (15-19 years) New York State
resicents showed it 13% increase in pregnancy rate from 76.7/1000 in
1980 to 86.6/1000 in 1988. Counties with teenage (15-19 years)

pregnancy rates 70.0/1000 or greater include: Niagara and Erie
counties from western New Yark; Monroe and Wayne counties from the
Rochester area; Schuyler, Steuben and Chemung counties from the
southern tier; Oncndaga, Oneida and Chenango counties from central New
York; Jefferson County from the Northcountry; Fulton, Montgomery,
Schenectady, and Greene counties from the Albany area; and Suffolk

county from Long Island.

Jnfant Mortality

The New York State infant mortality rate in 1988 was 10.7 deaths per

1000 live births. Nonwhite New York State residents had a 1988 infant
mortality rate 58% higher than their white counterparts, 14.7 versus

9.3 per 1000 respectively. The gap between white and nonwhite infant

mortality had not changed substantially througn 1988. Of the babies

born in 1988, 3007 died before reaching their first birthday

(10.7/1000). Of these, 2078 died during the neonatal period, a rate

of 7.4/1000 live births. During the postneonatal period, 929 died, a

rate of 3.3/1000 live births. The general reduction in 'nfant
mortality experience over the past 10 years is primarily due to a drop
in the neonatal mortality rate. The post neonatal mortality decreased
only 15.4 percent from 3.9/1000 in 1978 to 3.3/1000 in 1988.

Low Birthweight

For New York State, excluding New York City, in 1987, the infant
mortality rate for infants less than 2.5 kg. was 71.4/1000 compared to
approximately 4.9/1000 for babies greater or equal to 2.5kg. The low

birthweight rate for nonwhite New York State residents was 12.7%, more
than double the white rate c, 5.9%. The percentage of low birthweight

births to women 19 years of age or younger was 10.4%. Counties with

percent of births <2.5 kg., at 6.5% or greater include: Erie County

from Western New York; Onondaga, Chemung and Herkimer countes from
Central New York, Essex, Franklin and Warren counties from the
Northcountry; Albany and Montgomery counties from the Albany area;
Delaware and Sullivan counties from the Catskill area; Westchester
country from the lower Hudson Valley; and Bronx, Kings, New York,
Queens and Richmond counties from New York City.

To what do we attribute the fact that New York State ranks well below
the national rates of both infant mortality and low birthweight?
Teasing out the the multiple factors is difficult. We also know that
upstate New York, as a whole, is above the national average for both
infant mortality and low birthweight, yet there are significant
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geographic and ethnic pockets in upstate New York where rates of

infant mortality and low birthweight show great variance. For example,
in Syracuse in 1987, infant mortality rate (IMR) was 1.5 times the IMR

in Onondaga County as a whole (18 deaths per 1000 live births vs. 12
deaths per 1000 live births) and non-white IMR was almost 2.5 times
the !MR among white infants from 1980-1985 (27.4 vs. 11.6).

Some indicators of morbidity that may be more specific to New York
state and Mit are frequently inter-related are HIV infection,
syphilis, and maternal substance abuse.

HIV Pifection

Between November 30, 1987 and December 31, 1989, New York State has
te:*.ted anonymous blood samples from 581,605 newborn infants. Of these

3786 (0.65%) were positive. The.presence of HIV antibody in newborns
indicates infection of the mother and not necessarily infection of the

infant. Recent studies suggest that 30-35% of infants born to
HIV-infected mothers are themselves infected. For those newborns with
identified race or ethnicity, blacks and Hispanics accounted for 87%
of the seropositives but only 35% of the newborns tested. The

statewide seropositivity rates by race/ethnicity were: 1.83% for

blacks, 1.30% for Hispanics and 0.12% for whites. The prevalence of
HIV infection among women giving birth over the past two years has
remained constant. There has been no significant increase or decrease
in HIV seropositivity among newborns during the period, based on trend
analysis of data by geographic area, age of the mother, or
race/ethnicity of the infant (AIDS in New York State, NYSDOH, 1989).

Syphilis

New York State has seen a doubling of the syphilis rate in children
(0-19 years) from 1986 to 1988. In addition, New York state has seen

a dramatic increase in cases of Congenital Syphilis. Provisional 1989

reports indicate 1017 cases of congenital syphilis in New York City,
up from 357 cases in 1988 and 76 cases of congenital syphilis in 1989

for New York State, excluding NYC, up from 20 cases in 1988.

5ubstance Abuse

One of the significant contributors to fetal, infdint, and child
mortality and morbidity in 1990 is prenatal and maternal substance
abuse. A national study suggests 11% of all newborns may be born to.

substance abusing women. We do not have meaningful statistics on the
extent of this problem in New York State although vigorous efforts are

developing to encourage pregnant women to acknowledge substance abuse
histories in order to increase counseling and referral to substance

9
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abuse programs. A blinded random urine toxicology survey of pregnant
and delivering women to determine extent and nature of substance abuse
in the prenatal and perinatal period has been proposed. Although birth
certificates and hospital discharge data are far from adequate
indicators. there is a clear trend of increasing rates of neonatal
drug discharges in New York State. New York State, excluding New York
City, increased from 1.8 drug-related discharges per 1000 births to
3.3 per 1000 births while New York City increased from 22.. per 1000
births to 36.7 per 1000 births.

Esjucation

Nearly one-third of all New York state students entering high school
fail to graduate (SED, Information Center on Education, 1986d).
Moreover, there are dramatic differences in the dropout rates between
the regions and among various ethnic groups. According to estimates
produced by the New York Education Department, annual dropout rates in
New York City are three times higher than those in the rest of the
state (SED, Information Center cm Education, 1982-83b). Associated
with this disparity is A disproportionately high rate of school
failure among minority students. For the class of 1985, estimated
dropout rates for Hispanics (604), blacks (544). and Native Americans
(360 were at least two times those of whites (214). (State of the
Child, NYS Council on Children & Families, 1988.)

Child Abuse and Neglect

There were 64,819 reported cases of child abuse and neglect in New
York State in 1985 and 87,984 in 1988, an increase of 136%.

We are all familiar with the factors that contribute to improved
birth and child health outcomes: access to prenatal care and child
health care, access to care that is comprehensive, that has
continuity, that enables establishment of a meaningful relationship
between health care provider and patient, that is sensitive and
responsive to individual and cultural value5 and belief systems, that
is provided in a setting we can refer to as a "medical home." We are
all aware that access to care has many components, especially when one
is referring to highrisk families, those ['tat have experienced
personal as well as generational limited access to care. In involves
outreach - initially and on a sustained basis. In involves education
- again both short-term and long-term. It involves an ecological
approach to care, that is care that is sensitive to the priorities and
needs of individuals within their environment. Thus the family that
has been on welfare for three generations may not respond to a call
for individual initiative-taking; a family with a child with intensive
special care requirements may need respite before being able to
provide stimulation to a toddler in the family, and a
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substance-abusing parent may need residential treatment plus
vocational training and job opportunities before being able to provide
adequate parenting to her children.

It is with an awareness of these multiple factors together with
innovative planning end commitment, curtailed at timers by limited and
regulated funding streams, that New York State has forged ahead. We
have developed a variety of programa -- soma of them community wide,
some intensively focused on individuals, some during the prenatal
period or earlier, some during childhood. I will review a few:

EzzaaraLlZurAKAittAnciLizziaia_LPStal

PCAP began in 1984 as the Prenatal Care and Nutrition Program, and has
grown from an initial annual nrollment of 11,472 in 1985-86 to over
33,000, the current program year's (1989-90) expected total. At
program inception, agencies willing to offer comprehensive prenatal
services to medically indigent women were funded on a competitive
basis. Grants were based on the need for services in a given area,
the composition of the population in the provider's catchment area,
an6 the willingness and ability of the provider to de/Aver a full
range of services, including risk assessmant, health education, care
coordination, psychosociel assessment, primary care services,
postpartum services, nutrition services, HIV counseling and testing
services and quality assurance. With the passage of time and
increasing success and growth of the program, the criteria for funding
new projects expended from areas of highest need to universal
statewide coverage. Starting January 1, 1990, primary prenetal care
services under PCAP became an entitlement with responsibility for
reimbursement of primary prenatal services tranaferring to Medicaid.
Program functions such as outreach, public education, designation of
providers, quality assurance, development of new providers and
evaluation continue to be the responsibility of the Department of
Health, funded through state appropriation. The population targeted
will include all pregnant women eligible for Medicaid (at or below
185% of poverty). estimated to be approximately 130,000. While we ere
enthusiastic about the potential of this comprehensive entitlement
program we are cognizant of the many barriers to utilization imposed
by certain Medicaid enrollment policies and regulations--some federal,
some state, soma locel--as well as barriers resulting from some public
perceptions of Medicaid. We urge you to work with us to overcome
those barriers.

Comprehensive Prenatal-Perinatal Services Netwarks (CPPSN)

The CPPSN program underwent conceptual development in the period
1985-85. During 1985 and 1986, the five original networks, four
located in the highest risk areas of New York City, and one in
Buffalo, were developed through a combination of Department of Health
encouragement and community-level organizational efforts. In 1986,

3
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the network project was expanded to include two rural sites selected
on the basis of risk status and need for service improvement. These
two sites were the lower Hudson Valley (Orange, Ulster and Sullivan
counties) and the North Country (Jefferson, Lewis and St. Lawrence
counties). Several additional networks are anticipated in 1990. The
networks' mission is to reduce the incidence of infant mortality,
morbidity and developmental disabilities, as well as the incidence of
maternal mortality and morbidity. To this end, the networks' goal is
to coordinate all services needed by infants and women of childbearing
age to assure that appropriate services are available and accessible.
This is accomplished through development of * functional local.level
federation of health and human services providers end consumers who
work jointly to identify and resolve problems of the regional service
system. This year the Networks objectives are to increase prenatal
and child enrollment in Medicaid and comprehensive health care with
special outreach to substance-abusing populations.

Community &gilt') Worker Prozrem

The Community Health Worker (CHIO Program, a community based, family
focused outreach, cage finding and case management program, funded by
the New York State Department of Health, is an example of a
psychosocial support program developed to assist pregnant women and
families gain access to the health. community and social services
necessary for a healthy family.

The CHW is a resident of the geographic area and of the specific
population that is the focus of the program. The worker's background
is similar in language, culture and socio-economic levels tn the
mejority of families with whom she will work. The worker, therefore,
understands the problems confronting the population and through her
own life experiences has learned to overcome the obstacles or barriers
to timely utilization of accessible and acceptable services.

The CHW serves as an advocate for and a liaison between the family and
the health, social support and community service system in the
community. The scope of practice of the community health workers
includes outreach, case finding, and case management, providing
referrals to needed health and social and community services.
follow-up and continuing support of individuals and families.

Through home visits, the CHWs provide information, support,
encouragement and assistance to the families in identification,
prioritization and resolution of problems that ultimately adversely
effect the health status of the family even though the problems might
not be defined as health or medically related.

An extensive education program has been developed to assist the CHWs
perform their role with the families Ry Adding or modifying
components of their education program, CHWs are prepared to work with
different populations with special needs, populations such as school
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children and their families, migrants and seasonal farm workers, HIV
positive pregnant women, or other groups for whom barriers exist in
using the complex health end social service system.

In the fall of 1988, eight programs were implemented, three in New
York City and five upstate using $1 million of Prenatal Care
Assistance Program (PCAP) funds. In the fall of 1989, six new programs
were implemented, two in New York city, two on Long Island and two
upstate, at a total coat of $2,089,880.

Examples of Upstate New York CHW Program:

Onondaga County Health Department working closely with two
community agencies, P.E.A.C.E., Inc. end the Southwest Community
Center, and the City of Syracuse, in the spring of 1990, began a
Community Health Worker Program. The progrem hired six CHWa and

a program coordinator. Each of the community organizations

houses three CHWa. The CHWe will focus their efforts in 17

census tracts: in the eastern census tracts section of the city
known as Hilltop and in the south wedge. These are areas of the

city that exhibit very poor pregnancy outcomes (infant mortality
rates from 17.7 to 36.3 per 1000), substance abuse, poverty, and
elevated frequencies of domestic violence and violent crimes. The
objectives of this program are to improve pregnancy outcomes and
parenting skills. The CHW training also was made available to
the Onondaga County Department of Social Service Ce.se Management
program staff who were hired at the SSA* till& sua the CHWs as well
as other outreach staff employed by various programs within the
Health Department.

The Finger Lakes Migrant Health Care Coordination Project is
funded by the US Department of Health and Human Services, And is
implemented by the Rushville Health Center in Rushville, New

York. The project uses as a project design and training model,
the CHW Program. The project, through the use of CHWs, has
increased the access of the Migrant and Seasonal Farm Workers and
their families to the needed health, social and community
services. The project has enhanced the networking and the
referral opportunities among the multi-county provider coalition.
Through the provision of transportation, translation, advocacy,
health education and risk assessment, the project has served to
increase the availability and accessibility of services that Are
more culturally appropriate and timely.

The Oneida County Health Department implements a CHW program with
four community health workers and one public health nurse
coordinator to service both Oneida and Herkimer counties. Target

areas served sre: Cornhill section of Utica, the Sylvan
Beach/CAmden/Vienne area, Harmsen/Poland and Cold Brook area, And
the Bridgewater/West Winfield areas. The major barriers reported
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by the clien's include: lack of transportation and lack of
finances. The Office of the Aging transport vehicles have been
used by program clients for prenatal transport to appointments.
The major source of referrals to the program is the Public Health
Nursing Services. This program is one of two upstate programs
that serve a rural and/or a small urban area population,

Case Report:

The following case report is included to show the diversity of
problems that the targeted population faces, the daily challenges
that the CHWS resolve and the complexity of cases the CHWs
coordinate. It should be pointed out that initially, for many
clients, the CHW is the only health care wurker that the clients
will trust enough to let in their door and/or confide in.

A 15-year old woman was referred to the CHW program. She was
seven months pregnant with her third child, and had received
no prenatal care. The CHU found the client had very little
food in her house, a non-functioning refrigerator and 1 stove
that leaked gas. She emoked cigaeettes and was taking a
large amount of aspirin because of "arthritis." She had few
support systems and many anxieties. CHW intervention
included:

many contacts with Department of Social Services to
activate Medicaid, food stamps.

making appointments for medical, prenatal care and WIC
services and accompanying client to first appointment.
She is now being seen regularly in a high-risk clinic.

help in obtaining food at food cupboards.

discussing effects of smoking. She did cut down. Advising
to discontinue aspirin until consulting a doctor.

making appointments which the client kept to obtain baby
clothes at a community facility, and showing the client
places where she could obtain clothes free or at low
cost.

he'ping client obtain functioning stove and refrigerator
through DSS.

The CHW also provided health teaching, as well as emotional
support and advocacy. The plans are to continue service until
delivery, and to assure health care for the new infant and other
family members.
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Infant Mortality Review

The Department of Health is providing project grants to six county
health department., including Onondaga County, to identify and exemine
factors which contribute to infsnt death througA a new initiative, the
Infant Mortality Review (IMR).

The IMR contains lements of the traditional case-by-case review of an
infant death as a biomedical problem, but goes beyond analysis of
these factors to identify the social, economic and system factors
--unique to ach community-- which have an impact on infant morbidity
and mortality. This program empowers the community as the change
agent and advocate for the health and well-being of its families. The
comprehensive infant mortality reviews will enhance the community'a
ability to understand or "color in" those overall risk factors (e.g.,
age, socioeconomic status, lack of prenatal care, etc.) that affect
health outcome and thus to develop it specific picture of health and
human services needs for local families.

The IKR process seeks to improve maternal and child health outcomes
and reduce the incidence of infant mortality in New York State.

Toward this goal, the IMR has the following objL:tives:

to initiate a community-based interdisciplinary review of infant
deaths in each county with the goal of identifying specific local
public health. human service and social interventions and policies
that will address preventable factors related to these deaths;

to conduct public health nurse home interview with every mother
who hes experienced an infant loss in order to (a) obtain data not
available in vital records or medical records, (h) assess ongoing
family socioeconomic and medical needs and jointly plan
appropriate interventions with the family and (c) facilitate the
grieving process;

to make recommendations regarding state policy to improve maternal
and child health outcomes as an outgrowth of the community-based
infant mortality review.

The three major elements of the program are:

1. data collection and community analysis of every infant death
occurring in participating counties;

2. improved access to maternal - infant health and human services for
families who have experienced a loss;

3. opportunity for community and statewide interventions to improve
maternal and child health outcomes.
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WIG

WIC program caseload in the Syracuse region grew by 27.7% between 1988
and 1490 from 14,206 to 43,678. Onondaga County's caseload grew by
18.8% during this time period from 7.900 to 9,389.

The Bureau of Nutrition has been evaluating birth outcomes of babies
born to women participating in the WIC program during pregnancy to
birth outcomes of the general population in New York State.
Preliminary data indicate that fewer low birthweight babies are born
to women who had participated in the WIC program during pregnancy than
to tho general population.

primary 6 pxeventlye Health Care for Children,_Birth to Five

The purpose of the Birth to Five program is to promote the health and
well- being of children from birth to five years of age by reducing
the preventable cause. of childhood morbidity and mortality tn high
risk underserved area. of New York State. The program accomplishes
this by enhancing existing primary.and preventi'..e health care services
with activities designed to meet the special needs of the high risk
populations served. Many of these enhanced services are designed to
address the special needs of high risk infants and include such
activities as: newborn parenting classes; outreach and home visits to
new mothers; and promotion and support services for breastfeeding.
Many of these enriched services may not readily be covered by
anticipated expansions in Medicaid and other child health insurance
programs in New York State.

Examples of Birth to Five Projects in Upstate New York:

Rushville Health Center:

The Rushville Health Center project supports a nurse practitioner
who provides primary and preventive care services at the
Rushville Health Center and two other clinic sites in rural Yates
County. as well as an outreach worker who provides home visits
and health education. Last year. direct care provioed through
this program included 682 well child visits, and 753 sick and/or
follow-up visits. In addition, this program has an active
educational component providing group presentations to day care
centers, parent organizations, church groups. etc. They also
write weekly child health newspaper columns in three local
papers.

flogs County Health Department:

The Tioga County project offers primary and preventive care to
children in seven clinic sites in Tioga County. Last yeas the
county provided 1.320 visits. In addition, this project has

4 4
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initiated 24-hour access to care telephone service and parental

group healt1 education services.

School Health Progial

The School Health program. which began in 1983. provide. comprehensive
primary and preventive health care on-sit, at school-based clinics.
The services provided include comprehensive physical eans, diagnosis
and treatment of episodic illness, follow up and management of chronic

psychosocial counseling, immunizations, screenings.
laboratory specimen collection, first aid and referral for specialty
services when necessary. All School Health clinics require informed
parental consent before enrolling students. Loeated at 112 school
sites throughout the State with an enrollment of approximately 75,000
students, services are delivered at preschools, Head Starts.
elementary, junior high and high schools. Localities include New York
City, Buffalo, Rochester, localities in Westchester and Suffolk
counties, and three rural districts in Cortland County.

Child Health Insuramge

Effective January 1. 1990. all infants to age 1 up to 185% of poverty
became eligible for Medicaid. Effective October 1, 1990. all children
to age 6 up to 133% of poverty will be eligible for Medicaid. In New

York State, all other children are eligible for Medicaid up to
approximately 86% of the federal poverty level.

A bill has passed both houses of the New York State legislature and is
on the Governor's desk that would create a new health insurance
program for children to age 13 who are at or below 185% of the federal
poverty level and are not eligible for Medicaid. A premium of $25 to
$100 would be paid per child per year. The State would subsidize all
other costs. Services would include comprehensive primary and
preventive ambulatory care. Families above 1851 of poverty who are
uninsured or uLderinsured would be able to buy.into this plan. Still

under negotiation is whether hospitalization costs would be included
in the plan.

In addition to these child health insurance increases, New York State
anticipates increased provider participation in Medicaid via
preferred provider option to become effective October 1st that will
approximately triple current Medicaid payments for all primary and
preventive child health care services to providers meeting certain
standards, including EPSDT guidelines.

Pre and Pest Natal Partat Education Hospital TrozraaLIPPPE,HP1

PPPEMP is a comprehensive statewide parent education program designed
to reach every family during the crucial perinatal period. PPPEHP
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emphasizes the universal need for parenting services in the earliest
months of the parent/infant relationship. Each year more than 200,000
New York State parents and their nwborns are expected to benefit from
the program. PPPSHP begins with Having a baby: A Faaily Guide to
Pregnancy. This attractive booklet provides expectant mothers with
information about how to choose a health care provider, information
about the first prenatal visit, and basic tips on how to stay healthy
during pregnancy (such as eating the right foods, getting enough rest,
and avoiding harmful substances). The booklet contains toll-free human
services tolephons numbers all pregnant women should know about,
including the Healthy baby Hotline, as well as information about other
publications available from the Department et Health.

Postnatally, PPPEHP uses hospital-based professionals in an innovative
teaa approach to parent education. The goal of the program is to
ensure that every new mother is visited by a primary care nurse.
pediatrician, social worker or psychologist, and nutritionist
following childbirth in order to teach parents about basic baby care,
offer advice on managing life with an infant, and help families
connect with community parenting program and services. To assist
professionals in working with new parenta, the New York State
Department of Health provides all 174 hospitals in New York State that
offer maternity services with two free resources for parents: Welcome
to Parinthood: A Family Guide and Welcome to Parenthood regional
resource listings. Welcome to Parenthood: A Family Guide focuses on
the social, psychological, and emotional needs of new parents, and
provides some practical tips on parenting a newborn. Welcome to
Parenthood: A Resource Listing is a regional directory that describes
parenting programs end serNices available in each county.
Professionals on the maternity units are being asked to distribute and
review the information in the Welcome to Parenthood materials with all
new parents prior to discharge. A parent hand-held child health
record is being developed for inclusion with these materials. It is
anticipated that child health care providers in New York State will
participate in keeping this record up to date.

Neighborhood Based Initiatives

The Neighborhood Based Initiatives Act was recently enacted by the New
York State legislature. It is designed to meld and integrate currently
disparate funding streams to enable "distressed neighborhoods" to
identify ways to expand and strengthen'the services in their
communities, to improve the delivery of such services, and to help
identify and eliminate barriers to the effective delivery of services
to their residents. /t is the intent of the legislature to first
provide integrated and coordinated services for people in crisis or
with a potential for being in crisis in selected distressed
neighborhoods and then to assist neighborhoods in developing a long
range overall plan to improve their overall economic and social
condition via an assessment of the long term housing needs arl
economic needs of the community and a strategic plan for the
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stabilization end development of the community. A total of $2.5

million new dollars is appropriated to support this initiative.

In aummary, much remains to be done to ensure the health of New
York State's children, despite many significant endeavors currently

underway.

Ve have no time to lose. The maternal and child health

challenges we face are complex. What we may refer to as "diseases of

lifestyle such as chemical dependency, pediatric AIDS, and child
abuse and neglect are resistant to traditional health care approaches
and require innovation and multi-disciplinary intervention.

The crises in maternal and child health care will tax all of our
ingenuity, caring and patience and will require an immense investment

of resources. Jacob Riis, the turn-of-the-nineteenth-century social
reformer, provided UA with a useful analogy: 'When nothing seems to

help, I would go and look at a stone cutter hammering away at his
rockperhaps a hundred times without so much as a crack showing in

it. Yet at the 101st blow, it would split in two, and I know it was
not that blow that did it, but all that had gone before." The New

York State Department of Health has a hold on that hammer.

7
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Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you very much, Dr. Meyer. Again, your
statement was very comprehensive and we appreciate it.

Dr. Miller, the Commissioner of Health here in Onondaga
County, will go next.

STATEMENT OF JAMES R. MILLER, M.D., M.P.H., COMMISSIONER
OF HEALTH, ONONDAGA COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT, SYR-
ACUSE, NY

Dr. MILLER. I want to thank you all for visiting Syracuse and On-
ondaga County to learn further about our situation and the efforts
that we are making.

Let me increase the magnification of what Dr. Meyer has de-
scribed to you, going from a statewide perspective to one perticular
upstate New York county, and I will also use Dr. Meyer's format of
first describing what we know about infant mortality and then dis-
cussing our community's response, illustrating many of the pro-
grams that Dr. Meyer has already referenced.

I am going to rely on a number of graphic displays that our de-
pa rtmeht has prepared. They are attached to the written statement
that you each have, as well as appearing here on the easel.

The City of Syracuse ranks as having one of the highest infant
mortality rates of 27 cities of comparable size using 1987 data.
What you see here is cities across the nation, showing their infant
death rate, the number of children who die among a thousand who
are born. And Syracuse appears at the lower portion of this chart
where we have infant mortality exceeding all of these other cities
that are comparable to us in size.

And while that is itself notable, when we begin tr look at who
the children are, who the parents of the children are, we see other
factors that we think deserve reporting. And then in the next
graph you see infant mortality by maternal race. At the top of the
chart, the state, the nation's and the City of Syracuse is white
infant mortality being roughly equal. And the cities larger than
Syracuse having a greater infant mortality rate when one looks at
white children.

Looking at African-American infants, New York State and the
nation has greater infant mortality, and the City of Syracuse has
dramatically greater African-American infant mortality. So much
so that when we look at the years 1984 through 1986, which we
must do for statistical purposes, we do not have sufficient births in
one year to African-Americans that we can reliably portray a
single year, but among those larger cities, 1985 data show that Syr-
acuse exceeds many American cities. And, in fact, exceeds all of
the large cities as we show them here.

We noticed, my staff noticed that the committee has prepared a
fact sheet, and we will supply you with additional information. But
in the second section of your fact sheet, infant mortality rate in up-
state New York is critically high. And in the second pars ,raph you
do report that in 1988, our overall infant mortality did decrease,
and you reference the national commission's report. But I would
like to share with you some newly calculated data that again con-
firms locally that the 12.7 rate for Syracuse in 1988 is accurate, but
our provisional 1989 rate is 14.5. And racially whereas in 1988, Af-
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rican-American infant mortality had dropped to 14.7, in 1989 it had
returned to what was previously the level of 25.6. And through
June 30th of this year the rate is running at 34.1. So we will pro-
vide additional copies. This was not submitted and we may not
have even mentioned it in light of the other material that was pro-
vided.

We move on to our next attachment which is a map of the City
of Syracuse showing the various census tracts. We know by analyz-
ing data that, indeed, we have areas of the city that are particular-
ly burdened with infant mortality problems and are burdened with
higher rates of late or no entry to prenatal care, premature birth
and children born below normal birth weight. These areas have
sizeable African-American and low-income populations and rela-
tively high rates of teen pregnancy.

Causes of neonatal mortality, that period being from birth
through the end of the first month of life, are associated primarily
with prematurity or congenital anomalies.

Post-neonatal mortality, from the period of one month through
the end of the first year, is largely from Sudden Infant Death Syn-
drome.

Again, returning to a racial comparison, black neonatal mortali-
ty is two times that of whites and black post-neonatal mortality is
three to four times that of whites.

Low birth weight, prematurity, and late and no entry into prena-
tal care are primary influences on infant mortality. Black race,
poverty, aral teen motherhood are also associated factors.

The next attachment, Attachment D, shows the percentage of
births to women age 17 and under. Again it is a slightly different
figure than Dr. Meyer, in which all teenage pregnancies were re-
ported. We are looking at women 17 and under. And in the City of
Syracuse, one of every six births occur to a woman who was less
than 18 among African-Americans as compared with 2.6 percent of
all births to whites in the city of Syracuse in that same age group.

Attachment E shows the percent of black births with late or no
prenatal care, and it shows the sharp rise from 1981, on the left of
the chart, from around 2 percent up to the 5 percent that was ob-
served in 1986 and 1987. And our analysis of 1988 data shows that
this number has grown recently.

Attachment F shows the mortality for low birth weight black in-
fants being 1.7 times that for low birth weight white infants, recog-
nizing that low birth weight is a major risk factor to early death.
When one simply looks at all children born with a low birth
weight, there is a racial discrepancy. Black infants as compared
with white infants of low birth weight die at a greater rate. But for
normal weight infants, black infant mortality is approximately
four times that of whites.

That is what we know about the problem. We are continuing to
try to further understand it.

The County Executive's Office has demonstrated great commit-
ment and direction to the Departments of Social Services, Mental
Health and Health, a commitment made difficult by the limited
state and federal revenues, including significant loss in revenue
sharing.
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Our county government has worked closely with local health pro-
viders, and various community organizations, and has developed
and begun implementing an action plan to provide greater access
to health care and support services for pregnant women and their
newborn children. This action plan includes: case management co-
uniination, medical care, social support services and evaluations
systems. They are briefly listed in Attachments G and H.

The various components, and there are a number of them, can be
summarized into particular areas. One is the extending outreach
into communities of high risk. We have taken advantage of many
federal and state funding opportunities throughout county govern-
ment to enable women from neighborhoods that are experiencing
greater rates of infant mortality to serve their neighbors, and we
have used the New York State Community Health Worker Grant,
Comprellensive Medicaid Case Management, and the prenatal care
program monies to augment our public health nursing teams as
well as the PCAP, Prenatal Care Assistance Program Outreach and
Education.

The coordination of comprehensive prenatal care has enabled us
to bring to the clinic settings where ambulatory care is provided,
the number of social services, including both Medicaid and WIC.

We are attempting now in various ways to eliminate barriers
caused by lack of transportation and child care. We are committed
to assessing the roles that drug and alcohol use, child abuse and
neglect and domestic violence are contributing to infant mortality,
and we have been now looking specifically at Fetal Alcohol Syn-
drome and fetal alcohol affects, documenting the extent of this
problem in our community and addressing the available services to
help prevent and care for children who suffer from fetal alcohol ex-
posure.

And finally, we are developing a computerized data base to track
women and their newborn children as well as to assess, evaluate
and monitor the impact of the programs in place.

Nevertheless, a number of other factors are in dire need of inter-
vention. These include the shortage in our community of prenatal
care providers for low-income families, although it is encouraging
that a growing number of physicians have joined our program and
we are very encouraged by that willingness on physicians part. We
also need to access and assure that there is access to culturally sen-
sitive and dignified care and improve the socio-economic context in
which infants are born.

"Infant mortality is a social problem with health consequences."
I am quoting Masden Wagner. Employment opportunities, job
training, education, safe and affordable housing, and standard of
living all need to be addressed. A comprehensive community-wide
strategy to impact each of these is essential to assure that the cycle
of poverty which perpetuates our very high infant mortality rate
can be reduced.

[Prepared statement of James R. Miller, M.D., follows:]

5. )
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES MILLER, M.D., MPH, COMMISSIONER OP fir..m..m,
ONONDAGA COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT, SYRACUSE, NY

U.S House of Representatives Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families Field Hearing on July 16, 1990.

Thank you for visiting Syracuse and Onondaga County to explore
barriers to care as we perceive them in Upstate New York and to
review our proposed action plan

The local infant mortality crisis as reported by the Onondaga
County Health Department Bureau of Surveillance and Statistics is

portrayed in the following graphic presentations.

Attachment A The City of Syracuse is ranked as having the
highest infant mortality rate of 27 cities of comparable size
based on 1987 data.

Attachment El The rate for black infants is higher than in 18
large urban centers based on 1985 data.

Attachment C The areas with the highest infant mortality
rates are the West, South and East Fayette neighborhoods
within syracuse. These areas generally coincide with areas
having late or no entry into prenatal care, prematurity and
low birthweight. These areas have sizeable black and poor
populations with relatively high rates of teen pregnancy.

Causes of neonatal (birth to one month) mortality are
associated primarily with prematurity or congenital anomalies.

Postneonatal (one month to one year) mortality's largest
cause is Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS).

Black neonatal mortality Is 2 times that of whites and black
postneonatal mortality is 3 to 4 times that of whites.

- Low birth weight, piematurity, and late/no entry into
prenatal care are primary influences on infant mortality.
Black race, poverty, and teen motherhood are also associated
factors.

Attachment 0 The percentage of births to women age 17 and
under for City of Syrac%se Blacks is 16.1% as compared to 2.6%
for City Whites in thc :147..c age grm;p.

5 1
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Testimony of James R. Miller, MD (Continued)

Attaehment t The percentage of Black births with
prenatal care have risen sharply between 1981 and
2.0% (19Bl-1982 avg.) to 5.0% (1986-1987 avg.).

Attachment? Mortality for low birth weight Black
1.-/1 times that for low birth weight White infants.
weight infants, Black mortality is appro,timately 4
of Whites.

late or no
1987, from

infants is
For normal
times that

Onondaga County Government, working closely with local health
providers and various community organizations have developed and
begun implementing an action plan to provide greater access to
health care and support services for pregnant women and infants.
This extensive action plan includes case management coordination,
medical care, social support services and evaluation systems.
(Attachments ( and B)

Specifically this plan addresses access to prenatal care
issues byt

1. extending outreach to high risk families (e.g., New York
State Community Health Worker Grant, Comprehensive Medicaid
Case Management, Augmentation of PUblic Health Nursing Teams,
MAP outreach and Education)

2. coordinating comprehensive prenatal care with social
services on-site including Medicaid and WIC enrollment.

3. exploring options to eliminate barriers to care created by
lack of transportation and child care

4. assessing the role of drug and alcohol use, child abuse and
neglect, and domestic violence as contributors to infant
mortality (e.g., Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Graat)

S. developing a computerized database to track women and
infants as well as to assess, evaluate and monitor the impact
of programs in place.

Nevertheless, a number of other factors are in dire need of
intervention. These include the shortage in our community of
prenatal care providers for low income groups, access to culturally
sensitive and dignified care, and improvements in the socioeconomic
Context in which infant mortality occurs.

"Infant mortality is a social problemwith health consequences."
' Employment opportunities, job training, education, safe and
affordable housing, and standard of living need to be addressed.
without a comprehensive community wide strategy to impact each of
these, individuals will remain in the cycle of poverty which
perpetuates our very high infant mortality rate.

' Wagner, Masden. "Infant Mortality In Europe: Implication tor
United States." Journal of Public Health Policy, Winter 1988,
pp.473-4$4.
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ATTACIMNT "A"

Infant Mortality Rate
27 Mid-sized Cities

1987 Data
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ATTACHMNT "0"

SYRACUSE RELATIVE TO OTHER CITIES, 1985.
INFANT MORTALITY RATE BY RACE

WHITE INFANT MORTALITY
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ATTACHMENT "C"

Infant Mortality Rate
City of Syrcus. 'Neighborhoods'

1

infant Mortality Rate
(1985-1987)

o 0.0 to 2.1
13 2.1 to 6 8
o 6.8 to 13.8

13.8 to 17.7
17.7 to 36.3

Data ranges are wows

Note: "Neighbtattoods" ate cleaned as contIgnSuS groups of (19801 census tracts wtnilt sussfy two crnena:

(1) the zracts as at tag general)y timair In soc(o-ec000(mc 0041d1bOns
(2) theY columned anproauswiely 10,11(X) resiclenu. In the 1980 Coma

Data Sourer New Vs t Stale Bureau of vital Staustics
Meowed by Onondaga County Health Department. Bureau of Survetltance and Suesaci
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MTACKHZNT "D"

Percent of Births to Women
Age 17 and Under

16.1%

3.0%

4.3%

3.9%

5% 10% 15%

Percent of Births in Category

Dela are 19854987 Awaoes
Data source: NYS Vttsi StEtsdca
Anakils irod Ciroph by: Onondaga County Health Ovantnant

Bunfau o Sumidance I Stift**

20%
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ATTACHMENT "E"

Entry to Prenatal Care by Race and Year
Onondaga County, NY 1981-1987

6.00%

5.00%

4.00%

3.00%

100%

aces

I I a I
10

i i,i hi h
1911 1912 1913

White Prenatal Care--

ta Late ONo

191. lase 1991 lest
-- Black Prenatal Care - - -

Late 111 No

Note:
Late cue= Entry in third trimester of pregnancy
No Care = No pivnatal care before delivery.

Data Source New York S. Vital Records
Analysis and Graph prepared by Onondaga County Health Department

Bureau of Surveillame and Statistics
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ATTACtuarsT

B1RTHWEIGHT
CATEGORY

BirthWeight- ril Race- Specific Infant Mortality

Onondaga County, 1985-1907

BiW
White Black Total Risk Ratio

Normal 2500 g)

Births 17,058 2.312 19,370

% of Births 94.6% 86.7% 93.5%

Deaths 50 26 76

1MR 2.9 11.2 3.9 3.84

Low (< 2500 g)

Births 981 355 1,336

% of Births 5.4% 13.3% 6.5% 2.45

Deaths 83 53 136

1MR 84.6 149.3 101.8 1.76

Mu Source: NYS Vital Records
Analysts br Bureau of %mama & Staliatics

OrtoodseComy Hakh Depaeunent
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ATTACHMENT "G"

J141FANT MORTALITY ACTIONIMN

A. OUTREACH & CARE COORDINATION

1. PCAP TRANSITION
2. TEENAGE SERVICES ACT (TASA) EXPANSION
3. COMPREHENSNE MEDICAID CASE MANAGEMENT (CMCK
4. NEW YORK STATE COMMUNI-TY HEALTH WORKEF. GRANT
5. AUGMENTATION OF PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING TEAMS
6. CASE MANAGEMENT PROVIDER GROUP
7. ACCESS CENTER

O. MEDICAL

1. PCAP TRANSITION
2. OPENING OF FAMILY HEALTH SERVICE CUNIC
3. DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
4. FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME GRANT

C. FAMILY AND SOCIAL SUPPORTS

1. OUTSTATIONING FOR MEDICAID INTAKE
2. OUTSTATIONING FOR WIC INTAKE
3. TRANSPORTATION
4. CHILD CARE FOR CLINICAL PURPOSES
5. DRUG & ALCOHOL SERVICES
6. DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
7. CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

D. ASSESSMENT & EVALUATION

1. SURVEILLANCE ACTIVITIES
a. INFANT MORTALITY REVIEW
b. DRUG AND ALCOHOL SURVEILLANCE .

ANALYSIS OF \MAL RECORDS INFORMATION
2. ACCESS CENTER
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Onondaga County
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Action Plan
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1. jNTRODLCTION - THE PROBLEM

Infant Mortality is an important variable for understanding the health of populations
The infant mortality rate, usually eepressed es the number of infant deaths per 1000 live births, is
a key indicator of community health because it measures the health of the most dependent and
most vulnerable segment of any ',ovulation. The infant mortality rat* of a population serves as
an important epidemiological indicator of other critical issues, such as the 414Uquacy of prenatal
care. the nutritional status of the mother and child, access to medical cart, and a host of socio-
economic vartables. For these reasons, Infant mortality is often used as the principal variable
when comparing the health of populations in varying areas and facing varying s000-economic
conditions.

The infant mortality rate in Syracuse is higher than that in V cities of comparable size. The
black infant mortality rate is disturbingly high (27.4 deaths per MOO live births during 1981 - 1987)
compared with 18 large cities including New York. Boston, Chicago and Detroit. Syracuse has the
highest black infant mortality rate of all. Because the mortality rate for white infants in this
county is relatively low (9.2/1000 for the same period), the risk to black infants is nearly triple that
of whites. Thus the black:white nsk ratio for Onondaga County is also the highest of any in the
aforementioned group of cities. Beginning in 1913, much of the elevated risk to blacks has been
concentsated in the postneonatal period, from 28 days to one year of age.

Infant mortality in tlw City of Syracuse is considerably higher than the remainder of the
County. Average rates for 1981 through 1987 are 15.4 for the City, and 8.8 for the remainder of the
County. The average nsk ratio for City/County is 1.75 (range 1.4 to 13), meaning that a child
born in the City of Syracuse is 75% more likely to die during its first year than a child born
outside of the City. (See DatA Summary in Attachment A)

LEA DLNG RISK FACTOR5

A. Late/No Prenatal Care
Identified Barriers To Care:
a. Financial
b. Poor Coordination of Services
c. lack of Transportation
d. L.ack of Child Care
e. Substance Abuse

B. Low Birth Weight/Prematuritv
C Teen Prepancy
D. Minority Status
E Poverty
F Domestic Violence
G. Substance Abuse
H. Parenting Issues
1 Inadequate Pediatric Health t. Are
T. HIV
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II. COMMUNITY ACTIN/MEI

A. County Executive Office established the As: CM to Care Ccatmittee
B. Trip to Toledo. ',hi° to observe and review Infant Mortality Prevention

Efforts
C Trip to Hartford. CT to observe and review Infant Mortality Prevention

Efforts
D. Human Service Forum - Jame .^y, 1990

Neighbochood Based Initiatives
F. Fowler Profect
G. Case Management Provider Group
H. Access Center Development with Syracuse University
I. Networking with Methcal Sodety
J. Presentations to Numerous Community Groops

ACILION.I.L&N

The Onondaga County Departments of Health and Social Services are eogaged in
a number of joint inibaiives designed to improve maternal and infant health
outcomes and reduce infant mortality. The Departments are working closely with
local health providers and community organizations to provide greater access #o
health care and support services for pregnant women and infants. This extensive
action plan includes the coordination of cast management, medical care, social
support and evaluation service&

A. OUTREACH & CARE COORDINATION

I. KAP Transition
Effective January 1, 1990, Medicaid assumed the role of fiscal
administrator of New York State's Prenatal Care Assistance Program
(PCAll. This expands Medicaid eligibility to include pregnant women
and infa=rtair to one yeas of age whose family does not exceed 185%
of the f poverty level. During the first three months of 1990
there were 388 new cases opened for Medicaid using these new
stanthirds.- As these new eligibility requirenients become known
throughout the community. it is assumed the caseload will continue
to rise at ao increased rate. Therefore, it is estimated that 1200 to 1,300
additional Medicaid cases will be opened this year under the PCAP
program.
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,-ks3 TAS
TASA is contracted through DSS to The Salvation ATMS, and utters
.,upportive counseling and case management to pregnant and
parenting teenage/1. Presently, the TASA program covers teenagers
through their eighteenth birthday who are in receipt of ADC Public
Assistance benefits. In 1990. TASA will expand to include teens
through their 19th birthday in all categories of assistance. This is
estimated to increase the number served from 150 teens in 1999 to 500
in 1990.

3. cgIllgellentalldeslicalikCasc.Mall111=1121.1.Q/CM/
In audition to TASA. the Department of Social Services currently
funds the CMCM Pilot. The purpose of the CMCM Pilot is to assist at-
risk women and infants access medical and social support services.
through an intensive case management and outreach model. When
CMCM is fully implemented, it will be administered by Syracuse
Community Health Center. The five pilot outrezch workers are
stationed at Crouse Irving Memorial Hospital, SUNY Health Science
Center, St, Joseph's Hospital, Syracuse Community Health Center and
MANUS/ Vincent House.

4. New York State Community Health Worker Grant
This grant funds intensive community-based outreach and case finding
activities in the two highest risk areas of the City of Syracuse. Three
outreach workers are assigned to the Hilltop area through PEACE. Inc
and three are assigned to the Southwea Community Center.

5. Aumentstion j Putt( Health Nursing Teams
Public Health SOtial Work staff will work in comunction with
outreach workers to address a broad range of social service needs tor
high risk nursing team clients.

6. cia.Minag.01 ;mmM2yidi ss
Health Department Commilsioner Tames Miller. MD. and Social
Services Commissioner Robert Stone have established a coordinating
group co.npristd of local human service agency directors with
experience ii case management The aim of this group is to determine
what services sre currently available for the target population, to
coordinate these -ervices and decade how best to utilize new outreach
and case managetnont workers

6



7. Acasarmsa
A computerised database is under development with the astistance of
Syracuse University. The system will track all at-risk women and
infants to assure timely oubreach intervention, maintain a case file on
each tracked individual tn fadlitate case menagenent and collect and
analyze data for future planning purposes. (See Attachment 13)

IL MEDICAL

1. MAE lantiiian
See description above -

2. CtesniassilamiltaulthicediraLtr
This clink, held at the Civic Center, consolidates services at one site to

rovide increased accessibility to the full array of County Health
parent clink services.

3. 2rusatAtathelklitti
Through the Department of Mental Health, the Outpatient Drug
Clinic at Crouse Irving Memorial Hospital provides individual and
group counseling for pregnant and parenting women. Additionally,
'Me Department of Mental Health is proposing the expansion of
Syracuse Comniunity Health Center's Alcohol & Substance Abuse
Services to increase the number of people served. Then programs
will accept referrals to provide counseling, to increase substance abuse
awareness and to improve maternal end infant health outcomes.
Pending the results of the Department of Health's surveillance
program, the Departments of Health, Mental Health and Social
S .wvices will develop programs to ensure rehabilitative services.

4. Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) Grant
The FAS Prevention of Disabilities Project has established a
community-wide Task Force. The purpose of this Task Force is to
reduce the Widow, of disabilitio resulting from maternal drug and
alcohol consumption. Task force activities include data collection and
analysis,afessional and public education and service and referral
coordina
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C FAMILY AND SOCIAL SUPPORTS

QUI14111213111$112LMediaidintakit
To assure Medicaid coverer for eligible low inCOITUR pregnant women
and infants, Medicaid intake workers will be assigned to work at the
mapor provider sites of prenatal and newborn care services. Presently
they are outstationed at St. Jmph's Hospital, Syracuse Community
Health Center, SUN? Health Science Center and the Onondaga
County Health Department PCAP clinics.

2. Qsatswitgaio Imo inlilSe
To assure early admission into WV for high risk pregnant women,
WIC intake workers are assigned to work at the major provider sites
of prenatal care and newborn care services. Presently they are
outstadoned at St Joseph's Hospital and Crouse Irving Memorial
Hospital. Additional outstationing is planned.

3. Tran,portajior
The Department of Social Services is currently evaluating funding
options and modes of transportation for at-risk women and infants to
medical appointments. A combination of taxis, bus tokens, agency
vans and paid mileage for outreach %rocker vehicles will be utilized.

4. Childgarefor Clinics(
ClrThe Department of Socialtaeisces is considering expanding child care

services for clinic purposes. It is yet to be determined whether a
centralized site or a number of individual sites will be designated for
child care.

5. Druz re Alcohol Services
See desciption above - Ili B 3

6. 12cimeljk yiszlenee
The Department of Social Services contracts with Vera House and
Dorothy Day House to provide support services for battered women
Vera House also operates a new program known as Alternatives.
Building Non-Violent Relanonships. TWs is an educational program
for barterer.. While many participants volunteer for this program,
others are court mandated.
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s..;1_.buse_And \eilect
The Department ot Social Services contracts with numerous agencies
including Catholic Charities, Child and Family Services, and The
Salvation Aimy to provide a variety of supportive and rehabilitanve
services for families at risk of child abuse of neglect. The Parents and
Children Together (P.A.C.T) Program is a new proeram now available
a; a preventive service within the Department of Social Services
Children's Division. This innovative program is designed to provide
crisis intervention services to families with children at imminent risk
of placement. The Department of Social Services will evaluate
existing programs to determine whether expansion or further
development of new services is warranted.

D. ASSESSMENT as EVALUATION

I. Sureeillance Acties
The Bureau of Surveillance rk Statistics in the Health Department
will undertake additional activities associated with furthering our
understanding of the infant mortality problem and associawd risk
factors.

a. Want Mortality Review
This program will conduct comprehensive reviews of all
infant deaths in Onondap County. Included in this process
is an interview with the mother and analysis of medical and
human service records. Based on the findings of these
studies, a Community Review Team will propose
intenrentions and policies to address any preventable factors
associated with infant mortality.

b. Drug and Alcohol Surveillance
Through surveys, analysis of anonymous drug screen
specimens, and indirect measures, the Surveillance program
will attempt to characterize the nature and extent of
substance abuse during pregnancy as a basis for additional
program planning efforts.

c. Analysis of_Vital _Records Information
A computerized intormalion system is planned for the Vital
Records office. This system win allow more timely and more
com lete analyses of Information from birth and death
certifIcates. By reporting on low birth weight and other high
risk births more quickly. the system will also serve as the
basis for more timely referrals for public health nursing
interventions

33-794 0 - 91 - 3
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Z kccess Lenta
See description above -

QIIIFAXEYAARIAILES

The Action Plan outlined above is designed to address man of the leading
risk factors associated with infant mortality. Unfortunately, there are many
additional variables that must he confronted bear, this community will realize a
significant decrease in infant mortality rates and in discrepancies among racial
groups for these rates. The following list, although not inclusive, represents several
issues outside of the scope of current Onondaga County Departmants of Health and
Social Services activities. Further sti.dy and compr. hensive intervention are
wasrantecl in each of these areas.

A. HUMAN SERVICE FACTORS

1. Number of Physicians Accepting Medicaid
2. Cultural Sensitivity Training For All Human Service Providers
3. Waiting Times & Conditions For Clinic Visits
4. Continuity of Care

IS. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

I. Employment Opportunities
2. lob Training
3. Education
4. Housing

f;
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V. cal&thiLINLIMIIILLECELVIS

The Departments of Health and Social Services with consultation from
Mental Health have established the following five and ten year obpcnves (See Table
on Page 9). The County assumes a leadership role, and the current action plan will
play art integral part in this fight. However, achievement of these objectives will
depend on a community wide effort to battle infant mortality. The community at
large must be willing to expend time, energy, and resources in coordinated fashion.
Civic organizations, educational institutions, churches, neighborhood associations.
pnvate industry and all human service providers must share responsibility for
improving the medical and social conditions that result in infant mortality. In five
years time, the County will reasstss these objectives based on the success of the
current action plan as well as community initiatives.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Infant Mortality Rate: Assesses the extent of infant (cluldren up to one year
of age) deaths in a population. The infant mortality rate (1MR) is calculated as
the number of infant deaths divided by the number of births in that
population in the same year. This quantity is multiplied by 1,000 so that the
LMR can be read as the "number of infant deaths per 1,000 live births." When
an IMR is used for a specific population. both the number of deaths and the
number of births is specific to that population. For example, the infant
mortality rate for white infants in Syracuse is calculated as the number of
deaths of white infants born to Syracuse residents, divided by the number of
white infants born to Syracuse residents.

Low Birthweight: Infants which weigh less than 2500 grams (i.e. 5 5 lbs ) at
birth are classified as "low birthweight" infants.

Late Entry to Prenatal Care: Women who either Inmate prenatal care in the
last tnmester (months 7 through 9) of pregnancy are considered to have
received "late prenatal care" This group is usually combined with women
who received no prenatal care in a Late Or NIC1 Prenatal Care" category.

6 3
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COMMUNITY OILIECTIVES

LAM et NO PIKVATA1 CAN

Oncodaga County Total
Syracuse Total
City Minonty
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Onondaga County Total
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City Minority
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:tACI4DAGA COO.,
'0h1/Lirr DATA

FACT 3t4EZT

Phase I
Overall infant mortality ram for the County is not alavated

1010-1N7 nate 103 *MAD pin* 1020 lh. bard* NYS avow 10.7:
1:posse Avow ha., NYS eacladins NYC 11.11

gate for the City of Syracuse Is highest of Midis al comparabli suot
1917 dma: Smoot,/ 173: %BMW btabillt In tuever %WO, NC Me
Surfeit by R. lave. Hoodeat liactilva CcAmon

Rat* for Black Wants is approxtmately dine MUM the rate for Whit.
101311 ti
090117 City armee*: WhileS 3. lltack )0 n

Rata for Nark infants Is lusher than le Lute urban mows bawd on :983
data
tSynenor dna Want on 101441 arousal. 27.21 ; Iscend Nallant in wryer
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POIR0401141411 Oa.. ow Imo* to NW rpor) atonality rale OVUM kir Slack
infant, Mormead from 19024917, to ba thme to four times that of Mutes
Ittell40110 Cl_ty dam Whew Me al, Slack Mem 73; 1141141Nlie White PA411

3.1. Neck MIRA 1241

Plisse 11
Causes of narixtettl deaths am associated primarily with pranatwity or

congenital anomalies. ri singla lariat cause of Pontwonatal Mortauiv
is Sudden (nfant Death Syndrome. No obvious diffaincas in causes ot
deal mist between the ram.

Infant mortality is hiehmt in the West Southwart. and East Fayette
neighborhoods within Syracum.

Pnrisary Influntrus on Infant Mortality are low WM weight, premature
delivery. and late/no ray to prmatal care.

Musicals of Mack mot. poverty, and towage motherhood are madiated
through the primly influences.

Ths percentage at Keck births with LatittNo pninatal care have risen
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avg.).

Race and poverty have stadsacallv independent influssicw on infant
mortality.
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Infant Mortality in Onondaga County, 1980-1987
IL: Analysis of Risk Factors
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Onondaga County Health Deparunent

Bureau of Surveillance and Statistics
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Donald A. Cibula, Project Analyst
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Abstract
The risk of a black infant dying wet triple that cf a white infant ban in Onondap

County, NY &ring 1981-1917. Evaluation of the causes adult' fails to explain this

disparity: the causes are diveme, lack clear-cut medical remedies. and do not differ

vim:cis:4y between black and white infants. Analyses of socioeconomic correlates of

infant mortality nue (111R) were carried out. The tesults. which am tbe focus of this

report. establish some basis for an infceend opinion about why theae racial differences in

INIR exist. Comparison of tract-level data between sets of census aims with similar

povezty levels tat different racial c0111904600 indicates that DAR is signifiondy higher in

poor aren of Syracuse with high pupation of black residents Mahe to carve:ably
poor. predotninandy white wen. A subsequent, more compthensive anclysis of likely

IMR corielates using tract-level data revealed that low hist weight (LBW). larefoo prenatal

care and plemantrity are the primary associates of &Seances in IMR among Onoalap

County census tracts. Comparisons of black and white infants using birth certificate data

indicate that co average, black infants are at sipificamly paw risk of LBW, late prenatal

cage, and prematurity thou arc their white counterparts.

'7 J
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Introduction
The Nock infant nentality rate (IMR) in Syracuse and Onondaga County. New

fork is disturhilialy hi& the preceding paper in this senes established that the overall nue

.7`1$ P.4 deaths per 1000 live births during 1981-1987. Compared with 18 large cities

including New York. Boetat. Qicago and Detroit. Onondap County has the highest

black infant mortality rate of all. Because the mangey rue fix white infants in this county

is relatively low (9.2/1000 foe the same period), the risk to black infants is nearly tripk that

of whites. Thus the black:white risk ratio foe Onondags County is also the highest of any

in the afantmentioned group antics. Beginning in 1983, much of the elevated risk to

blacks has been concentrated in the postneonatal period. i.e. how 28 days to one year of

age.
This paper describes additional analyses in which we examine the causes of infant

deaths and evaluate some potential correlates of infant atonality. Our purpose is to identify

those socioeconomic and medical conditions which are most sunnily associated with infant

mortality in Onondaga County and to pmvide infonnation that will assist in planning

effective strategies for inentindon.

Causes of Mortality
As a point of depanute. causes of infant mortality were examined on the

assumption that they may indicate tuderiying =dicta and =ill risk factors. Results of

this investigation are presented in Fisure 1. In general, the causes of death are divene.

somewhat nebulous, and lack clukcut medical remedies (Mgure 1). Finthennott. the

pattern of causes is saildngly similar kr both races, particularly during the postai:canal

period, which is especially risky for black infants. For example. SIDS, a category

reptesenting undiagnoiod causes of death even after an autopsy is perfcemed, accounts for

approximately half of the deaths of both black and white infanta dining the postneonatal

period (Figure 1). Thus. Lids =dad of analysis failed to identify any causes

disproponionuely !granted in blacks that aught have pointed to unique medical or

socioeconomic risk factors among the deceased black infants.

General InRisences oa 1MR: Race and Poverty
Abundant evidence in larger studies of the U.S. population indkates that non-white

race and low socioeconomic status are tightly luilted, and ate =elated with elevated IMR.

Therefore, in evaluating poesible explanations for the large dispasity in mortality rues

between black and white infants in Onondaga County. it becomes impotent to &famine if

race is simply a pmxy for incase. An alternative exptanation pours that racirl differences

an risk factors other than income also XEC involved. and they curnixiund diegrady high
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risk faced by the poorest segment of our community. Obviously. distinguishing between

these alternatives is impotent ia calming arective public health intaventiat %napes.

Analysis of risk factors that involve soclogiconanic statug could not be cooducted

using information from individual birth or death certificates. because pawl:31Y indices OM

not be obtained from these records. Instead, we used average data far census Inas,

including the tucial makeup attracts end their poverty sows in 1979, which were obtained

from the 1980 U.S. Census. Elapsed time between the Census and the collection of the

IMR data may contribute to measurement aror, since some temponl changes in pommy

status tmdoubtedly occur. Nevertheless our technique is justified. in pat because the

overall pattern of population disiribution has not ehaniti appteciably. Fur:heat:on, the

main effect of this time lag is to make it mate difficult to demommate any statistical

association between the 1979 Keieeconornie data and the MIR and medical risk timer data.

Under such adverse conditions, any ascciation we might find would be a conservative

estimate.

Multiple lines: reentssice was used as the first test of the hypothesis that race is a

proxy far inCeene and that factan associated with sccioeconanic SIMS eclipse race as

predict= of IMR. A result co:Mame with this hypothesis would be to find that a

negression model containing both a racial and an economic index has no wain ability to

predict IMR than an alternative model contaiaing only the ec000mic index. In fact, the

actual mules of the multiple linear tepessian analysis are just the opposite; the manage

of black households per census tract is a wont positive predictor of 134R on a per tact

basis. In contrast, percentage of haiseholds below poverty level does eel provide

additional. unique information which significantly strengthens the pirdimive ability of the

tegxession (Table 1). It should be noted hen that we are not disavowing the influence of

socioeconomic factors on IMR. Inseesd, we suggest thst both raCe lad pewnlY Feebely
ere involved, bet thie regression analysis indicates that factors alaCetated with racial

composition show a tighter susistical relationship.

A second analytical method was used to check and to expand upon the results of the

repession analysis. In this method, we selected seven pain of niasively impoverished

tracts in Syracuse. with each pair having one tract with a substantial black population and

the other being pesdanissantly white . Each pair was matched internally for the percentage

of households per tract ghat fell below poverty level in the 1980 cimsus. We checked the

efficacy of our selection ptocess and found no statistical difference between the two groups

in tams of poverty but also found that the planned difference between dam in racial

composition was statistically real (Figure 2). Our regressim mutts scanted that race has

important effects beyond its linkage with poverty status. It follows that IMR should be

7
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higher in rracts with high percentages of black residents. On the other hand. if race acts

solely as a Foxy for income, then IMR should not differ between the groups, because they

were equivalent with respect to the poverty iodex. The actual results ate that during the

period 1981-1983, IMR is zignificantly higher in poor areas of Syracuse with high

pmportions of black residents relative to corApartbly poor, predominantly white areas

(Figure 2). This finding confirms the tesults of the regiession analysis and suggests again

that race a factors linked with race are impotent correlates of infant morality.

Delving Deeper: Assessing Some Specific Risks
A logical next step was to shift the focus of Mr investigation away from the general

influences of race and poverty and evaluate some more narowly-defmed EMR risk factors.

We chose seven variables few study that meet two miters: 11 they have been implicated as

risks in some larger smdies. and so they are likely to be impoetant Iocally and 2) local tract-

based data sue available. The variables chosen (see Table 2 for definitions) are: teenage

motherhood, low birth weight. prematurity, delayed or no prenatal care, racial composition

of tracts, proportion of births to black mothers, and poverty. The multiple linear regression

technique was used to detamine which of these putative factors Woe most snonstly

associated with differences in LMR among census tracts. Alternatively phrased, the

question becomes: Which of these risk factots provides the most infornation to indict the

rate of infant t"nrtiiiity for a particular census tract? An answer to this question should be

helpful in developing plans to combat infant morality. Results of the multiple regression

analysis suggest that low birth weight. prematurity, and late or no mensal care are the most

valuable predictoes of infant mortality (Table 2 and Figure 3). A linear combination of

these three factors accounts for near,' half of the variation in IMR among Onondaga

County census tracts 02.0.46, F(3,118)mg33.6. NO.0001). Given the inherent limitations

of this technique. this is a resnarkabh. strong association. Supplementaty analysis

indicated that all seven el these variables are tightly correlated, both among themselves and

with IMR (Table 3). However, the regression results also iodic= that poverty, maternal

age and measures of racial composition per tract da Dog ceovide additional, unique

infmnation which would significantly improve our ability to pada= IMR in Onondaga

County census tracts. Another way of stating this result is to say that a model containing

information on all seven of these risk factors is no better at predicting INfit outcomes than

is a model containing onlY tract-level data on low birth weight, !amino entry into ptenatal

care and premanuity.

Racial Comparison of Risk Factors
In the course of this repot, our focus has shifted from the rather Woad, inclusive

risks of race and poverty towards consideration of MIXT nanowly-defined facton such as

#*4 9
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birth weight and enny into prenatal case. This teductionist appnaach may be funtwv served

by contrasting LMR risk factors obtained ftom the individual birth monis of white and

black infects. Since MIR is sigeificandy higher for blacks sad sixe low Nob weight,

prematurity and !wino prenatal case are related to EMR locally. are would predict that these

risk facton should be pester for black infants. Cyr analyses indicate that on average,

black Infos were at higher ask than white ones with station te evoy boor coosicksed

during the period 19854987 (Figure 4). Black toothas on average. wait ruiner end

they entered prenatal care sipdficandy later than their white counterparts (Hone 4). The

percentage of black mothers in Onondaga County nrceiving lakino psenatal clIV has

increased substantially since 1981. and the black:white ratio for this risk factor was 3.4:1 in

1987 (Figure 5). In addition, black babies born during 19854987 weighed kis and they

had shorter gestational periods than white infants (Figure 4). These findings provide a

basis for an informed opinion about why the disparity between white and black IMR exists.

It should to noted hrwever. that the results of these analyses do not establish causation,

only statistical association.

Analysis of Weight.specifle ISIR
When infant mortality rates ate categorized by race and birth weight classes, it can

be seen that black infant mortality is significandy higher than the nue far white infants for

individuals weighing less than 25001m at birth (Table 4). This, in conbinadon with the

finding ..iat there is a higher pmportion of black births telow 2500 gm (fable 4).1ends

further supoort for suggesting that prematurity and low birth weight are important

contributors to the unacceptably high rates of black infant deaths in Syracuse and Onondaga

County.

Spatial Patterns of IMR and Risk Factors
The series of Syracuse neighborhood rasps (Figures 744: see Figure 7 fee OCHD-

defined neighborhood boundaries) show the spatial pattern of'EMR and risk fact= within

the city iirriti and provide an eAceito visual stuntnary of the the information described

previously in statistical unns. These maps indicate that aims of the city with higis IMR

(Figure 8) messily coincide with areas having late or ras enuy into mutual cam (Figure

9). premannity (Figure 10). and low birth weight (Figute 11). The nem with the highest

EMR and associated risk factors Iry the near south and west neighborhoods, at well u the

series of census tracts extending along East Fayette Street. These sou generally have

sizeable black and poor populations (Figures 12 and 13) with ; elatively high roes of

tango PletitlacY (FIflitle 14). Knowledge of this spatial patent of IMR and its attendant

risk factors should prove to be valuable in planning methods and selecting orpn arms foe

intervention.
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Discussion and Conclusions
We have summarized the results of the regression analyses in Figuse 15, and have

suggested likely (to us) ditectional associations benmen variables. It is impotent to note

that regression analysis =sums only statistical association not causal miatianships.

Based on the extensive Menu= :imitable on this subject, we suggest hese some underlying

causal telationships that may explain these statiatical associations. The main result

depicted here is that only the primary emulates =tribute sisnificandy to the explanatica of

vacation among tract level IMR. Among the primary correlates. both penman= birth and

low birth weight are likely to be results of late (or no) enny into prenatal cur: and low birth

weight certainly is a direct result of short gestation. Causal relationships among the

secondary coat lates are less easily infested, so we have merely drawn lines interconnecting

Poverty, Black Race. and Teenage Pregnancy.

Caution must be used in interpreting these (or any multiple regression) results.

While the technique is very powerful. it is no more powerful than the information available

far analysis. A number of potentially impertant variables sze not available for these

analysis, including consistency of prenatal care (i.e., the number of prenatal visits, not

merely the timing of the first visit), measures of hospital or pediatric cue, parenting skills,

and family status (e.g.. the numbers of supponing adults in the household). Apparent

influences of any variables we included could be serving as a pmxy. entimly or in part, for

these or other unmeasured variables. The independent influence of Late or NJ Envy .tito

Prenatal Cart is a good example. Its statistically independent correlation suggests

influences other than those mediated through Low Birth Weight or Prentanuily. It might be

that late care results in develomental deficits not reflected in birth weight. It might also be

that late entry to care reflects pocr medical cam or =est perhaps the essential, but

unmeasured, influence on IMR is inadequate gamic cam. We urge considerable

cirtumspection in the interpretation of these results.

Although teenage ptegnancy does not explain a significant portion of variation

among census nuts in IMR in our community, the available liters= suggests that it could

play at least a supplemental role in the risk process. The annual pertentage of black births

to females aged 10 through 19 has fluctuated between 25.6% and 23.8% during 1981-

1987. at roughly 3.5 times the comparable rate for white mothers (Figure 6). As we

pointed out in the previous teptr,.. 24% of all black posmeonatal deaths occur when the

mother is 17 years old or younger, while only 14% of the live births are to mothers in this

age group.

Perhaps the most important results of all of these analyses are the indications to the

health care delivery system as to whele efforts snould be directed to ameliorate the local
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infant motility problem. The absence of clearly treatable causes of death suuest that no

netical 'Magic Bullet° solution exists. Only a geoesal. substantial inspcovetnent in the

mammal and child health system is likely to lave my impact Two el the poiendal

influences depicted in Figure IS. Entry to Renaud Cam and Teenage Regency, can be

targeted directly, with the expectation that pickle= of low birth weight and ptematurity

can be lessened as a roult. The maps in 1:igtues 9 and I4 suggest nem where these

intervention efforts am needed most cridcally the south snd west sides of Syracuse, as

well as the East Fayette Stmet area.

Of course, the fundamental underlying psobkm of racially-biased poverty should

not he ignored here merely because it is Myond die scope of the Melds cam systeMs direct

domain of influence. A permanent solution requites a community-wide effect involving

not only health care, but also the social services, ed1101000. and ecoacnic systems if

Onondaga County is to meetly this profowidly troubling problem

7 , I
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Figure 2. Mean values of IMR and Native rtsk rectors tor selected Syracuse
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Figure 3. MIR vs. Selected Risk Factors. INIR per census tact
Plotted against nsk factors selected through multipto muitipie
regression 1111MIAL Oita ara for Onondaga County tracts. 1985-1987.
Tracts in wch thre wive Was than 50 births dunng this period ars
axduded.
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Figur* 3 Con't. PAR vs. Selected Risks. IMR pee census tract pow
against nsk factors selected through multpla multiple regrasson analysis
Data are for an Onondaga County tracts. 19850987. Tracts in which there were
less than 50 births during this period are racludad.
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Figura 4. Racial Comparison of Risk Factors, Birth Caitiff***
Data. Wen vsiuss of mortality risk factor's for wit* and biack
infants born to Onondaga County residents dusing 19851987.
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Figure . Births to Teenage Mothers by Race and Year
Onondaga County, NY 19111-1987
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rigw, 6 Entry to Prenatal Care by Race and Year
Onondaga County, NY 19111-1987
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INFANT MORTALITY RATE
City of Syracuse "Neighborhoods", 1915-107
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LOW BIRTH WEIGHT
City of Syracuse "Neighborhoods", 1985-1987
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POVERTY
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Nur* 15. N Work of rissocistIone among rfsk lector* for Infant mortality Prtmary
correlates of IMR (prenistunty. tow tkith Moght and lateino prenatal care) ware salootod on

the MIS Of multiple regression. AM six conelates are significantly Interrelated: the singla.
Ivory arrow bemoan the primary and sacondwy correlates le a simplified way to
represent the fact that all secondary conefates are contated with all primary cantatas
(sea Table 3).
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Table 2. Mk* lak Parma Ism n: Selected Maks For ISM Summaro of truths of multiple tegresston of IMR per census Sra t

against the Iissed set al independent variables A linear combination of the tom three vanables listed accounts hir Ira of the
satiation in 1MB among census tracts.

Inciusion of Variable
istaleparminst Delimiting/Delimit/ft of Variabk Sigaificaatly Inspramo
Variable (on it per Camas Tract Book) Ability to Predki MIR?

Low Milt Weight Parentage of Birth Um than 2500 gm. Yes

Latemo Preeiga care Pencentage of Bias In witkh Prenatal Yes

Caw Wm 64MM:id Doing Thini
Trimester or not at AU

Prematurity Parentage of Birdie with Gestational Yea
Ar less than 259 Days (37 %Pecks)

Teenage Pregnancy Parentage of Births that are to No
Teenage Mothas

Poverty Percentage of Nowertokts that Art No
Below lkwerty (1980 Census)

Black Births Pereernage of Births that are to No
Black Whets

Black flosneholds Parentage of Wu-100d, that ye No
Black (1M Census)

Data are for Onondaga County census tracts. 1985-1981. Inas fqr which total live births during this period was less
SO individuals are excluded

Pitpanad by: Onondaga County Health Department, Bureau of Surveillance and Statistics
Data source: New Volt State Bateau of Vital Statistics and the 1980 U.S. Census
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Ale Sim* Coreetstamik Muria of an painvise corselarkms among investigates! variables Values rerrtent Pearson
t mretalieft coellficiems. Every coefficient is statistically significant.
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Tibia 4. MIllt by Race and Birth Weight Claim. Infant mortality per 1000 live births to biack snd
white modems of Onondaga County in 1985-1987. by bulb weight classes.
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Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you very much, Comirissioner.
I think our next witness will be Susan Stone, who is the Director

of the Prenatal Care Assistance Program at the Mary Imogene
Bassett Hospital in Cooperstown.

Ms. Stone.

STATEMENT OF SUSAN E. STONE, M.S., R.N., DIRECTOR. PRENA-
TAL CARE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, MARY IMOGENE BASSETT
HOSPITAL. COOPERSTOWN, NY

Ms. SromE. I want to thank you for this opportunity to bring to
your attention some of the unique problems of women in the rural
areas of Upstate New York.

The Mary Imogene Bassett Hospital Prenatal Care Assistance
Program draws clients from eight counties in Upstate New York.
These are mostly rural counties, including Otsego, Delaware, Her-
kimer, Madison, Schoharie, Oneida, Montgomery, and Chenango.
We have seven outreach clinics that provide prenatal care to low-
risk clients. This unique health care delivery system has been rec-
ognized by the community to be an effective method of providing
accessible health care. These clinics are staffed by certified nurse
midwives and nurse practitioners. We currently have four certified
nurse midwives on staff. These certified nurse midwives travel to
the outreach clinics one day a week to provide care and they per-
form 99 percent of the low risk vaginal deliveries at Bassett Hospi-
tal.

The lack of prenatal care providers is of primary concern and re-
mains a pervasive problem throughout our multi-county service
area. Schoharie County is an example of this. This is an area of
great concern since their only obstetrical provider relocated to
Albany in July of 1990. Planned Parenthood of Schoharie County is
able to provide limited ambulatory prenatal care services to low-
risk women, but all high-risk clients must be referred to MIBH or
Schenectady for services, and this entails a one hour drive for most
clients. Currently, there are no delivery services available in Scho-
harie County.

Delaware County is another area of great concern. Delaware
County covers an area equal in size to Rhode Island. There are cur-
rently only two prenatal care providers in Delaware County. One is
our outreach prenatal care clinic located in Delhi, New York, and
the other is a single obstetrician in the far northeast corner of the
county. He is nearing retirement and the hospital is recruiting for
that position.

Delaware Valley Hospital has already closed its obstetrical unit
as of June, 1990. The lack of service providers, combined with the
obstacles including rural geography, weather and lack of available
public transportation for women makes it very difficult for women
in Delaware County to access health care.

Chenango CNInty currently has no PCAP provider, although
Planned Parenthood of Broome-Chenango Counties, with the sup-
port of Chenango County Rural Health Network, is planning to im-
plement a PCAP program in the near future if start up funding is
available. Pregnant women in that county access comprehensive
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PCAP services in all the surrounding counties, including MIBH
through the central and satellite sites.

Statistics for the eight identified counties show high rates of low
birth weight, late or no prenatal care, and teenage pregnancy. All
of these figures are above the avemge for Upstate New York. There
is a strong correlation between high percentages of women receiv-
ing early prenatal care and lower percentages of women having
low birth weight and infant mortalities.

It has been noted that the adolescent population who enters care
later has poorer outcomes than the general population. The combi-
nation of poverty, rural isolation, and lack of resources further con-
tributes to the risk factors related to poor pregnancy outcomes.
These same variables have also been noted to contribute to factors
associated with maternal/infant substance abuse issues, smoking,
alcohol, and other drugs.

The MIBH catchment area extends over a 190 mile radius. There
is minimal public transportation in this region. Transportation is
often cited by clients to be the major problem in accessing initial
and cont;nuous care. Although the Department of Social Service is
required to provide transportation services under Medicaid, the re-
ality is that there are often several local DSS policies which limits
access and utilization of this service. Thus, clients cannot benefit
by a service to which they are entitled to under PCAP.

Examples of these might be such as there must be no other car
in the household, even if that car is being utilized by a partner t^
go to work and it is not available far the client to use to come to
prenatal care appointments. Another example is a two-week prior
request and notification in advance as to when a rid.% is needed. It
is not always possible .)r women. Furthermore, there tends to be
minimal local community resources to provide the transportation.

Another vital resource to a successful pregnancy care program is
the certified nurse midwife. Certified nurse midwives have been
proven to provide especially effective care in providing comprehen-
sive pregnancy care to women and their families, especially those
who are medically indigent.

Nurse midwifery services are consistently successful in affecting
changes in both maternal and neonatal, birth outcomes. Their
methods of health care delivery have improved the mess to and
utilization of health care and other community services. This
allows for a broadened and more collaborative approach to the co-
ordination of services.

Midwifery services in the MIBII system have proven to be effec-
tive in providing the full scope of services to this rural population,
especially since the philosophy and standards for care are consist-
ent with New York State's PCAP Program. The CNM program also
benerits the hospital by providing cost effective health care serv-
ices, in an ever increasing health care delivery budget. With
common goals recognized and efforts refocused, it has encouraged
the development of a more collaborative and collegial relationship
between the physician and the CNM.

Before a certified nurse midwifery program can be successfully
incorporated into a pre-existing health care deliver), system for
prenatal care, certain issues must be dealt with, including: the atti-
tudes of all health care providers regarding nurse midwifery; un-

(Li
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derstanding of the mle and the functions of a CNM in the health
care team; distribution of workload among the total health care
team, including on call issues; appropriate reimbursement to the
CNM for services rendered, and access to delivery privileges; de-
fined responsibilities; continuing education; malpractice insurance;
and prc5ably one of the most important is publicity and communi-
ty education about what a nurse midwife is and what she/he may
provide.

There is a tremendous need in all of Upstate New York for
nurses who are interested in pursuing CNM as a profession to have
available, accessible, and affordable educational opportunities to
pursue this career of choice. Currently, the number of nurses who
'ire interested in and apply to the few available schools in New
York and out of state exceed the number of available student slots.
All too often, potential candidates choose not to pursue this needed
career because of lack of financial resources, lack of qualified pre-
ceptors, family responsibilities, relocation demands, and the added
stress this undertaking demands.

Some general recommendations to help resolve some of these
issues to improve access and encourage enrollment in nurse mid-
wifery are as follows.

The government needs to address funding, regulations, licensing
and access issues.

State education and health departments must work together to
address potential resources that can be used for recruitment and
flexible educational opportunities.

State education and health departments must work together to
address the educational requirements, minimum standards for
practice, and regulations and policies governing nurse midwifery.

Government must negotiate with major insurance companies and
ad hoc committees to deal with these issues should be convened at
various levels. Members should represent the CNM, OB-GYN,
Family Practice, R.N. and other allied health care professions, as
well as include representatives from gove:nment, insurance compa-
nies and consumers.

I look forward to actively participating in the efforts to improve
health care policy which will enable women and their families to
access quality care in a timely, cost effective, and therapeutic
manner which will meet their needs.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Susan E. Stone follows:]

I si
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PUPAE= STATEMENT OF SUSAN E. Sim NE, M.S., R.N., PCAP Plonewai Duircro
MAXY IMOGENE SANEST HOI9FITAL, CooPuffrowN, NY

Thank you for this opportunity to bring to your attention smne of

the distinct problems of women living in the rural areas of Upstate New

York, in particular, their attempts to access health care particularly

during pregnancy.

The Mary Imogene Bassett Hospital Prenatal Care Assistance Program

draws clients from eight counties in Upstate New York. These counties

include Otsego, Delaware, Herkimer, Madison, Schoharie, Oneida,

Montgomery, and Chenango. We have seven outreach clinics providing

prenatal care to low risk clients. This unique health care delivery

system has been recognized by the community and hospital administration

and staff to be an effective method for providing accessible and

"sensitive' health care. These clinics are staffed by Certified Nurse

Midwives and Nurse Practitioners. We currently have four Certified Nurse

Midwives on staff. These CNN's travel to the outreach clinics one day per

week. They perform 99 percent of the low risk vaginal deliveries at Mary

Imognne Bassett Hospital. Our 1989 statistics reveal increasing rates of

teen pregnancy, as well as a high percentrge women with late entry into

venatal care which results in high rates of low birth weight and infant

mortality. Herkimer County has an ovetall infant mortality rate higher

than New York City and has the highest infant mortality rates in New

York State.

AFFILIATED WITH COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
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Th..? lack of prenatal care providers is of primary concern and remains

a pervasive problem throughout our multi-countr ,..ervice area. Souriar-e

County, currently unserved, is another area of great concern since their

Obstetrical provicer relocated to Alt:any in July, 1990. Planned

Parenthood of Schoharie Count, is able to provide limited ambulatory

prenatal care services
. low risk pregnant women. All high risk clients

must be referred to M1BH or Schenectady for service (each 45 minutes from

Cotileskill). There are no delivery services available in Schoharie

County at this time due to these circumstances. Consequently, the sole

hospital will be forci'd to close the Obstetrical Unit.

Delaware County (wnich covers an area equal to the size of Rhode

Island) currently has only two prenatal care providers. One is our

Outreach Prenatal Clinic located in Delhi, New York and the other is a

single obstetrician in the far Northeast corner of the county. He is

nearing retirement and the hospital is recruiting for that position.

Delaware Valley Hospital has already closed its obstetrical uwit

as of June, 1990. The lack of service providers, combined with the

obstacles including rural geography, weather, and lack of available

public transportation and resources make it very difficult for wOMen

in Delaware County to access health care.

Chenango County currently has no PCAP provider, although Planned

Parenthood of Rroome-Chenango Counties, with the support of the Chenango

County Rural Health Network, is planning to implement a PCAP Program in

the near future, if start up funding becomes available. Pregnant women

in that county access comprehensive PCAP services in ll the surrounding

counties, including via MISH through the central and satellite sites.

16
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Statistics for the eight identified :ounties show high rates of low

birth weight, late or no prenatal care, and teenage pregnancy. All of

these figures are above the averages for Upstate New York. There IS a

strong correlation between higher percentages of women receiving early

prenatal care and lower percentages of women having low birth weight and

infant mortalities. It has been noted that for the adolescent population

who enters care later, this group has poorer outcomes than the general

population. The combination of poverty, rural isolation, and lack of

re-,:urces further contribute to the risk factors related to poor

pregnancy outcomes. These SAM4 variables have also been noted to

cmtribute to factors associated with maternal/infant substance abuse

issues (smoking, alcohol, and other drugs).

The KISH catchment area extends over a 100 mile radius. There is

minimal public transportation in this region. Transportation is often

cited by clients to be "the mapr problem' in accessing initial and

continuous care. Although the Department of Social Services is required

to provide transportation services under MA, the reality is that there

are often several local DSS policies which limit access and utilization

of this service. Thus, clients cannot benefit by a service to which they

are entitled under KAP. Examples are:

- There must be no other car in the household (even if that car
is beim, used by the partner for work and therefore is
unavailable to the client for tiansportation).

- A two-week prior request and notification in advance as to
when a ride is needed is required.

Furthermore, there tend to be minimal local community resources

to provide the transportation (ie. drivers, outreach workers, vehicles,

or extended family members with the ability to provide this service).
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Another vital resource to a successful pregnancy care program is

the Certified Nurse Midwife. Certified Nurse Midwives have been proven to

be especially effective in providing comprehensive pregnancy care to women

and their families, especially those who are medically indigent. Nurse

midwifery services are consistently successful in affecting changes in

both maternal and birth outcomes. Their methods for health care delivery

have improved the access to and utilization of health care and other

community services. This allows for a broadened and more collaborative

approach to the coordination of services. Midwifery services in the

MIBM system has proven to be effective in providing the full scope of

services to this rural population, especially since the philosophy and

standards for care are consistent with New York State's PCAP Program.

The CNM program also benefits the hospital by providing cost effective

health care services, in an ever increasing health care delivery budget.

With common goals recognized and efforts refocused, it has encouraged

the development of a more collaborative and collegial relationship

between the physician and the CNM.

Before a Certifiect Nurse Midwifery Program can be successfully

incorporated into a pre-existing health care delivery system for

prenatals, certain issues must be dealt with:

- attitudes of all health care providers regarding nurse

midwifery

- understanding of the role and function of the CNN or the

prenatal health care team

distribution of workload among the total health care team,

including son call" issues

appropriate reimbursement to the friti for services rendered

- access to delivery privileges
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- defined responsibilities (ie. high ritk situations, etc.)
and established protocol; for care and !,cr'dices

- continuing education

malpractice nur3nce and 1;sues

. publicity and community education about what nurse midwifery
is and provides

There is a tremendous need in all of Upstate New York for nurses

who are interested in pursuing CNN as a profession to have available,

accessible, and affordable educational opportunities to pump) this

career of choice. Currently, th-. number of nurses who are interested

in and apply to the few available schools in New York and out of state

exceed the number _If available student slots. All too often, potential

candidates choose not to pursue this needed career because of lack of

financial resources, lack of qualified preceptors, family

responsibilities, relocation demands, and the added stress (physical,

emotional, and financial) this undertaking demands.

Some general recommendations to help resolve some of these issues

to improve access and encourage enrollment in nurse midwifery are as

follows:

- Government (federal/state) needs to address funding,
regulations, licensing, and access issues.

- State education and health departments must work together to
address potential resources that can be used for recruitment
and flexible educational opportunities (scholarships, the
development or addition of CNM curriculae "o existing nursing
programs, incentive programs to bring CNN's to an
unserved/underserved area, etc.).

State education and health departments must work together to
address the educational requirements, minimum standards for
practice, and regulations and policies governing nurse
midwifery.

- Government (federal/state) must negotiate with major insurance
companies to address malpractice insurance and concerns.

10 7
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AD HOC Committees to deal with these issues should be convened
at various levels. Members should represent the CNM, OB-GYN,
Family Practice, R.N., and other allied health care professions),
as well as include representatives from government (education
and health departments), insurance companies, and consumers.

I look forward to actively participating in the efforts to improve

health care policy which will enable women and their families to access

quality care in a timely, cost effective, and therapeutic manner which

will meet their needs.

Submitted by:

Susan E. Stone, MS, RN
PCAP Program Di:ector
MARY IMOGENE BASSETT HOSPITAL
ONE ATWELL ROAD
COOPERSTOWN, NY 13326-1394
(607)547-3226

1 0
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Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you very much, Ms. Stone.
Our next witness is Mary Cooper, who is the Associate Adminis-

trator of Family Planning Services with the Onondaga County
Health Department here in Syracuse.

Ms. Cooper.

STATEMENT OF MARY 0. COOPER, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR,
FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES, ONONDAGA COUNTY HEALTH
DEPARTMENT, SYRACUSE, NY

Ms. COOPER. Good morning and thank you for providing me with
the opportunity to talk about issues of access to health care as it
relates to infant mortality and the relationship between family
planning and reducing infant mortality, the need for federal in-
volvement and the availabie and quality services impacted upon by
the federal government, and finally, our work with the New York
State Council on Food and Nutrition. I would like to provide a brief
historical perspective on family planing in reviewing the problem
of infant mortality because I believe we need to look at where we
come from to adequately address where we are going.

Family Planning has been seen as having a critical role to play
in the reduction of infant mortality in this country since 1941,
when the Surgeon General of the Public Health Service determined
that federal funds could be allocated for family planning programs
in health areas. However, it was in the mid-1960s that a national
goal was set to ensure the provision of adequate family planning
services for those who wanted but could not afford them. And, of
course, in 1970, Title X of the Public Health Service Act gave prior-
ity to furnishing family planning services through categorical pro-
grams serving low income families. A major priority in the pro-
gram then and now was to establish, expand or improve family
planning services in areas with high rates of maternal, perinatal
and infant mortality.

In the early 1980s, our agency in this community, in an attempt
to evaluate how well we were reaching the at risk women in our
community, developed a series of maps looking at poverty, educa-
tional status, low birth weight and infant mortality. And these
maps wre developed on city census tracts because city census
tracts ave us a more definet' look at own population of patients.

Simultaneously, because of the population that we serve, we
were having difficulty in obtaining needed referrals for our pa-
tients. The majority of our patients in family planning fall into the
category of the working poor. Most of them are uninsured. It
became quite obvious that it did not mean much to do a cancer test
on a patient if that patient could not afford the needed follow up
care if we found a problem.

At that point in time the federal poverty level was much higher
than the Medicaid eligibility in New York State. For example, a
family of four could be no higher than 65 percent of the poverty
level to obtain Medicaid. And it did not mean much if the facility
providing prenatal care or any other medical center was next door
if you did not have the means for paying for the service.

With the increasing amount of time being spent by our staff at-
tempting to work through referrals for our patients and our own

Vf )
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data reflecting growing infant mortality in this the community, we
began to alert the community. George Christie, our Program Ad-
ministrator, and I began to use our maps of the community to talk
about the issues of access and growing infant mortality rates on
the local and the national level.

Our involvement in working with the county's public health
nursing division to write the first prenatal care grant in Onondaga
County, called Pregnancy CARE, in the mid 19808 came about be-
cause many of our patients among those wctre being made late for
prenatal care. I think frequently when we look at data of later or
no prenatal care, we assume that it is the patient and not perhaps
the institution that cannot provide care quickly enough. Even after
that program, I think both Pregnancy CARE and Family Planning
both saw, in fact, that we could see the patient initially, but they
would have to wait a long time before they could get into some of
the hospital programs, and we began talking about, as other people
have mentioned, the need was not only for early, but continuous
prenatal care.

I am sure the committee has heard a great deal about uninsured
people in this country. It is estimated there are 83,000 people unin-
sured in the Syracuse region which includes Oswego and Madison
Counties. As we began discussing issues of access in our agency, we
began to develop the concept that access had to have physical, psy-
chological and financial dimensions. The definition of access be-
comes important because it is defined in many different. ways. Very
recently just speaking to a physician about access of poor males to
the health care service, he felt that if a person was willing to wait
long enough and the doctors in a particular setting flipped a coin,
they could eventually be seen. So the definitions of access become
very important.

Fifty percent of our patients currently carried in our in-house
social services are people who need help in obtaining additional
medical care, even with the changes in the Medicaid structure. Our
agency has fought to retain a sliding fee scale that goes to zero.
Even so we face real problems when referring patients from our
program because they do not wish to go for services and receive
bills that they cannot pay or be demeaned in the process of trying
to obtain the services. Therefore, critical health needs frequently
continue unresolved unless intervention occurs.

There is no question that New York State has, in recent years,
provided major funds to fill the gaps for specific services which
have suffered through federal cuts including family planning serv-
ices, prenatal care and supports for Medicaid. However, it was un-
questionably, the clear federal guidelines carefully crafted and
forcefully monitored by the federal regional offices across this
nation which changed the manner in which health care was deliv-
ered to poor people in this country.

In the 1970s, there could be no question about definitions of
access: psychological, financial or physical. The quality of care, for
a brief time was palpable and evaluated. Agencies, states and re-
gions which received funds for federal programs quickly learned to
deliver services by those standards or they did not continue to re-
ceive the funds. It was during this period that our mortality rates
in all age groups in this country began to decline.
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in the late '70s, along with the decline in doliars for health care,
a new health care concept called marketing entered the health
care It was designed to promote health care services to in-
creas,1 the number of middle cw patients to be seen in federally
funded programs. The concept, ideally, was to provide more funds
to serve the "at risk" population.

I believe that the inevitable happened: poor people and the
wople in need were increasingly left out of care in these programs.
To market means to sell, and you cannot sell services to people
who do not have funds. Human service and health care delivery
have increasingly attempted to emulate business practices in
making money, indeed, are encouraged to do so. That the ultimate
goal of business and health care is different does not seem to
bother us.

I would like to quote from three Syracuse social scientists in this
area who made a comment early in the discussion of this whole
concept, Rubinstein, Mundy and Rubinstein. They said in the late
1970s, "There is an inherent contradiction between the purposes of
human service delivery and the profit making goal of entrepre-
neurship. Each has its place in the institutional fabric of a demo-
cratic, capitalistic society but they are not in the same place. At-
tempts by one organization 'to have it both ways' leads mevitably
to systemic conflict. The entrepreneur in human services must vio-
late one or the other set of principles he purports to combine."

I am very pleased to see that in our attempts to ameliorate the
devastating infant mortality rate in Syracuse, we are moving back
to the community worker concept. In preparing this testimony I
spoke to one of the state regional nurses and she told me that I
should talk to some of the newly hired community workers. She
told me the story about some of them being sent out to visit non-
compliant clients, and they found that these so-called noncompliant
women had already lost their babies.

I have great hopes in this community's new attempts to deal
with the service delivery issues which impact on infant mortality.
How successful we will be will be dependent, at least in part, on
how well we hear what the community worker has to say and how
quickly we adjust our programs to meet the needs of the so-called
"noncompliant woman."

Transportation is a major issue in this commilr.ity. In 1985, our
agency coordinated the Syracuse site of the New York State
Hunger Watch, a small hunger study run by Dr. Victor Sidel. We
became involved in the Hunger Watt.. 'Jecause our clinical workers
began reporting, particularly on Fridays, that there were women in
our Family Planning clinics who had no milk for their babies over
the weekend. Family Planning and other agencies within the
Health Department and other members of the community formed
the Hunger Advisory Committee and worked with Cornell Univer-
sity graduate students to measure and examine children coming to
the iNell Child Clinics in this community.

The study took place in two sites: the Bronx and in Syracuse. As
far as back as '85, the sentinel clinic for hunger in the New York
State pilot project was here in Syracuse on Hawley Avenue. We
have had a lot of indicators that we were in serious trouble with
morbidity and mortality.

1 1 1
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In looking for factors creating the problems in Syracuse, certain-
ly lack of transportation plays a major role. Women with small
children with limited funds and no transportation have trouble get-
ting to markets. It should be noted that at that time, people used
in the Syracuse study as "controls," also reported hunger even
though their children may not have reflected the developmental
problems associated with hunger. During the period of the study,
the Hunger Advisory Committee in the Health Department found
that the application process for food stamps, WIC, free lunch, etc.,
was separated and rigorous and was done in different places. We
found the food stamps application was more complicated than an
income tax form.

I would just like to briefly say that as a member of the New
York State Council on Nutrition, one of our priority recommenda-
tions for 1990 includes that the New York State Department of
Health should advocate on the federal level for universal access to
WIC. As a member of the Accessibility Subcommittee of that body,
I strongly recommend that access issues in the area of feeding pro-
grams be carefully scrutinized locally, on the state level and na-
tionally.

Finally, infant mortality across this country and around the
world is an indicator of the health of a whole people, the health of
a nation. It is the signal which informs us of how well we are doing
in caring for our population. It is also the bell-weather of our soci-
etal and cultural problems. It is no accident that our nation has set
different goals for the 1990 health objectives regarding infant mor-
tality for whites and non-white populations. This difference is
played out in our community. It is obvious that the infant mortali-
ty problem that we face is focused in the inner city and the black
and Hispanic community where people are less able io access con-
sistent primary care which could alleviate many health problems.

I am very hopeful with our new attempts to deal with this issue
will ameliorate the problem. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Mary O. Cooper follows]
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PREPARED STATRMENT OF MARY 0. COMA :0390CIATE ADMINISTRATOR, FAMILY
PLANNING SRaiTICIR, ONONDAGA COUNTY FIRALTIA DLPT., SYRACUSR. NY

Good morning and thank you for providing se with the opportunity
to talk about issues of access to health care as it relaters to
infant mortality, the relationship between family planning and
reducing infant sortality, the nood for federal involvement to
insure the availability and quality of services and, finally, our
work with New York State Council on Food and Nutrition. I would
like to provide a brief historical parepectiva on family planning
in reviewing the problem of infant nortality in this coasunity.

believe we mod to look at where we come from to adequately
address where we are going.

Family Planning has been sean as having a critical role to play in
the reduction of infant mortality in this country since 1941 when
the Surgeon General of the Public Health service detsrminsd that
Nederal funds allocatod to local hoalth programs could be used to
finance family planning programs. Howaver, it vas in the old-
1960's that a national goal was set to incur, the provision of
adoquate family planning sorvices within the next five years to all
those who wanted but could not afford them. It was, however, the
Family Planning Servioae Amendment of 1969 to the Public Health
Servica Act and, finally, the authorisation of Title X under the
Public Health Servico Act in 1970 which gave priority to furnishing
family planning servicas through catagorical prograss serving low
income fasilies. A major priority in the program then and now was
to establieh, expand, and/or !sprat,* family planning sarvicas in
areas with high ratos of matornal, perinatal and infant mortality.

In the early 19$0's our agency, in an attempt to evaluate how well
we were reaching the mat risk" woman in our community, developod
a series of maps looking at poverty, educational status, low birth
weight, and infant mortality. These maps were dovelopod on city
census tracts bac/luso census tract data could help us track our
patients, and give e such more definod picture of whore problose
*xist in a community. Simultaneously, because of the population
that we serve, as were having difficulty in obtaining ntedood
referrals for our patients. The majority of our patients in Fasily
Planning in Onondaga County fall into the category of the *working
poor*, most of whom are' uninsured. It bacon* quite obvious that
it did not moan such to do a cancer test on a patient it that
patient could not afford ths flooded follow up care if wa found a
problam. At that point in time the federal poverty level was much
higher than Medicaid eligibility in New York State. For example,
a family of four could be no higher than 65% of the poverty level
to obtain Medicaid. It did not soan much if the facility providing
prenatal cars or the modical center itstlf is next door to your
how,* if you did not have the means of payinq for the naaded
sorvice.

1 1 3
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With increasing amount of time Wang swam by staff attempting to
work throwd2 reforrals for patisnts and our own data reflecting
growing infant mortality in this community, wit began to alert the
community. George Christie, our Program Administrator, and I bogan
to uss our mope of tho community and to talk about the issues of
access and of growing infant mortality rates on the local level and
on the national level. Our involvement in working with the
county's pUblic health nursing division to write the first prenatal
oars grant in Onondaga County, called Pregnancy CARL in tits mid
19805 cam about bocause many of our patients wers among those
waiting for prenatal care. Th. program providad the initial visit
for a patient to attempt earlier access for women by facilitating
their entry into existing prenatal programs. Even after that
program was funded, both the Prognancy CAME Program and the Family
Planning Program continued to see patients for their initial visit
but thy fregasntly had long waits bafore their second appointment
at the hospital. While there are number of factors that sight
account for this delay, including a lack of clinicians available
to work in these programs, the excessive delays beam' a real
concern. We began to talk Inas about "early prenatal cars' and
more about "Oarly and cgmktimmaus prenatal care" as the real goal
for our patients. However, the lack of insurance evailablo to
peopla In our services meant they suffered even sore because all
levels of care for than and their families was and is frequently
out of reach.

I am sure that this committee has heard such about the uninsured
in this country. It is estimated that there are 03,000 pnople
uninsurnd in the Syracuse region which ircludes Oswego and Madison
Counties. As we bagan discussing issues nf access we developnd the
definition of access to care having physical, psychological and
financial disensions. The definition iocomini important since
*coves i definad in many different ways. (Aa rocently as six
win*, ago in discussing access to health care for man in our area,
a physician told me that son could have access to care if they were
willing to wait long enough and the doctors in a particular setting
would flip coins to see who would sea thee.)

Fifty percent of our patients currently carried on our in-house
social *antics are people who n*nd hallp in obtaining additional
mndical care. Our agency has:ought to retain a sliding scale that
goes to zero. V. taco roal problems when r4ferring patients from
our program becausa they do not wish to go for service& receive
bills that they cannot pay nor to be dessansd in the procass of
trying to Obtain thn servicom which than add to the stresses that
they already have. Therefore, critical health neada frequently
continue unresolved unless intervention occurs.
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There is no question that New York State has, in recent years,
provided major funds to fill the gaps for specific services which
have suffered through federal cuts including family planning
services, prenatal cars services, and Medicaid. However, it was
the clear federal guidelines carefully crafted and forcefu.ly
monitored by federal regional offices across this nation which
changed the manner in which health cars was delivered to poor
people in this nation. /n the 1970's there could be no question
about definitions of access; psychological, financial or physical.
The quality of care was palpable and evaluated. Agencies, states
and regions which received funds for federal programs quickly
learned to deliver services by those standards or they did not
continue to receive funds. /t was during this period that
mortality rates in all age groups began to decline. In the late
1970's, along with the decline in dollars for health cars, a new
health care concept called "marketing" entered the health care
field. It was designed to promote health Care services to increase
the number of middle class patients to be soon in federally funded
programs. The concept was,ideally, to provide more funds to serve
the at risk population. I believe the inevitable happened; poor
people and people in need were increasingly left out of care in
tiles. programs. To market means to sell; you cannot sell services
to people who do not have funds. Human service and health cars
delivery have increasingly attropted to emulate business practices
in saking money. That the ultimate goals of each is different doss
not seem to bother us. Rubinstein, Mundy and Rubinstein, three
social scientists in Syracuse, stated it well at the beginning of
the argument in the late 1970's, "There is an inherent
contradiction between the purposes of human service delivery and
the profit making goal of entrepreneurship. Each has its place in
the institutional fabric of a democratic, capitalistic Society but
they are not in the same place. Attempts by one organization "to
have it both ways" leads inevitably to systemic conflict. The
entrepreneur in human services must violate one or the other set
of principles he purports to combine."

I am pleased to se. that in our attempts to ameliorate the
devastating infant mortality rate in Syracuse we are moving back
to the community worker concept. In preparing this testimony the
state regional nurse told me that I should talk to some of the
newly hired community workers. She told mo the story about some
of them being sent by one of the programs to visit non-compliant
clients. Shia reported that the workers went out to find that the
"non-compliant" women were women who had already lost their babies.
Although / have great hopes in this community's new attempts to
deal with the service delivery issues which impact on infant
mortality, how successful they will be will be dependent, at least
in part, on how well we hear what the community worker has to say,
how quickly we adjust our programs to meet the needs of the so-
called "non-compliant wosan".
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Transportation is a mejor issue in this comaunity In 1985 our
agency coordinated the Syracuse site of the Now Yofk State Hunger
Watch, a small pilot study done by Dr. Victor Sidel. We became
involved in the New York State Hunger watch study because our
clinical workers began reporting, particularly on Fridays, that
there were women in our Family Planning clinics who had no milk for
their babies over the weekend. Family Planning and other agencies
in the Health Department and other members of the community formed
a Hunger Advisory Committee and worked with Cornell University
graduate students to measure and xamine children coming to the
Well Child Clinics in this community. -The study took place in two
Now York sites; in the Bronx and in Syracuse. The sentinel clinic
for hunger in Syracuse was on the northeast (Hawley Avenue) area.
In looking for factors creating the problem in Syracuse, lack of
transportation played a major role. Women with small children and
no funds have problems in getting to markets. It should be noted
that at that time, people used in the study as °controls* also
reported hunger even though their children may not have reflected
the developmental problems associated with hunger. During the
period of the study, the Hunger Advisory Committee in the Health
Department, found the application process for food etamps "'more
complex than a tax form". We also noted that various food and food
supplement programs; WIC, food stamps, free lunch program, and
school lunch programa needed to have ono application process in the
community. Currently, the New York State Council on Food and
Nutrition's priority recommendations for 1990 included that the New
York state Depertatent of Health should advocate on the federal
level for universal access to WIC. As a member of the
Accessibility sub-comeittee of that body. I strongly ro^ommend that
access issues in the area of feeding programs b- carefully
scrutinised locally, on the state level and nationally. Fina/ly,
infant mortality across this country and around the world is an
indicator of the health of a whole people, the health of a nation.
It !IN the signal which informs us of how well we are doing in
caring for our population. It is also the bell-weather of our
societal and cultural problems. It is no accident that our nation
set different goals forth* 1990 health objective's regarding infant
mortality for whites and non-white populations. This difference
is played out in our own community. It is obvious that the infant
mortality problem that we face is focused in the inner city and the
black and Hispanic community where people are less able to access
consistent primary care which could alleviate zany health problems.
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Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you very much, Ms. Cooper.
Our final witness on this panel is Mr. Thomas Herbek, who is

the Chief Executive Officer of the Family Health Network of Cen-
tral New York, and is also Chairman of the Rural/Migrant Com-
mittee of the Community Healthcare Association of New York
State.

We are delighted to have you here as well, Mr, Herbek. I have
been very liberal in terms of the five minute rule because all of
you have had very worthwhilt. statements to make and I have been
hesitant to interrupt. But, unfortunately, we are now down to five
minutes left of the panel's time, and we can stretch that a little bit
because I am sure we want to ask one or two questions.

But Mr. Herbek, we invite you, and if you can keep it to five
minutes, it would be helpful, but I do not want to make a bad rule
for you, having let everyone else go on.

Mr. WALSH. Mr. Herbek, if you would just hold up for ore
moment.

There are seats across the front if anyone would like to come up.
All across the front there are six or seven seats up here. So please
come up and fill them. You will be more comfortable. Right here,
especially on this side.

Mr. MCHUGH. Go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS HERBEK, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
FAMILY HEALTH NETWORK OF CENTRAL NEW YORK, INC.;
CHAIR. RURAL/M1GRANT COMMITTEE, COMMUNITY HEALTH-
CARE ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK STATE, CORTLAND, NY

Mr. HERBEK. Thank you, Mr. McHugh and Mr. Walsh. I appreci-
ate the opportunity to be here. I would like to set this discussion in
the context of some general areas that affect rural health as well
as perinatal care.

Many people look at the rural countryside and they think that
living and working here must be really wonderful, something like
seven days a week of the Waltons. Unfortunately, those of us in
rural areas have not done the job in getting the word out about our
particular needs. Some of that is understandable. The New York
Times has a slightly higher circulation than does the Cincinnatus
Pennysaver But some of it is also the clientele we serve in rural
areas. They do not make the headlines. They are not "special popu-
lations," which has been a priority for both federal and state funds
over the past several years.

Except for the migrants in some areas, they are primarily white,
they generally have a place called home, they generally do not
have AIDS, they generally do not use coke or crack, but still rely
on old-fashioned beer and whiskey.

But skyrocketing health care personnel costs and an aging rural
population, combined with increasing rural poverty, mean that
many will not get quality health care and some will get no care at
all.

Rural poverty levels have now surpassed urban levels in the U.S.
and health care providers are moving out en masse. The U.S. na-
tional average is 164 M.D.s per hundred thousand population. In
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rural areas, it is 53 M.D.s per hundred thousand population, or less
than one-third of the average.

While 25 percent of the U.S. population live in rural areas, only
12 percent of the M.D.s and only 18 percent of the nurses live
there.

With regard to social and political decisions, when year after
year, health policymakers and politicians make decisions based on
the greatest good for the imeatest number, it means that rural
people always end up at the back of the line.

According to the New York State Task Force on Rural Health
Strategies, rural areas have lower population densities, more elder-
ly residents below federal poverty levels, lower median incomes,
and more culturally homogeneous populations than urban areas.
And in New York State, rural areas have half the number of pri-
mary care M.D.s per one hundred thousand people, one third the
number of specialists, half the number of dentists, and one-third
the number of social workers per hundred thousand people. And
there are three million people in New York State living in areas
with fewer than 150 persons per square mile. This means that New
York State has the sixth largest rural population in the U.S.

Access is a real problem also. Often health care services are in-
adequate or unavailable, and access problems are compounded by
physical boundariesmountains, lakeslimited transportation,
and extreme weather. Add to this the instability of rural hospitals
and EMT services, and it gets worse.

The current rural health care labor shortage leads to a vicious
cycle. Frustration and burnout occurs amongst those who serve
rural areas, many of whom then leave the rural areas, putting ad-
ditional burdens on those that remain, which discourages new
health care workers from entering rural areas.

If a rural community health center or private physician closes
down their practice, in many rural areas the people lose their only
provider of health care services.

In central New York, where I live and work, in 1987, two-thirds
of the rural service areas were classified as severely acutely under-
served, and half are designated as health manpower shortage
areas, with a population ratio of at least 3500 people to one physi-
cian.

Many communities rely on a single physician with limited
backup and adequate 013 care is not available in many rural areas
in this state. Infant mortality in some rural pockets of New York
State is higher than any metropolitan area. Neonatal deaths in
rural St. Lawrence, Oswego, Schoharie and Chenango Counties,
and post-neonatal deaths in Herkimer and Greene Counties are all
in the highest quartile for New York State infant mortality by
1987 data. Eight rural counties ranked among the top ten counties
in infant mortality in this state. And with regard to teen pregnan-
cies, ten rural counties were among the top 16 counties in New
York State in 1987.

The terrain is harsh and distances are tough for both providers
and patients. In three of the counties that we serve, there is no
public transportation of any kind. My physicians spend an hour to
an hour and a half on the road every day between the hospital and
the health centers.
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The percentage of uninsured is also higher in rural areas than in
urban areas in New Yoik &ate. In all of central New York, one in
five people is uninsured, many are unemployed, but many are un-
deremployed.

There are several actions that need to be taken t,o improve this
scenario:

First, we need a fund to enhance the salaries of rural health pro-
viders, and the National Health Service Corps needs to be expand-
ed. Although third party reimbursement is based on an idea that
labor costs are lower in rural areas, in actuality, the opposite is
true. Because of the isolation, burnout and lack of support systems,
we must be competitive with urban areas, and often must pay a
premium in salary to attract physicians, dentists, physicians assist-
ants and other professionals who are in demand, especially now
that the National Health Service Corps is providing almost no new
physicians.

Two, we need a malpractice pool to entice OBs and family practi-
tioners who do OB to practice in rural areas. Our society, and New
York State, in particular, must decide to help to assure that even
rural families deserve quality health care.

In November 1989, we began a Public Health Service of 330
funded perinatal care program in our rural network of community
health centers. At the end of the first six months, out of 245 preg-
nant patients, 51 were teenagers and three were under 15. Almost
one-half of all patients were in their second or third trimester
before seeking any prenatal care. And out of 117 deliveries during
this period, five were under 2500 grams, and there were 16 fetal
deaths or miscarriages and one neonatal death.

Third, rural community health centers and private providers
need to have their Medicare and Medicaid rates adjusted upwards
to reflect the recruitment and retention realities faced in rural
areas, as well as the loss of efficiencies in rural practices. I have no
hope of reaching the economies of scale of my urban colleagues'
health centers. In the mid-1980s, urban centers averaged thirty to
forty thousand visits, while rural centers averaged only eleven
thousand visits per year.

Fourth, I believe that rural experience needs to be a mandatory
part of any health care training in the U.S. Unless those who enter
health care professions can experience rural practice firsthand,
many, if not all, will never consider it as an option.

We need to expand rural preceptorshipe to M.D.s, P.A.s, nurse
practitioners, dentists, hygienists, and others, and it must be a
carefully planned requirement of all training programs in this
country. And medical centers need to offer continuing education
opportunities in rural areas for rural practitioners.

Fifth, school health clinics need to be established in many rural
communities throughout the nation. Currently, we are the sole
rural school-based health program funded by the New York State
Department of Health. However, community acceptance has been
outstanding. In the first year, we have enrolled over 80 percent of
the students in our four school health centers, and last year provid-
ed over 11,000 patient visits with over 40 percent of those visits to
teens. I believe, and we have shown, that school health clinics can
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be accepted in rural communities, and there is a dire need for
them in many communities.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Thomas Herhek followsl

1. 2 )
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PIMPARRIDSTATImmilwrorlDnomAskMaim, M.B.A., NLED., 0111Er Ehmarrtint Om-
cia. FAMILY HEALTH Nirvana or CorrRAL NEw Yora, Iwc., enAnt, RURAL/MI-
GRANT COMMITTRIC, COMMUNITY FIRALTHCARR ASSOCIATION OF IShm Wm" STATIC,

CGRTLAND. NY

- Many people look at the rural country sido and think that
living and working here must be reallymmderful,
- eometbing liks seven days a week of the Waltans.

Unfortunately. those of us in rural areas have not don. the
Job in getting the word out about our needs.

- Some of it is understandable.
- The RX-Ilega has a slightly higher circuletion than does the
Cinctunatum-Esnmaaxec.

BUt eons of it is also the clintele we serve in the rural
areas. They do not make heedlines. They are not "special
populetions-.
- Incept for sigrant4 in ons arees.
- they are primarily white.

- they generally have a place called home.
- they generally do not have AIDS

- they generally do not use coke or crack, but atill
rely on old fashioned beer & whiskey.

- But skyrooketing healthcare personnel costs and an aging rural
population.
- combined with increasing rural poverty, mean that many will

not get quality healthcare.
- and moms will get no care at all.

- Rural poverty levels have now surpassed urban levels and
healthcare providers are moving out.
- The US Rational average I. 184 MD*2/100,000 people;
- in rural areas it'ie 53 MDS/100,000 people.

- or lss than one-third of the average.
- While 25% of the US population live in rural &roes. only
12% of the MD'e, and lax of nurses live there.
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- With regard to social and political decisions, when year after
year .

heolth policy makers and politicians make decisions based on
-the greatest good for the greatest number".

- it moans that rural people always end up st the back of the
line.

- According to the NY. Stat. Task Force on Rural Health
Strategies:
- Rural areas have lower population densities, more elderly

residents below Federal POVOrty level* lower median incomes,
and more culturally homogeneous populations than urban areas.

- And in NY State, rural area, have half the number of primary
cars MUD's per 200,000 people.
- one-third the number of specieliets,

half the number of dentists,
- and ono-third the number of social workers per

100,000 people.
- and there ars three million people in NY Stat. living in

areas with fewer than 150 peroons per square mile. This is
the sixth largest rural population in the U.S.

- Access ie a real problem -
- Often healthcare services are inadequete or unevailablo.
- And access problems are compounded by physical boundaries -

mountains or lakes - limited transportation, and extreme
weather.

- Add to this the instability of rural hospitals and EMT ear-
vices.
- and it gets worm*.

- The current rural healthcare labor shortage leeds to a vicious
cycle-
- frustration end burnout occur amongst those who serve rural
armee
- many of whom then leave the rural *roes-

- putting additicinal burdens on those that remain.
- which discourages new healthcare workers from entering

rural areas.

- If a rural community health center or private Physioian closes
down their practice, in many rural areas the people los. their
only provider of healthcare services.

- In central NY where I live and work, in 1987 two thirds of the
rural ~vice aras were classified as severely acutely under-
served.
- and half are designated as Health Manpower Shortage Areas,
with a population ratio of at least 3500:1 MD.
- INF median in over 5,000:1 MD with a range Up tO

11,000:1 MD in central New Yore. rural areas.

1 2 2
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- Many communities rely on A single physician with limited
backup-
- and odedquate OB care is not available in many rural areas in

this state.
Infant mortality in some rural pockets of NY State is

higher than any metropolitan anima. Neonatal deaths in
rural St. Lawrence, Oswego, Schoharie. and Chonango
Counties, and postneonatal deaths in Herkimer and Greene
Counties are all in tho highest quartile for NY State infant
mortality by 1987 date. Eignt rura, counties ranked among
the top ton counties in infant mortality. With regard to
teen pregnancies, ten rural counties were among the top
sixteen counties in NY State in 1957.

The terrain is harsh and distances tough - for both
providers and patients.
- In three of the counties we serve, there is no public
transportation of any kind.

- MY Physician* spend an hour to an hour & a half on the road
every day between the hospital and the health centers.

- The percentage of unineured is also higher in rural areas than
in urban areas in NY State.
- In all of central NY. one in five people is uninsured;
- many aro unemployed, but even more are underemployed.

There are several actions that need to be taken to improve this
scenario:

1) We need a fund to enhance the salaries of rural health
providers, and the National Health Service Corps needs to be ex-
pended.

- Although third party reitbursement is based on an idea that
labor costs are lower in rural areas.
In actuality, the opposite S. true.

- Because of the isolation, burnout, and lack of support
systems, we must be competitive with urban areas.
- and often must pay a premium in salary to attract MD's,

awnkisks, physicians assistants and other professionals
who are in demand, especielly now that the Vational Health
Service Corp. is providing almost no new phtsicians.

2) W. need a malpractice pool to entice OB's and family prac-
titioner* who do OB to pret.tice in rural areas.

- Our society. and NY State in particular. must decide to
help to *sure that even rural families deserve quality
OB care.

In November. 1989, we began a Public Health Service 330 funded
perinatal care program in our rural network of community health
centime. At the ond of the first six =nth, out o' 245 pregnant
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patients. 51 wore teenagers end 3 wer under ag 15. Almost
one-half of all patients were in their second or third trimester
before seeking any prenatal care. Out of 117 deliveries during
this period. 5 were under 2500 grams (low birth weight) and there
were 18 fetal deaths or miscerriages and one neonatal death.

2) Rural community healthoenters and private providers need to
have their medicar and medicaid rat adjusted upwards to
reflect the recruitment and retention realities faced in rural
areas, as well as loss of efficiencies; in rural practices.

- I have no hope of reaching tho economies of cale of my
urban oolleagues" health *enters.

- In the mid-80's urban cnters averaged 30 to 40 thousand
visits,
- while rural centers averaged only 11.000 visits per year.

4) Rural experience needs to be a mandatory part of any
healthcare training course in the U.S.
- Unless those who enter healthcare professions can experience

rural practice firsthand. many will never consider it as
an option.

- Ws need to expand rural preceptorshipe for MD's, PA's,
nurse practitioners, dentists, hygienists, and others
- and it met be a carefully planned requirement of all
training programs in this country.
- And medical centers need to offer continuing educstion

opportunities in rural areas for rural practitioners.

5) School health clinics need to be etablished in many rural
communities throughout the nation.

- Currently we ars the sole rural school-based health program
funded by the New York State Deptartment of Health.

- However, community acceptanc hes boon outstanding.
- In one year, we have enrolled over 80% of the

students in our four achool health centers and last year
provided over 11.000 patient visits, with over 40% of those
visits to teens.

- School health clinics can be accepted in rural areas and
there in a dire need for them in many communities.
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Mr. MCHUGH. Well, thank you all very much. We have used our
one hour, but I would like to take just a couple extra minutes to
give Mr. Walsh and me a chance to spur some comment.

In terms of our second panel, I think I will be tougher to try to
limit it to five minutes, six minutes at most, so that we do have
some time for questions and answers. And I would invite any of
you on the first panel who can stay with us, to do so that you can
participate in that question period.

Clearly, the key problem is inadequate and in some cases no pre-
natal care, and you have all outlined a series of causes of that
problem, each one of which could take us into a significant discus-
sion. One of them, clearly, was the unavailability for some people
of insurance. And, Dr. Meyer, you indicated that New York has
just passed, the legislature has just passed a program which will
enhance Medicaid coverage for those with up to 185 percent of the
poverty line, which is encouraging.

I gather that there are people who are not eligible for Medicaid,
that is, over 185 percent of poverty, the working poor who are also
uninsured, and we have a gap in that particular population.

To the extent possible, I would be interested in hearing from you
and others in terms of how we might measure that. Is that a signif-
icant group of people who are not insured by private insurance be-
cause their employers do not have coverage for them, and they are
not eligible for Medicaid even under the expanded basis? So, I
would like a brief comment, if you would, on that uninsurability
problem.

Secondly, on transportation, Ms. Stone, you mentioned that, and
all of you mentioned that transportation is a significant barrier
and that is especially true, I suppose, in rural areas, but even in
urban areas it can be a problem. If a mother has other children
and is in the late months of her pregnancy, even taking public
transportation in the City of Syracuse might be a I. .oblem.

But I was interested in your comment that although the law re-
quires department of social services to deal with transportation, in
some cases local rules preclude it. And you mentioned one or two
of those rules which strike me as silly. If there is a car in the
family, even if it is being used by one of the parents for work, that
disqualifies the mother from getting transportation.

What can be done about that and how pervasive is that problem
in our local counties?

I suppose that is enough from me. If you would, any of )rou would
like to comment on either of those two problems, and then I will
ask Jim if he has a comment or a question to ask as well.

Dr. MEYER. The issue of uninsurability is certainly a difficult
one, and I do not think we do have a good measure of it now. One
of the things we have been struck with, with our expanded Medic-
aid prog. ram to 185 percent of poverty for prenatal care, is how
many of the people who have chosen to participate actually would
have qualified for Medicaid before, I mean prior to the expansion.

So, at the moment I would have to say we do not have good num-
bers. I think that our birth certificates over the coming year will
be good evidence, at least in terms of prenatal care, as to how
many women were not eligible for the expanded Medicaid because
they were above that limit, but also were unable to access any
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other form of insurance. To date, we do not seem to be finding that
as far as prenatal care goes.

The child health insurance programs that I referred to actually
would enable families to buy in at a low premium whether they
are uninsured or underinsured even if they are above 185 percent
of poverty. Again, that has not been signed yet by the governor.
They are trying to work act some details on it, and so I do not
know yet what its status is, but that would serve children up to age
13.

Mr. MCHUGH. You did give the amounts that they would have to

1:18;.r. MEYER. Yes.
Mr. MCHUGH. But would you repeat those?
Dr. MEYER. Yes. What I said was that families would have to pay

between $25 and $100 per year per child. Now, that is specifically
for families who are under 185 percent of poverty. There will need
to be decisions made as to what the amount to be paid would be for
families who are underinsured and are above 185 percent of pover-
ty. We do not have those numbers yet.

Mr. MCHUGH. And this coverage would be comprehensive?
Dr. MEYER. Comprehensive primary care. At the moment it

would provide only for all ambulatory services needed. Discussions
are ongoing as to whether it will pay for hospitalization as well.

Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you.
Ms. Stone, do you want to elaborate at all on that transportation

problem?
MB. STONE. Yes. I would like to comment on that. I think this is

just one of the difficulties, it is a real example of the difficulties of
accessing the Medicaid system for these people. I think maybe this
is a defense mechanism by departments of social services for being
told that they had to provide a service that maybe they do not have
the facilities to even provide. Is this their way of limiting the
number of rides that they are going to give?

My guess is that we are imposing regulations on departments of
social services that maybe they cannot even afford to provide and
we need to look at thoee things before we say that this is going to
solve the whole problem for transportation: DSS will provide the
rides. Well, can they provide the rides?

And if they can, then I deal with eight counties and each county
has a different set of rules for how to access Medicaid. I believe
that we need a standardized system across all the counties. For ex-
ample, if a patient moves from county to county, she has to restart
the whole application process over again. There is no transferring
from county to county because every county has a different set of
rules. That is my comment on that issue.

Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you very much.
Jim.
Mr. WALSH. Thank you, Matt.
I would like to thank all of you for taking the time from your

busy schedules to come in today. But I think this is a very impor-
tant hearing and it gives us the benefit of your knowledge and ex-
perience. All have very, very excellent testimony.

I would like to just note briefly for the record that we have a full
hearing room today, elected and former elected officials, including
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our current County Executive, Mr. Pirro; the former president of
the NAACP, Wayne Dunham; doctors, nurses, social workers,
mothers and fathers. So I think it is a very good representative
sample of our community.

Dr. Meyer, you noted that there has been a recent improvement
in infant survival statistics in New York State. Could you tell us
what you attribute that to?

Dr. MExEa. I would like to say that it is due to our increased ac-
cessibility of prenatal care. I am afraid it is really too early to in-
terpret that and those data are also provisional. They are 1989
data, and sometimes we learn more about misfortune after the fact.
So, I am uncertain.

But I do think that we are making a difference in terms of in-
creased access to prenatal care and we know that our PCAP pro-
gram over the past years of its ex.stence has contributed to a re-
duction in low birth weight of those families served, despite the
fact that many families came into prenatal care later than they
often do under Medicaid. We attribute that to the fact that these
women often did not know that they would be eligible for prenatal
care services. So I think with the enhanced accessibilitv pro-tided
by Medicaid, meaning that every women who is financially elgible
will be now be able to access the program, I think we may see even
earlier entry into prenatal care and hopefully there will be more of
an impact.

Mr. WAISH. Thank you.
Dr. Miller, Washington tends to divide resources among many

different categorical programs. Would it be easier for you on the
local level if the money came from one source with one set of eligi-
bility guidelines or regulations.

Dr. MILLER. Yes. [Laughter.)
Mr. WALSH. Thank you for your concise response. [Laughter.)
Thank you.
Ms. Cooper, thank you very much for your testimony. One of the

things that the harder and longer you look at the data, the statisti-
cal data, the more you realize that infant mortality rates get better
and worse for black babies and white babies at about the same
rate, but the incidents of infant mortality among African American
babies is much higher always.

What can we do specifically to address that problem, because I
think that really is where the major problem lies?

MS. COOPER. I think truly that nationally you have to set the
same standard. I think we are one of the few Western developed
countries that have people of color that sets one standard for
whites and one standard for blacks. You set a tone.

Two, I think you have to look at the issues of poverty, the mini-
mum wage, and access. They all go together. If you do not have an
insurance system, a national health insurance system, then obvi-
ously people who are consistently unemployed, the last to be hired,
the first to be fired will not get care. I would just like to say that in
many cases the outreach workers that are being hired back now,
were let go of in the early 80's. I know in one instance, of a person
who was hired 20 years agG, did a beautiful job but was the first to
be let go. She has bn rehired on little more salary than she made

,sr I1 °
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20 years ago. We have to look deeply at our commitments to end
poverty in this country.

I mean, we have a commitment in some areas to L..aintaining
pwple at certain levels, and I think we in the health field tend to
blame the victim. So, that I think there has to be a meaningful
look at access. But access, as someone else noted earlier, involves
much more than just access to health care. I think we need to look
at what happened during the 1980s in relationship to our views of
where our money went, and what was important. You are looking
at a total societal fabric, but access is very important.

And I would like to say something in relation to what the gentle-
man said about rural health care. We have a problem in this coun-
try with classes, and it is not just racism. It is class. I think that
the way we view people who do not make it impacts our ability to
provide care. I said at another hearing that we are the only devel-
oped country left that demands death for not making it. We think
that we have to look at how we set our standards nationally in
order to get a different kind of response on any local level.

Mr. WALSH. Thank you. Mr. Herbek, from the rural perspective,
and I come into this from another committee also, the Agriculture
Committee, and we are very much involved in that committee also in
rural health. One of the things that I consistently heard in Washing-
ton is that we have got to expand the National Health Services
Corps. And your statement that there are no new physicians coming
into rural areas through that program, would you like to expand on
that a little bit, on the National Health Services Corps?

Mr. Hiciumx. In our health centers
Mr. WALsx. I am not sure if islo many people even know it exists,

to be honest.
Mr. HEsaxx. The National Health Service Corps is a program by

which physicians have their medical school paid for by the federal
government, and then owe a certain number of years of service
afterwards, depending on the amount of loans that they receive.
Generally, between two and four years of service they then owe,
and they have to serve that in a designated manpower shortage
area.

Since 1972, our organization has used National Health Service
Corps physicians to provide primary care throughout the rural
areas, and there are a number of sites that have used these posi-
tions, not only rural, but it has been equally a rural and urban pro-
gram. But it has placed physicians in the hardest to place places,
places that would not have health care without National Health
Service Corps physicians.

Last year I know there were over 600 vacancies that went un-
filled in community health centers across the nation, both rural
and urban, where physicians who have fmished their obligation left
National Health Service Corps posts and were not replaced.

The other thing that has happened is that for many community
health centers when funds are being stretched thin as it is and
there are no real new funds available, they have had to, in some
cases, add twenty to forty thousand dollars per physician to get
new physicians and recruit them and retain the physicians they
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have after they go off their National Health Service Corps commit-
ment.

Mr. %am. Do you think there is a diminution of commitment
on the part of incoming doctors taward rural health, or do you
think it's a matter that there are fewer phyvicians coming in, or
what is it?

Mr. HumuE. I think it is a combination. I think it is partly that
there are fewer primary care physicians being put out into the
system for the number of vacancies. The figures I heard last year
were that for every physician coming out of a residency program
last year, they had 11 vacancies to look at. I am not sure how accu-
rate that figure is, but I think that is the reality that most of the
physicians felt. They had numerous opportunities.

I think the other problem with rural areas is that there are some
specific problems attached to rural areas that you do not have in
suburban practices. The other problem with a lot of rural areas is
we do not have the insurance that many urban suburban people
have. Less than one out of five of my patients are on Medicaid and
more than two out of five of my patients are uninsured for primary
care. That makes a real difference in your ability to provide a prac-
tice in a rural site unless you have some sort of underwriting such
as we do from federal 330 funds. But those funds are not available
for private practitioners, and those funds have not increased since
1980.

Mr. WAIBH. Thank you very much.
Mr. HEMBER. Thank you.
Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you very much, Jim.
And again, my thanks to all of you on the first panel. If you can

stay, we would be delighted to have you here. If not, I understand
and again thank you so much for your contribution.

Our second panel will please come forward now. We have a little
over 40 minutes, which is a short time, and I am going to ask our
individual panelists to try to keep it to five minutes. I will apply a
uniform rule to everybody on the second panel, and I will tap this
little gavel at the end of five minutes, and would ask if you could
try to close within a minute or two after that.

Our second panel consists of: Cherylene Billue, and correct me if
I have misstated the name. Miss Billue is a parent and a member
of the Subcommittee on Infant Mortality for the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Co lc red People here in Syracuse. Cyn-
thia Olmstead is the Director of Nursing at the Syracuse Commu-
nity Health Center here in SyrEcuse. Kathleen Murphy is the Ex-
ecutive Director of the Consortium for Children's Services, also
here. Dr. Warren Grupe is Professor and Chairman of the Depart-
ment of Pediatrics, the SUNY Health Science Center here in Syra-
cuse.

We thank you all for being with us, and I would very much pro-
ceeding in the order in which I indicated. And again, if you could
keep your statements to five minutes, it will give us a chance for
some informal discussion which is also an important part of our
program.

Ms. Billue.
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STATEMENT OF CHERYLENE BILLUE, PARENT AND MEMBER OF
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INFANT MORTALITY, NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE, SYR,
ACUSE, NY
Ms. %meg. In Syracuse, the risk to black infants is nearly triple

that of whites according to the Onondaga County Infant Mortality
Action Plan. And according to Cheryl Smith, who authored a
report for the Herald Journal, Heru ld American, in February 1989,
following six months of research and writing, she stated that for
every white baby who dies before age one, two black babies die.

Now in Onondaga County the emphasis is on infant mortality
during pregnancy, not infant mortality as a whole, which leaves
the mother of infants few, if any, viable resources. In addition to
low birth wei*ht and late care efforts, other factors compromise the
infant mortality rate which have not been emphasized.

There are skull fractures resulting from child abuse, poisonings
resulting from parents' lack of knowledge of simple safety proce-
dures, drownings and electric injuries. And according to the Ameri-
can Red Cross and the American Heart Association, thousands of
babies die every year due to choking, suffocation, breathing disor-
ders and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, much of which could be
prevented if parents were taught infant-child CPR.

In Onondaga County, finding a doctor to treat a sick child may
be beyond the capability of a poi-r mother, because so few doctors
are willing to provide treatment for the amount that Medicaid
pays. In 1987, for example, that was $16 per visit.

Babies of poor families are also at high risk because most of On-
ondaga County's private obstetricians refuse to care for pregnant
women who are on Medicaid. As of July 2, only two private obstet-
riCal groups accept Medicaid, two private groups contract with the
PCAP program, Pre-natal Care and Assistance Program, and only
three private obstetricians and one private family practice group
have shown interest in the new PCAP program.

For the rest of the county, currently there is only one private pe-
diatrician who accepts Medicaid, but that is in North Syracuse, and
only for patients who live in Cult area. Of the dozen or so pediatri-
cians whom we contacted, a few said that while they do accept
Medicaid, they are currently at capacity and cannot say when they
will be able to accept new ritients. According to the Herald-Jour-
nal series of Cheryl Smith, some health professionals .have suggest-
ed that some doctors do not wan t. black people or poor people in
their plush offices. Other doctors, already reeling from malpractice
insurance rates, believe that the poor are more likely to sue, ac-
cording to a national study.

Now, this limits health care for the poor and uninsured women
to the Syracuse Community Health C.enter, the clinics at SUNY
Health Science Center and St. Joseph's Hospital Clinics, as the
only prenatal and newborn options available for such a large popu-
lation. All three facilities have been so swamped that sometimes
women who call for appointments early in their pregnancies were
not seen until their second trimester, and many were subjetted to
long hours in the waiting rooms and discourteous and uncaring
doctors. Many had small children that had to be in the examine-
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tion room because the clinics do not have child care facilities for
patients, and poor mothers cannot afford to pay baby sitters each
time they have an appointment.

Following the loss of four children during pregnancy, and the
near low of two others because I did not knvw infant-child CPR, I
became deeply involved with the problem of infant mortality, espe-
cially as it pertained to the child's first year of life. Since Demn-
ber of 1989, I have been deeply committed to finding solutions for
this devastating problem, and I have come to the realization that
there are not enough programs that address mortality during the
child's first year of life.

Since that realization, I have tried to educate as many inner-city
mothers as possible on all aspects on infant mortality, and I have
tried to bring an infant and child CPR program with basic parent-
ing education to as many communities as possible. With most of
my help coming from the Syracuse Housing Authority, and the On-
ondaga County Health Department Emergency Medical Services
Bureau, some small progress as been made, but much remains to
be done.

In May of this year I learned of the NAACP's interest in re-
search in the area of infant mortality, and subsequently I became
affiliated with the subcommittee working on the issue. After many
hours of studying records and reports from a variety of sources, the
committee has developed a list of recommendations which it feels
must be incorporated in any comprehensive program to reduce and
eventually eliminate infant mortality in this community. They are
as follows:

Require mandatory education and training for pregnant mothers
in infant and child CPR, incorporated with a basic parenting and
life skills program;

Make an infant and child CPR propam available to all mothers
in the community, on a sliding fee-ability to pay basis, if necessary;

Arrange and provide transportation for pregnant mothers on
Medicaid who have more than one child under the age of three for
whom at home care cannot be provided;

Provide child care in the home, where possible, or at a facility if
necessary, so that mothers can meet with their physicians private-
ly;

Discontinue the arbitrary practice of penalizing mothers by cut-
ting off welfare and Medicaid for missed appointments, and investi-
gate the reasons to determine if they are capricious or valid;

Increase Medicaid payments to the physicians to a rate more
compatible with private insurers, and strongly encourage private
physicians to accept Medicaid patients;

Institute a Federal Insurance Plan for working mothers with
income below the poverw level, whose employers do not offer
health insurance;

Establish community-based outreach health precincts staffed
with appropriate service personnel, including a nurse, nutritionist,
home economist, medical technician, outreach worker, to provide
information, education and health-related services;

Notify all prenatal clinics that discourteous service and improper
treatment of any patient will not be tolerated, and that any corn-

13'
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plaint of this nature will be thoroughly investigated by the appro-
priate government people.

Now, as I said before, I have been involved with this since,
deeply involved since 1989. But my two children, one stopped
breathing due to SIDS and one choked. I did not know infant and
child CPR. I was on welfare. I could not afford to pay the $35 to
pay for the course. And then I found out that a lot of other people
had that problem, especially where I live in the inner city. We
have a lot of people who do not have phones. We have a lot of
people who have more than one infant, infants up to one year. I
have taken people into my home. I have escorted them. I became a
baby sitter for them so they could get to appointments. I have pro-
vided bus fare, when necessary. I have helped them get Medicaid
cards. I have called their social workers, if they were cut off. I have
called their doctors. I have even helped them report doctors who
treated them nasty or, you know, just medically unethical. And it
has got to stop, it really does.

If you would come to the inner city and see the pride that these
people have when it comes to their children, you will see exactly
what I mean. You have mothers who when a child has a burn, put
butter on the burn. They do not know simple safety procedures.
They are not being taught simple safety procedures.

When my daughter was born at St. Joseph's Hospital, before
they let me leave the hospital I had ti) sign up to take a baiic par-
enting class which taught me how to 16..ap up the baby so I would
not suffocate her when it was too hot. They taught me also how to
bathe the baby properly so that the head did not fall too far back
and water didn't get down into her throat. They also taught me
what to do in case of choking. They teach you, to not lay the baby
down on the side and feed the bottle because that causes ear infec-
tion. It runs from the ear to the nose to the throat, which can get
worse. They taught me a lot of things. They also made it mandato-
ry that before I left I had to have a car seat, and things like that
have to keep being instituted. It might have to be said over and
over and over again. But I have two healthy children now, and I
know infant and child CPR now, because I caused such a fuss with
not having the money to learn it and it should be something that is
readily available. If 500 non-rescue personnel can be authorized to
have this course for free, adult CPR, then parents should have
training too. We have the higher percentage of deaths.

Mr. MCHUGH. We are going to have to wrap up, I am afraid.
Ms. BILLLIE. In 1987, we had 85 deaths in Onondaga County due

to infants after being born, including Sudden Infant Death Syn-
drome, congenital abnormalities, certain conditions originating in
the perinatal period, and upper respiratory infections, and then
there were other causes of deaths. But that is a total of 85 children
dying in 1987.

[Prepared statement of Cherylene Billue followsl
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NAACP TESTIMONY ON INFANT MORTALITY

"INCOME AND COLOR TRANSLATE INTO DEATH AND DISEASE 1N

ONONDAGA COUNTY."

The Infant. Mortality Rats, (IMR), is uawally expressed

ee the number of infant deaths per thousand live births, and

I. the key indicator of community health because it measures

the health of the most vulnerable segment or any population.

The IMR in Syracuse is higher then that of 27 cities of

comparable size, and mong Sleek* the IMR I. disturbingly high

at 27.4 deaths per thousand live births during 4981-1987.

Compered with IS larger cities. including New York, Boston.

Chicago and Detroit. Syracuse haw the highest Infant Mortality

Rate of them all, In Syracuse the risk to Black infants iss

nearly triple that of whites. according to Cheryl Imelda

Smith, who researched end uthored report for the Herald-

Journal/Herald-Amor-icon on the ubject of poverty and disease

in Onondaga County in February 1989. Following ix months of

reeeerch sha diocovered that for very White baby whd dies

before age one, two Bleck babies dia.

But the mphasis in Onondaga County is on infont mortality

during pregnancy. not infant mortelity as a whole. which leaves

mothers of infants few if any viable resources. In addition to

low birth weight and late fforts to access care, other factors

that compriee the IMR which have not been emphasized are skull

fracture's resulting from child abuse, poisonings resultin9

from ignorance of simple safety procedures, drowning and elec-

trical inj:rios. According to the American Red Cross and the

American Heart Association, thousands of babies die ovary yeer
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from choking. suffocation, breathing disorders end Sudden

InfantoOsath Syndrome, much of which mould be prevented if

parent. wore taught Child or Infant CPR.

According to the series of articles by Cheryl Smith, if

you have sick infant in Onondaga County, Finding a doctor

to trent the child may be beyond that capability of a poor

mother, because o few doctors are willing to provide treat-

ment For the amount that mediceds pays. In 1987, For example.

that Wall $16.00 per visit, whereas some private insurance

companies paid anywhere Prom $30 to $60.00 for the some serv crs.

Many babies pf poor families are born ill becauue the:1r

mothers do not know ths importance of proper care during preg-

nancy, or cannot afford it. Although New York's medicaid

benefits are said to be among the most generous in the country,

this aystem deniem good health care along the linen of claus

and race according to Smith. Even with social Factors: filtered

out, she stmts., a racial disparity remains in the infant mort-

ality death tall in Onondaga County.

People are falling through the cracka. Poor working mothqrs

whose incomes arm below the poverty level, earn too much tc

Qualify for medicade, but have jobu w;.th no insurance covcrole.

and consequently cannot pay For the increasingly high costs of

medical care. Thus they have few, if any, options. Babies of

poor Families are also at high risk of death because mOst of

Onondaga County's private Obstetricians refuse to care for

pregnant women who are on mediCade.

As of July 2, only two private obstetrical groupe acropr

medicade, and two private obstetricians contract with the PCAP

134
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* (Pre-natal Core and Assistance) Program. And only three private

obstetricians end one private Family practice group hovs shown

any interest in tho new PCAP Program,

As for the rest of this County, there is only on, orkvate

peedietrician who accepts medicoid, but thavi is in North Syrecuae,

and only For patients who live in that arse. Of the dozen or so

pediatricians whom w contacted, fee said that while they do

accept medicaid they rs currently t capacity am: cannot say

when they will be able to eccept nem patients. According to the

Hereld-Journel series by Cheryl Smith, some heallh profneatonals

have uggwated that some doctors do not *Sint Bleck people or

poor people in their plush offices. Other doctora, olreedy

reeling From malpractice insurance rates, believs the poor are

more likely to sue, according to a netional study.

That limits the hmalth care fOr poor uninaured women to

the Syracuse Community Health Canter, SUNY h!ealth Science

Center Clinic, and St. Joseph'. Hoftpitol Clinic, as the Only

pre-natul and newborn nptions avelloble for much a large popu-

lation. All three fecilities have usuallf been so swamped thot

somatic*** women who celled for an appointment early in tnor

pregnancies wore not seen until their socond trimester. And

then many were subjected to long hours in wetting rooms end

discourteous end uncaring doctors. Many had smell childrnn

PCAP pays For pre-nate: care, tooting, pout-pertum and deltvory
fees for fenthers who con't got medicede. end *home income is at
OP below las% of the povIrty level, The New PCAP sloe cover.;
hospital labor and delivery ees, while the Onondaga County
Department of Health provide, outreach end ducation.
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that Vied to be in the examination room because the clinicn do

not have child care Facilities For patiente, and poor mothers

cannot afford baby sitters.

Following the loss of four children during pregnancy. und

the near loss of two others because I did not know Infant or

Child CPR, I became deeply involved with the problem of irdant

mortality, especially es it pertains to the child's fir%t year

of life. Since December of 1989 I have been deeply committed

to finding solutione to this devastating problem, and have come

to the realization that there are not enough program% that

addresu mortality during the child's firet year. Since that

realization I have tried to educate as many inner city mother,.

as possible on all aspect% of infant mortality, and have tried

to bring Infant and Child CPR programs, and basic parentire,

education to es many communiieu OS possible. With the help of

the SyraCuee hOuSing Authority, and tho Onondaga County tivlth

Department Emergency Medical Services Bureau, soma small progre-,1

hau been made, but so much remeine to be done.

Indigent and working poor mother% requ re Many

soma of which are available in the community, al Nt_.ough many Orr .

not aware of it. In addition to health care, many require tood,

furniture, baby sitters, escortm to agenolee, end oven li,ing

quarter.. I have tried to provide assistance in theoe are.l. to

the best of my own limited resources, but the need excerd,. Inv

capbi1iti. of any one person.

In May of tf"is year I learned of the NAACP's intercnt .1nd

research into the area of infant mortality, and subsequently

became affiliated with the subcommittee working on the iq,:ur.
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After many hours of studying records nd reports from a variety

of sources, the committee hes developed a list of recommenda-

tions which it Feels must be incorporated in any comprehensive

pro6^am to reduce and eventually liminate infant mortality in

this community. They ars s follows:

Require mandatory education and training for
pregnant mothers in Infent and Child CPR,
incorporated with a basic parenting end life
skills program;

Make an Infant end Child CPR program vailable
to ell mother* in the community, on e slid-
ing fee-ability to pay basis if necessary;

O Arrange and provide transportation for preg-
nent mothers on Mcdicaid who hove more then
one child under the age of three for whom
et home core cannot be provided;

O PrOvide child care in the. home where possible.
or et the facility if necessary, so that
mother.. can meat with their physicians
privately;

O Discontinue the arbitrary practice of penal-
izing mothers by cutting off welfare and med-
icaid for missed appointments, and investi-
gate the reasons to determine 0 they are
capricious or valid;

O Incr.... Medicaid payment. to phymicism. to
rats more compatible with private insurer..

and strongly encourage private physicians to
e compt Medicaid patients;

Institute a Fderal Insurance Plan for work-
ing mothers with income below the poverty
level, whose employers do not offer health
insurance;

4 Establish community-based Outreach Health
Precincts staffed with appropriate service
personnel, including a ours., nutritionist,
home economist, medical technician, out-
reach worker, etc., to provide information,
education end health related wervices;

O Notify ell pre-natal clinics that discour-
teous eervice end improper treatment of
any patient will not be tolerated, and that
any comoleint of this nature will be thor-
oughly investigated, and appropriate action
tken if warranted;

1 '3 "
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* Oieoontinue thr inhrent close and racial
factors which inordinately contribute to
the premature deaths of all the Infants
in our community;

* Review all medicaid policies to determine
what other improvements can be made to
correct the flagrant imbelonce In this
system.

On behalf of tho NAACP I would like to express our thanks

and appreciation to Congressmen James Welsh for hie initiative

in reoogniting the serious magnitude of infant mortality in our

community, and to Congressman George Millar, for his understand-

ing end Foresight in convening this first field hearing here in

Syracuse where the Infant Mortality Rate is ono of the highest

in the nation, comparing unfavorably with many underdeveloped

countries,

We ere hopeful that through the continued leadership ond

commitment of thee* men and this committee, significant stOdee

will be made to errsdicate infant mort&lity within the not too

distant future.

Thank you for allowing ue to address you.

(Mrs) Cherylerie Billua

Prsenter
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SUMMIT or COUNTY HEALTH DATA TABLS I:

1987 RESIDENT INFANT DEATH LIST

ONONDAGA COMM NT

si ).1.1 .1.1. - V.

OF_DEATh

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome

Congenital Anomolies (includes Spina
Bifida and others)

10

19

Certain Conditions Originating in the
Perinatal Period (includes Birth Trauma
and others) 38

Diseases of the Upper Respiratory Trect
(includes Pneumonia. Bronchitis and Influenza)
and Other Pespiratory Problems After Birth Not
Otherwise specified (includes Apnea)

All Other Causes of Death

Total Infant Deaths, All Causes

7

85

Source: New York State Department of Health, County Health Tables.
1987

Prepared my: Onondaga County Health Department, Bureau of
Surveillance and Statistics

Appendix 1

1 3 :1
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Causes of Infant Deaths
Onondaga County Residents,.

1981-1988

Black Neenstst

Othat
atomic

Peanacal
Conditions

Whits Ntonstal

External Caus MS and Unknown
Infectous Dissaucomgartital

Anomalies °Mar intnnsio

N;

Bieck Pestnao natal

Congenital
Anon* Aare

isannatal
wt.:1moms

Infectious
External Dciaast
Causis

Otr.er
PIrrl C

Ponoatal
_tions

Whit Postmonatat

Pripparod tsy Coomisge Caumy t4seNt Dwortvont
Puma Svivertince I Sumas

14
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INFANT DEATHS CUE TO SIDS AND OTHER UNKNOWN CAUSES BY PERIOD OF INFANCY AND RAC:E
ONONDAGA ODUNTY, NEW YORK 11011907

RACR
Whde Bleck

PERIOD

Neonatal
Number 14 1

Percent 5 r. I D.

Postneonatal
Number 49 30
Pefcent 41 9% 46 0%

Percent a Percentage et Total DelegOry-Specerc Went Death*

Prepared by Onondaga County Health Deportment Bureau et SuNeraince end Stakstic:
Data Source New York Slate Hestia Dettartment, Bureau 01 Vaal Statistic*

A*.vanai..r 3

14:
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Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you very much. Congratulations as well for
taking some initiative on your own as an individual citizen to help
other people in your community. I think it is a wonderful example
for others who can make an impact just based upon their own initi-
ative and idealism.

Our next witness is Cynthia Olmstead, who is the Director of
Nursing at the Syracuse Community Health Center here in Syra-
cuse.

Ms. Olmstead.

STATEMENT OF CYNTHIA OLMSTEAD, DIRECTOR OF NURSING,
SYRACUSE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER, INC., SYRACUSE, NY

Ms. OLMSTEAD. Thank you.
A heightened awareness and a v we of urgency has spread

throughout the community of Syracuse and Onondaga County. Pro-
fessional and lay persons are asking the questionWhy is the
infant mortality rate in our county so high? In trying to reply to
this question one is inevitably forced to address, along with many
other issues, the issue of access to health care.

My experience with this problem has primarily been through
working with patients at the Syracuse Community Health Center
for the last six years. The health center is located in downtown
Syracuse and includes in its patient population a number of pa-
tients at high risk for infant mortality. While working as prenatal
coordinator, women often share with me the difficulties they have
with obtaining health care. I will share some of these difficulties,
some of the ways we at Syracuse Community Health Center are re-
sponding to the problems and some barriers the center faces in pro-
viding care.

One of the most frequently heard problems has been transporta-
tion. A majority of our patients travel by bus. Even though we
have a fine public transportation system, it becomes problematic to
use when you are eight months pregnant, must walk to the bus
stop in the rain or snow and have another small child walking with
you or being carried by you. Through working with the CMCM pro-
gram, it has become possible to offer patients more assistance with
transportation, but we still have a ways to go.

Patienta have also told me they cannot keep prenatal appoint-
ments because they have too many other appointments to go to.
They may have to recertify for public asaistance, pick up WIC cou-
pons and meet with other social agencies. Needless to say, putting
food on the table and having money to live with take a priority
over keeping a prenatal appointment. The Center is working to
provide as many of these services on site as_ possible. For example,
doing presumptive eligibility and initiating WIC.

e has also been a barrier to care. Syracuse has a growing
Spaniih-speaking community. Women will often come to appoint-
ments with a translator and the facilities have limited numbers of
Spanish-speaking personnel to be 1 assistance. This results in a
visit which can be frustrating for both the patient and the provid-
er. Appointment keeping becomes very erratic because of such situ-
ations. I have to wonder also how many women may not be seeking
care at all because they cannot even make a contact for their ini-
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tial appointment due to a language barrier. While we continue to
make efforts to recruit and maintain bilingual sts ff, resources are
limitsd to support staff only to be available for translation.

Many patients who are late entrants to care have told me they
were undecided about their pregnancy initially so they did not seek
care. Their initial visit is often in their second trimesthr. We have
intensified our educational programs in family planning in the im-
portance of care.

The drug problem and domestic violence are also barriers to can
which I have seen increase in the past years. Women easing drugs
often just don't have the ability to get into care, or are afraid to
seek care because of the consequences they fear they will encoun-
ter. Unfortunately, there has been limited facilities to provide serv-
ices for women on drugs. At the health center we do have a coun-
seling program for substance abusers. Our program will meet with
women right at the time of their visit and help arrange necessary
services. However, if women need inpatient treatment, they have,
at times, had to go long distances from home. There is a real need
for more services for users of &gigs, a heightened sensitivity for
those on drugs and more preventive efforts.

With domestic violence, I have experienced women who were ab-
solutely forbidden to receive care by their partners. Often they are
too embarrassed to come in for their appointments because they
are bruised. Again at the Center we do have a program to assist
victims of domestic violence, but many women chooee not to
become involved. These women often have very sporadic medical
care. Our facility hopes in the future to address the problem more
fUlly by looking at increased treatment for the batterer.

One other barrier I need to mention is the ability of women to
get an appointment into the health system. Women are constantly
tcrged to make appointments as soon as poasible, but then they
have to wait three or four weeks for their first appointment. While
there are several reasons for this delay occurring, I will mention
two.

One is the need for more providers, both physicians and mid
level. The second reason is the need to decrease the no show rate
for appointments. A vicious circle has been created. People, due to
barriers to care, miss appointments. Even with the ovethooking of
appointments, times are left vacant and appointments go unused.

The Center works to resolve this problem by having persons do
reminder calls and working to educate persons on the importance
of continuous care.

Some barriers I have not mentioned are child care and fragmen-
tation of medical care. The health center provides free child care.
Ale°, since there are laboratory, pharmacy, sonography, and fetal
monitoring services on site, women can receive their medical care
in one placethe so-called "one stop shopping." This has really
made an impact on more continuous care being received.

We have been able to arrange for WIC to be on site, but only for
the patient's entry into the system. In the future we would like to
see WIC coupons issued as a part of the prenatal visit.

Recently, we have also been working with the Department of
Social Services on the CMCM program, Comprehensive Medicaid
Case Management, and have talcen the initiative to serve as lead
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agency for this program. The pilot project has placed a community
worker in our health facility and others in the city. These persons
go directly to the client's home to find out what the problem is
with their accessing and continuing care. They then work with the
patients to overcome barriers, and help them bewme more self-suf-
ficient in the future. Their services m*ht include arranging trans-
portation, assisting with child care arrangements, or coordinating
appointments. It I. also offering the patient a defined person from
the community who is saying I care about helping you get care and
have the time to help you work through the barriers.

One thing I have found especially frustrating working with pa-
tients was the limit of time to deal with the non-medical issues.
Also, T think a person going to someone's home will get a better
assessment of what the needs might be.

Our Center has begun a mentoring program to match pregnantteens
Mr. MCHUGH. Ms. Olmstead, I am sorry to interrupt. I know you

have a little bit more in your statement, but I do want to stop at
this point, if I may, and we will come back. I know the mentoring
program is one you were just getting to, and perhaps we can talk
about that a little bit in the question and answer period.

Ms. OLIIMAD. All right.
[Prepared statement of Cynthia Olmstead follows:]

14 4
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PEEPASED Emmaarr or CYNTIOA OUICITICAINDMCION OF NURSING,
SYRACUSE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER, C., STEACUSE. NY

A herjt:teKed awareness and a sense of urgency have spread

throughout the community of Syracuse and Onondaga County.

Professional and lay persons are asking the question - Why is

the infant mortality rate in our county so high? In trying to

reply to this question one is inevitably forced to address,

along with many other issues, the islue of access to health

care.

My experience with this problem has primarily been through my

work with patients at the Syracuse Community Health Center

for the last six years. The Health Center is located in

downtown Syracuse and includes in its patient population a

number of patients at high risk for infant mortality. While

working as prenatal coordinator, women often share with me

the difficulties they have with obtaining health care. I will

share some of these difficulties, some of the ways we at

Syracuse Community Health Center are responding to the

problems and s,,me barriers the Center faces in providing

care.

One of the most frequently heari problems has been

transportation. A majority of our patients travel by bus.

Even though we have a fine public transportation system, it

becomes problematic to use when you are eight months

pregnant, must walk to the bus stop in the rain or snow and

have another small child walking with you or being carried by

you. Through working with the CMCM program it has become

1 4
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possible to ofter patients more assistance with

transportation.

Patients have also told me they cannot keep prenatal

appointments because they have too many other appointments to

go to. They may have to recertify for public . isistance, pick

up WIC coapons and meet with other social agencies. Needless

to say putting food on the table and having money to live

with take a priority over keeping a prenatal appointment. The

Center is working to provide as many of these services on

site as possible for example doing presumptive eligibility

and initiating WIC.

Language has also been a barrier to care. Syracuse has a

growing Spanish speaking community. Women will often come to

appointments without a r.anslator and the facilities have

limited numbers of Spanish speaking personnel to be of

assistance. This results in a visit which can be frustrating

for both the patient and the provider. Appointment keeping

becomes very erratic because of such situations. I have to

wonder also how many women may not be seeking care at all

because they cannot e en make a contact for their initial

appointment due to a language barrier. While we continue to

make efforts to recruit and maintain bilingual staff,

resources are limited to support staff only to be available

4 ror translation.

s"
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Many patients who are late entrants to care have told me the

were undecided about their pregnancy initially so did not

seek care. Their initial visit is often in their second

trimester. We have intensified our educational programs in

family planning and the importance of care.

The dreg problem and domestic violence are also barriers to

care which I have seen increase in the past years. Women

using drugs often just don't have the ability to get into

care, or are afraid to seek care because of the consequences

they fear they will encounter. Unfortunately there has been

limited facilities to provide services for women on drugs. At

the Health Center we do have a counseling program for

substance abusers. Our program will meet with women right at

the time of their visit and help arrange recessary services.

However, if Women need inpati mt treatment they have at times

had to go long distances from home. There is a real need tor

more services for users of drugs, a heightened sensitivity

for those on drugs and more preventive efforts.

With domestic violence I have experienced women who were

absolutely forbidden to receive care by their partners. Often

they are too embarrassed to come in for their appointments

because they are bruised. Again at the Center we do have a

program to aSSiSt ViLLAMs of Joinvt,tiv vluience, but many

women choose not t9 become involved. These women often have

very sporadic medical care. Our facility hopes in the future

I.
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to address the problem more fully by looking at increased

treatment for the batterer.

One other barrier I need to mention is the inability of women

to get an appointment into the health system. Women are

constantly urged to make appointments as soon as possible,

but then they have to wait three or four weeks for their

first appointment. While there are several reasons for this

delay occurring I will mention two. One is a need for more

providers at the Center - both physicians and mid level. The

second reason is a need to decrease the no show rate for

appointments. A vicious circle has been created. People, due

to barriers to care, miss appointments. Even with the

overbooking of appointments, times are left vacant and

appointments go unused. The Center WO:Ks to resolve this

problem by having persons do reminder calls and again working

to educate persons on the importance of continuous care.

Some of the barriers to care I have not mentioned are child

care and fragmentation of medical care. The Syracuse

Community Health Center provides free child care for its

patients. Also, since there are laboratory, pharmacy,

sonography, and fetal monitoring services on site, women can

receive their medical care in one place - the so called "one

stop shopping". This has really made an impact on more

continuous care being received. We have been able to arrange

4 for WIC to be on site, but only for the patient's entry into

the system. In the future I would like to see WIC coupons

t
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las-ed as pait uf ptVn.adl visit. Recently we have als

been working with the Department of Social Services on the

CMCM program (Comprehensive medicaid Case Management) and

have taken the initiative to serve as lead agency for this

prugram. This pilot pro)ect has placed a community worker in

our health facility and others in the city. These persons go

directly to the client's home to find out what the problem is

with their accessing and continuing care. They then work with

the patients to overcome barriers, and help them become more

self sufficient in the future. Their services might include

transporting the patient to their prenatal appointmene,

assisting with making child care arrangements, or

coordinating appointments to.make sure someone does not need

to be in two places at one time. It is also offering the

patient a defined person from the community who is saying I

care about helping you get care and I have t.e time to help

you work through the barrier that keeps you from getting

care. One thing I have found especially frustrating in

working with patients was the limit of time to deal with the

non-medical issues. Also, I think a person going to someone's

home will get a better assessment of what the needs might be.

Our Health Center has also begun a mentoring program to match

pregnant teens with women from the community. They will

maintain contact through the last trimester of pregnancy and

the first year of the baby's life, encouraging them to keep

appntment r. and acting as role models. Th.s program is also

an ottempt tr.. be a hrIcging mechanism between prenatal and

14,)
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ik I at I ,:are I e I lc ye :.ore Las been a lack of emp'asts

in this community on the irportance of pediatric care. One

a can provide the best prenatal care, but if a person has no

parenting skills or cannot bring their baby in for regular

checkups, only half of the problem has been addressed.

In all, we offer a comprehensive quality health program and

are constantly looking at ways to decrease the barriers to

care, but a I mentioned w, also have barriers to providing

care. We have a program which was shown by a study in 1989 to

have a low birth weight rate below other providers. However,

our program can only be available to an many persons as our

providers can see. We at the Center have a need for more

physicians and mid-level 1.*(Ividers. Secondly, there in a need

tor an increased realization that preventive programs and th

staff to offer them aru a necessity. Ideally women would

enter pregnancies that are planned in the best porsible

health. It takes Lime and staff to educate persons to the

importance of prenatal care, to the need tor pediatric care,

to ways to remain healthy between pregnancies. I can envision

a program where waiting times fur patients are used as

education SQ5SIWIS rather than wasted time. Again the need

fur increat;ed medical and prevent1ve services. It is our goal

to ;:i.tctinue t,_2 provide our servtces to our patients and tO

develop additionaI meann to improve our program to meet out

patient S nved!,.

In concl,sior I wnli ik to say that I !.trongI t,elieve

1 5
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our community will see this proble7 reverse. T: do so we must

continue to realize that infant mortality is not only a

medical problem, but also a social one. The emphasis should

include pediatric care and parenting. The community must

listen to the patients. My concern is that as a community

work together quickly enough with definitive action and most

of all let us be creative and efficient bat let us not

duplicate efforts, lets build on programs that work. I am

confident that our program at Syracuse Community Health

Center has proven and will continue proving that it works. I

am confident that our coordinated, patient oriented efforts a

the Center and within this community will help to assure more

babies survive.

CO/90.38
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Mr. Mc HUGH. Our next witness is Kathleen Murphy, who is the
Executive Director of the Qmsortium for Children's Services.

STATEMENT OF KATHLEEN MURPHY, EXECUTIVE DIRECI`OB,
CONSORTIUM FOR CHILDREN'S SERVICES, SYRACUSE, NY

Ms. &twin. Thank you very much. I am very pleased to be here
today to discuss the work that the consortium does in preventing
infant mortality by enabling parent* to tkilfill their essential role
in the healthy development of their children.

We believe very strongly that giving parenta skills and resources
to nurture their clildren is a key component in a comprehensive
strategy to lower the infant mortality rate, particularly during the
first year of life. The post-neonatal period, from one month to one
year of life, is of speeW.I concern in Syracuse because the poet-neon-
atal infant mortality rate is so much higher here than nationally
or statewide, and it is rising. For African American teenagers in
the City of Syracuse, the post-neonatal rate is now higher than the
neonatal ratea situation that is usually only seen in developing
countries. That rate is ofton thought to reflect social conditions,
care for children and the availability of medical care for treatable
conditions such as infections.

During the first year of life strong parenting skills are essential
to children's health. Parents need to k.now how to provide good nu-
trition and daily care for their babies. They_need to know how im-
portant stimulation and involvement are. They need to be able to
recognize serious illness and to gv.t medical treatment. These are
not skills all parents automatically hive. Teenagers especially need
help learning them.

For the past 12 years, the Consortium's Magic Wagon early child-
hood development teams have been visiting families on a weekly
basis where children are at risk for foster care because they have
been abused or neglected. These are extremely poor families with
complex social problems. The typical family that we visit has three
young children under five, and very often a baby is born during
our involvement with the family.

Typically, the older children vire already exhibiting a number of
developmental and learning delays and serious behavior problems.
They often have chronic health problems. Parents feel over-
whelmed and unable to cope with their chilchen's needs.

During our weekly vizits, we provide stimulating learning activi-
ties for both the children and their parents. We provide toys and
books. Our goals are to involve parents in their children's early
learning, help parents understand how children grown and learn,
and give parents skills for disciplining their children and coping
with their behavior. Because we go so often and because parents
get to know us well, 1.?e have a very strong relationship that is
built with families and we become very much a support for the
whole family.

However, on our first visits we often see babies who are left
alone in their cribs for many hours. Diapers are not often c
bottles are left proppedsometimes with sour milk, and the babies
receive very little attention from their parents. They are not talked
to very often, and sometimes they cry for long times without any
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respnnse. With the home visitor's gentle persuasion, information,
and upport, the situation changes for these children, and we see
some very dramatic turnarounds in families. Parents learn to
cuddle, to talk, to play with their babies. The babies become more
interaeting, more alert, more curious and their health and their de-
velopment improves, and that is the goal of what we are doing.

In the past few years it became very clear that we were too little
and too late, that we needed to be visiting earlier in the life of the
child and wilier in the developrmnt of the family. Most Magic
Wagon mothers had their first child in their mid-teens and now are
in their early 20s with two or three children. We felt that if we
could visit earlier, we would make a greater impact on families and
on the development of children.

And a. three years ago, with the assistance of the state Adoles-
cent Pregnancy 13revention Program and several foundation grants
and some of our own resources, we began a ne m program focused
on the needs of teenage parents, the Teen Parents and Babies Pro-
gram. We currently have two teachers and two vans that visit 40
teen families each week, and that is probably less than 10 percent
of the real need in Onondaga County.

Like the Magic Wavnt the Teen Parents Program provides stim-
ulating activities for iWbies, helve young parents learn about child
development and lends toys and baby equipment. A teacher begins
visiting the teenage mother in late pregnancT to help her prepare
for the birth of the baby and after the baby is born, and probably
continues until the baby is about 18 months old.

Looking back over the past three years, the program has exceed-
ed our greatest expectations. Nearly all the babies are developing
normally, or doing better. Their mothers are closely attached to
them, very aware of their needs, and providing good care.

We have not had the luxury of a formal evaluation system for
the program, but we have informally reviewed each family'R
progress and each baby's development several times during the
past two years. Based on our observations in the Magic Wagon pro-
gram, we would expect these disadvantaged babies to be delayed in
reaching normal developmental milestones, and we fmd that the
opposite is true. The baKes are developing on target and are
healthy and bright.

In addition, the close relationship developed between program
teachers and teenage mothers has enabled a number of the moth-
ers to return to school or job training and take other important
steps during self-sufficiency. I will just tell you about one of our
families, basically because the child wee at very high risk. He was
born weighing less than three pc:ands to a teenage mother with
two small chitdren at home, was in neonatal intensive care in the
first month and a half of his life, and we feel that our program was
important support for that mother and that baby during his first
year of life. A, home visitor from our program was with the mother
during labor. Because she had no one else to be with her. She
helped arrange for a breast pump so that the baby could have
breast milk during his stay in the hospital. When he went home,
he went home to a crib that we had lent the mother. She had no
funds for one of her own. We had helped her find clothing and
blankets and donated them to her. His mother continued to nurse
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him, which is, we feel, an important and often overlooked piece of
assistance for a low.birthweight baby. Program toys encouraged
her to provide itimulation and early learning, and we just helped
her cope with a tiny baby and two active toddlers.

Today, he is 14 months old. He survived his first year, and he is
doing about as we would expect a normal year old baby to do. He is
doing extremely well. His mom still has lots of problems, lots of
social problems, lots of poverty problems, but she does provide good
care for her baby and for her two children.

Mr. McHtrou. Ms. Murphy, .7 am sorry to interrupt.
Ms. Mummy. Yee.
Mr. McHmt. But I would like to close on your statement if we

may move on. But if you would like to make one last comment.
Ms. MURPHY. Bardm. Ily, 1 have some recommendations that

think ars important. I think we want to see a firm funding stream
for this kind of program coming out of the federal government,
consistent funding, a consistent federal strategy for reducing infant
mortality. We are also hoping that there will be expanded federal
support for programs that reduce adolescent pregnancy and then
the last recommendation is a very global one, but a very important
one. That all parents have the financial resources that they need to
provide their families with decent environments and adequate food,
clothing and medical care.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Kathleen Murphy followw]
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Mr. Mc Huott. Thank you very much.
let me stress that all of your statements will be part of our

record, and I am sure slim and I have read them all in advance as
well, and they are excellent statements I must say.

Dr. Warren Grupe is our final witness for this panel. As I men-
tioned earlier, he is a Professor and Chairman of the Department
of Pediatrics at the SUNY Health Science Center.

Dr. Grupe.

STATEMENT OF WARREN E. GRUPE, PROFESSOR AND CHAIRMAN,
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS, SUNY HEALTH SCIENCE
CENTER, SYRACUSE. NY
Dr. Gaups. Good morning. I really do appreciate you having this

meeting. I have learned a lot, and I hope you have too.
I think the conclusion that can come from this exercise, however,

is that it is not a good time to be a child; we have heard many rea-
sons why this morning. Let me just touch on a few of these.

There is now a resurgvnce of preventable diseases, including
measles, and whooping cough. This goes beyond the problem of
infant mortality. We are witnessing a return of tuberculosis and
rheumatic fever, which should be gone also. We are now seeing a
whole new grou of societal-based diseasee that did not exist before:
drugs, alcohol, child abuse, and aexual abuse. I would point
out that since 1987, when we initiated a sexual abuse clinic for
children, the attendance at that clinic has doubled each year. That
is frightening.

When we turn to the infant mortality problems, there is no evi-
dence to support the concept that this mortality is caused by inad-
equate access to medical or health care as the sole cause. Although
medical care is not perfect, there is also some evidence that under-
utilization of available care is also there. Therefore, as we forns on
the supply of medical care, I think it is also important to focus on
the demand as well. The value of active intervention, in the form
of outreach, has also been presented this morning.

The causes of decreased or inappropriate demand are multifac-
torial, with many societal bawd. It is urgent that we support the
study alread3r underway through the Onondaga County Health De-
partment to define the etiolou, because unless we know the etiolo-
gy, we will not be able to dMse the programs that specifically ad-
dress these issues.

If I may interject, Syracuse is a venr appropriate place to under-
take such studies. This is a very gwd, h4hly motivated communi-
ty. The census tracts that are involved are very clearly defined.
There has been a good deal of information obtained already. There
is less population flux. It is easy to track this population. As Madi-
son Avenue has known for years, results obtained in Central New
York are applicable to the rest of the Nation.

Now, prevention clearly is an important part of paitnatal health
care. It us an important part of any medical care program. No hos-
pital has ever prevented a single disease. Prom what you have
heard this morning, what is needed does not involve high technolo-
gy. They are not very costly.

'
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One of the things I would like to point out is that community-
based programs were here in Syracuse. They were discontinued in
1973, bwauee of unfortunate bureaucratic interventions over a
single issue. I really wonder if child health care would not be in
better condition now in Syracuse had thoee discontinued programs
been continued; you also heard about that earlier this morning.

I would love to see an expansion of the school-based programs.
Increasing numbers of our modern mothers are still in school. We
cannot only help them, but help their infants and their education
all at once. Physical and developmental services that at least meet
the American Academy of Pediatric requirements should be estab-
lished. It is remarkable how much can be done by properly trained
developrnentalists that help parents do the things they need to do.

The concepts and precepta of primary care need to be expanded
and enlarged. It is not just giving baby shots. There are social
issues involved. It includes the concept of parenting, the notion of
dependency, and the fostering of responsibility. Now, how low tech
can you get?

We can also invest in the adults for the benefit of these children;
we have also heard examples of that this morning. For example,
the number of pediatricians in central New York are decreasing
faster than we are replacing them. Soon we will have an insuffi-
cient number of them. You have also heard about the shortage of
nurses, midwives, and public health people. Furthermore, we
cannot run a medical school without its teachers; we are even be-
ginning to lose some of them.

We need to consider the mother and the child as a combined
unit. They are together before birth; they remain together after
birth. We need to recognize that in our planning.

It is very appropriate to start preventive pediatric care during
the prenatal period. We need to have programa, as you have heard
from this panel, that address mentormg and the development of
parentiqg skills. We are all primates; primates must learn how to
parent. We are not sparrows; we do not do it innately. We must be
taught, and we parent the way we were parented. Efforts toward
improving parenting skills are very important and clearly success-
ful.

Let me just talk briefly for a moment about the PRIDE program
at our own institution; pride is one of the programs designed to
provide parenting skills education. We help parents to develop ap-
propriate expectations to do the things that we really need to do as
parents. We help the mothers return to school. We train them in
the use of community services. We are not unique, but it is one
that works.

There are only three staff members involved. Even with such
minimal staffing, it works. They provide services to about 85
mother/child units at a time. Over the last 3 years, they have
served 225 families. The results are encouraging. Immunization
rates are better when compared to a comparison population. Their
abilities to keep appointments are better; their use of nonappro-
priate medical sources, such as the emergency room, has gone
down. For the 1989 group, the number of missed appointmenta was
62 percent less; that is a significant difference. The number of chil-
dren who received their first DPTs was three times higher than the

1 ea)
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comparison population. The number of children who had completed
their inununizations was 36 percent higher than the comparison
population.

Now, what are the implications of this? First of all, training in
parenting skills is effective. More importantly it is effectively
sought and effectively assimilated by the grolup. Their attendance
is maintained. The parameters of health si tenance have im-
proved. The cost of the health care has been reduced. Why? Be-

* cause the inappropriate use of nonscheduled care has also been re-
duced.

Whatever barriers that existed, these parents have overcome
them. It is a personalized tutorial that adra the adult needs,
the adult self-esteem, and the adult capability. It is continual and
it is comprehensive. It changes parenting behavior with a minimal= in both number and over the cost of the staff requited for

well-baby care.
The personalized attention and skill acquisition was in fact, the

incentive that brought these families back to get the immuniza-
tions and the care for their child. It should be poosible, in the
future, to start this program during the prenatal period.

We have had to alter admission to the program because we aro
now becoming overwhelmed. Nevertheless, we should expand the
ftmction and scope of such programs designed to increase the
mother/infant bond and to improve services for that unit. We need
to enlarge the population served. We need to use criteria that are
not based exclusively on income, but incorporate this concept of de-
pendency: what is it that that mother/child needs? We need to
allow these programs to remain in operation long enough to see a
change in behavior. We cannot repeat what was done in this com-
munity in 1979.

The funding should be based on the program offered, not just the
medical services. That means we change the way we think about
what primary care services really are.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Warren E. Grupe, M.D., foik .;s:1
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PitZFAIISD STATtiiiNT OF WAlt111124 E. Gitlin, M.D., Normos AND CHAIM/IAN,
Dap AMON? or Pionxnues, SUNY HZALTH SCiltNC2 CErrnit, Amex, NY

HEALTH AND MEDICAL SERVICES FOR CHILDISN

Prepared for the Nouse Select Committee on Children
Youth and Families
Syracuse, New York

July 16. 1690

A child should expect to receive several supports from
his/her societal nvironment: Nurture, Health, Education,
Shelter, Nutrition and Preparation for Adult Life.

The data indic-t that our society has n*t performed well in
these Alm: Children are the fastest growing segment of the
homelesu; children form a major portion of thou. under-insured
for medical care; the immunisation rote now is worse than it was
a decade ego; most vry single target set in the Iota 70's for
education and preventive health cars for children has been
missed; we see a resurgence of preventable diseases that should
be gone, much as measles and whooping cough; we are witnessing
return of tuberculosis and rheumatic favor; new society based
diseases now afflict children, including AIDS, drugs, alcohol,
child lms. and sexual &bps..

The focus of this hearing is that the infant mortaiity in
sous areas of Onondaga County exceeds 26/1000, equivalent to what
we denounce for the third world. There is no evidence, at the
moment, to support the concept that this mortality is caused by
inadequate access to medical or health care. There is some
evidence that there is under utilisation of the care available,
the causes of which are sultifectorial, and related to societal-
based problems.

Whet is currently needed is real data about the etiology of
those infant deaths and better correlation to the societal iexues
involved. For example, data from other areas would isplicate
both family violence and substance abuse as important factors.
Other efforts can thn be more intelligently formulated to amend
the problem. This might include: pregnancy prevention in teens,
adequate substance abuse treatment programs provided in safe
settings, core creative and positive use of foster care, changes
in family court practices, expansion of individual case
anagerant w!th broadened perspectives and programs to nhance
*aces*. to community services.

Although the emphasis on ducstion, nurture, shelter, love
and protection should not be diluted, the focus of my testimony
will be in areas of health and medical cars.

Pevention is the hallmark of all successful medical
progress. To this end, new emphasis should be given to programs
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that prevent the growing segments of morbidity and mortality of
infants and children. While we have reached new heights in the
correction of complex diseases such as cancer end congenital
sibnoreelities, we have fallen further behind in the siaple
precepts of primary Care. The axiom is true: no hospital, no
natter how well equipped or staffed, has ever prevented a single
disease. Therefor*, new and vigorous initiatives should be
directed towards the preventive element, of pediatric services.
These should include:

* Adequate Prenatal Care;
* Programs to insure complete iamunination tor the 25%

of children currently denied;
* Community based programs that are designed to actively

seek and reach out to those who need health service.;
* Expansion of school-based programs;
* Physical and developeental services that meet American

Academy of Pediatrics standards.

The precepts of primary car, must be broadened to include
societal tootle., the concept of parenting, the notion of
dependency, and the fostering of responsibility.

Not all expenditures should be limited to services solely
for children. The concepts of primary care must be broadened to
include societal issues, the concept of parenting, the nature of
dependency and the fostering of responsibility.
Investment in appropriate adults can also benefit the child.
Examples include:

* Incentives to increame the number end quality of child
oriented professionals, including physician., nurse
practitioners, developmentalists, and health educators. To
illustrate, at the moment in Central New York, the attrition of
peolatricians is not being matched by those entering the practice
of pediatrics. As another example, individuals with Nester level
degrees in Child Development cannot find employment.

* Parenting in the human is a learned skill. Thus, it
becomes important to provide programs that teach parenting skills
to those at high risk, through school currioulusee during the
prenatal period and concurrent with the child's postnatal
management. There should be incentive& established for those
parents who do advance their skills in child oriented care.

One example is the PRIDE (Parent Infant Development Program)
prograe initiated et our institution in 1927. Thie progrem,
which receives no direct government or foundation support, offers

It 6 2
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enrollment to all new mothers, 16 years old and younger, whose
infant has received car* in the nursery by a faculti aember of
the Department of Pediatrics. In 3 years, only one of approxi-
mately 225 mothers has refused the opportunity. The program
provide. personalised tutelage in Parenting Skills, Age
Appropriate Expectations, Basic Health and Medical Care, and
gamic Child Care. The program also helps mothers plan their
return to school and provides information about which community
services are available to aasiat both mother and child.
Personalised contact is maintained both in the Ambulatory Unit
and the home. Although the groups meet monthly, staff are
available for mothers' concerns between visits. The staff
requirement is minima; these staff provide both medical and
parenting care and advice for the 85 families currently involved;
almost 225 families have been served in the past 3 years.

Results to date are encouraging. The primary immunisation
rate is 89% for PRIDE infanta compared to 72% for regular clinic
users and approximately 75% for the country at large. Not only
do PRIDE parents maintain a high attendance rate for scheduled
care, they also have a more appropraite use of non-scheduled
medical services, much as Emergency Rooms.

Several champs* have taken place since the inception of the
program. The age of eligibility has been reduced from 19 to 18
years, because the acceptance of the program has been so high.
Even with this change, the program is still experiencing
difficulties meeting the deaand. The period of enrollment has
been xtended from 6 months to one year to accommodate the
continued need of parents. Rome visite were added in October,
1989.

The implications of this program's success are many. Most
importantly, training in parenting skills are effectively sought
and assimilated by the target population. Only one parent has
refused the service, attendance is saintained, parameters of
health maintenance have improved, and the non-schc 'uled use of
the health care system is more appropriate. Whatever barriers to
access exist in the comparison populations have been effectively
removed by a personslized tutorial service that emphasises growth
in adult capability and self-esteem through a constancy of
personnel and care. Finally, a change in porenting behavior can
be demonstrated with minimal changes in staff number that
provides services concurrent with the child's postnatal primary
care. It seems reasonably that such services could be started
sooner, during the prenatal period.

* Expand, not contract, the functions and scope of programs
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designed to support the poi:rent-intent bond and improve more
comprehensive services for the parento,child unit. Enlarge the
population served. Establish criteria that ore not based
e, .1u5ive17 on income. Allow much programa to remain in
o) ation for the several years it takes to demonstrate en effect
on imman behavior. Do not make funding dependent on the medical
pervices provided, hut rather on the program services available.

Although preventative pros:4ms are designed to reduce the
need for medical services, and will eventually, they should not
yet bis substituted for existing secondary and tertiary medical
care facilities. Hospital based programs tor children have also
suffered from deferred maintenance and restricted growth. As
exesples, in Central New York:

* In 1989, 1E% of children requiring intensive medical care
could not find space in the only Pediatric Intensive Care Unit in
the region;

* Tho only cardiac catheterization treatment and diagnostic
laboratory for children is outdated and inadequate; reimburseeent
levels do not allow the hospital to replace the unit;

* Extracorporial Membrane Oxygenation therapy has been shown
to reduce both morbidity and mortality of prematurely born
infanta; although available in adjacent stet**, it is not
available for the newly born of Central New York;

* Services for the diabetic child are embarrassing;
* The average daily census in the major regional neonatal

intensive car, unit is regularly above 100% occupancy;
* Hospital tertiary pediatric facilities aro the oldest and

the most outdated in the State.

In the areas of major importance in the treatment of non-
preventable complex diseases, there has been a forced mediocrity
in pediatric medicine, based mainly on inadequate financial
support. Facilities must be upgraded to at least the level of
contemporary adult services. Outdated equipment must be
replaced. Reiaburseeent oust at least match costs. Incentives
must be initiated to entice needed qualified pediatric
consultants to the region and to prevent those already here from
leaving.

Finally, to ignore the needs of infants, children, those who
raise them and those who provide professional services to thee is
to mortgage a future this society cannot tolerate indenture an
expectant labor force we canntt waste, and functi. ally impair
our national abilitiee to retain a leadership role into the next
century. We can ill afford to overlook that, "the level of
civilization attained by any society will be deterained by the
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attention it has paid to the welfare of its infants and
children." V. are already witnessing the ii#1211 of such neglect
in our nation. We have a new window of opportunity to correct
that.

July S, 1900
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Professor and Chairman
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Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you very much, Dr. Grupe.
Now, if there are panelists from the first panel still here, we

would invite them to come up and participate in the few minutes
we have left for questions.

On the questioning, we will reverse the order and I will ask Jim
Walsh if he has any questions or comments he would like to begin
with.

Mr. WAISTS. Thank you very much, Matt.
It is, unfortunately, we have limited time. Congressman McHugh

and the staff have to fetch a plane back to Washington. I have the
pleasun. of being able to linger until tomorrow morning, when I
will return.

Let me see if I can keep my notes straight here. Mrs. Bilue, I
would like to thank you esNcially for absolutely taking what must
have been a very, very difficult period in your life and turning it
into a very positive thing for our community, yours and mine, and
for your commitment to this serious problem.

If there was one thing that Government could do in regards to
this problem and emphasizing and prioritizing our efforts and re-
sources, funding, where would you like to see that go?

Ms. BILLvx. B' asically, I would like to see it in the form of basic
parenting skills and CPR. It does not cost that much. In fact, from
Onondaga County all I was asking for in a written proposal was
$870, and from another source, sending letters to private industry,
$435. That would have certified 500 young mothers, young and poor
mothers, in infant and child CPR. You see, those few minutes when
infant and child CPR can be started are the extra minutes that
that child has to survive. I would like to see it implemented in such
a way that everybody all over the United States has the opportuni-
ty to have that tool to combat such things as breathiq disorders in
the first year of a child's life, because it clearly states in this report
from the county that in 1987, we had 85 deaths after birth.

Mr. WALSH. This would be similar to the program that you went
through after leaving St. Joseph's Hospital?

Ms. BMWs. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. Thank you.
Kate Murphy, when we were at St. Joseph's this morning, Dr.

Constantineis that how you pronounce it?explained one of the
most tragic facts of this whole process. That is the drug abuse prob-
lem and its effect on the children. And one of the things he said
they have noticed is that because of the loss of oxygen during the
period the child was in the womb, the child actually develops a
smaller brain and a smaller head, and it is a visible difference. And
one of the things he noted was that these children respond very
slowly to am not sure if discipline is the correct word, but in a
situation where the child is say agitated or whatever, the response
is not prompt to a parent.

I do not know if this is something that a program such as yours
can get to. I do not know if that is a developmental thing that
cannot be changed, or if it can be affected in a positive way by
working with parents and at least explaining that to them, that
this child is going to respond more slowly than others.

Is that something that you can-
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Ms. MURPHY. Sure. I think that that is important. I think that
the first thing that is really critical is that the parent of the child
has to be sober and straight, and you have to make sure that the
parent has received some drug abuse treatment. We do very poorly
in our program with parents who are still actively abusing drugs or
abusing alcohol. And then you have to deal with the issue that you
have a baby who has some developmental problems.

There has been some research done with cocaine babies that has
shown that, indeed, an active, enriched early childhood or infant
stimulation program can turn around some of those effects. With
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, where the baby has been affected by the
mother's alcohol use, the turnaround is not as good, and the hope
is not as great. It is really important to deal with the mother's use
of drugs during pregnancy, early during pregnancy, and then you
have to also realize that you have got two things happening. If you
have a mother of a baby who is really more interested in the drug,
and that is what addiction means, or intqwested in alcohol, you
have a lot of times that she is not aware or available to that baby.

So, the first thing really is to treat the addiction. The second
thing is, yes, we certainly can do things with babies who have de-
velopmental problems, to change things for them. The earlier the
better.

Mr. WArsH. Thank you.
I have a thousand questions, but I am going to defer to Congress-

man McHugh because we are running out of time.
Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you vezy much, Jim, and again my thanks

to all of you for being here. It is very frustrating for you, I susct,
and certainly for us not to have more time to really talk about
these things in depth.

One of tne really impressive parts of the testimony today was the
outreach ef:orts that some of you are making, because this person-
alizes the attention that women in need get. And I am curious, how
are these programs now funded?

Yes, okay.
Dr. GRUPE. W.: fund ours on voluntary contributions of both time

and money from the physicians in the DepaTtment of Pediatrics. It
has no other source of funding.

Mr. MCHUGH. And you have three staffers?
Dr. GRUPE. Yes. All supported by the voluntary contribution ofour

pediatricians.
Mr. MCHUGH. MS. Murphy, how about your program?
Ms. MURPHY. We have kind of a patchwork of funding. Some

from the state government, some foundation funding, and a lot
that is raised by volunteers of the Consortium through their mem-
berships or other ways that we do fundraising-, very, very tenuous
thread of funding.

Mr. MCHUGH. How much does an outreach worker get paid?
Ms. Mmteriv. Our home visitors get paid anywhere from $15,000

to $17,000 a year.
Mr. McHuGu. And that is for five days a week, full time?
Ms. MURPHY. Five days a week working in probably the most dif-

ficult situation in the county. There is no question that they go
into the most difficult homes, dangerous situations, and go there
every day.
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Mr. Mc Hticat. We have a rather iperverse situation in our society
when we pay the people that do the most valuable work the least.
Sometimes the people who provide the least contribution to society
make the most money.

Dr. Muzzs. Congressman McHugh, the county-sponsored pro-
grams depend on both state and federal fun& to support the out-
reach workers that we support. And one of the things that we ob-
served in a visit at Hartford is that many of the women who enter
outreach worker programs have educational opportunities afforded
to them both on a part-time basis and subsidized basis. And all of
the workers who have left the program in Hartford, Connecticut,
have moved up. They have gone into social work training. They
have gone on to nursing school and hoping the women who are
working in our community have the same opportunities to advance
into a better paying job.

Mr. Mc Hum'. What federal funds, Dr. Miller, are used in your
program?

Dr. Mn.tia. The county relies on a number, but the Medicaid
prwam is underwriting some of our workers, and then the Prena-
tal Care Program.

Mr. ivicHuGH. Yes, Dr. Meyer.
Dr. MZYKR. The state is contributing approximately $2 million to

outreach workers around the state. One of the things that I think
would be most helpful would be if Medicaid could pay a specific
rate for an outreach visit. As you know, Medicaid currently pays
rates for medical visits or for visits to a social worker. There is no
rate that is payable for an outreach visit. It has to be incorporated
in the general package of services, but I think a specific rate would
be very helpful.

Mr. MCHUGH. Well, that gets me back to the really fundamental
question that Jim asked at the beginning, which some of you have
responded to, but let me give the rest of you an opportunity, if you
wish, to emphasize the point. And that is, how can we at the feder-
al level be most helpftil in terms of the problems which you have
all described eloquently. We clearly have the Medicaid program
which has been expanded to some extent to help that outreach. We
have the WIC program which is targeted at this population and
which clearly pays off in terms of the pregnant women and chil-
dren who are served, although we are still only reaching 50 to 60
percent of the eligibles for WIC, and we have still a long way to go.
Those are two big programs. You have just mentioned one, and,
Ms. Billue, you have mentioned one as well.

Are there other suggestions that you want to be sure that you
have us hear before we leave?

Ms. Coons. I think you have to address some of the issues deal-
ing with physicians. I think the lack of people being trained to
become physicians or nurse practitioners under the Public Health
Service has meant that the costa have risen phenomenally. I say
that having been personally involved. We receive fewer funds to
support people going into medical school; fewer people go for medi-
cine. We have to look at other kinds of people who are extending
health care, such as the nurse midwife, and nurse practitioners. I
think you really have to look at also the impact of cuts in pro-
grams such as ours (family planning) which had a major outreach
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focus. All those people who used to be in the community are now
working only in clinics or are no longer employed. I have to write
another grant to get outreachI mean, these elements are no
longer a part of Family Planning. The cuts in these programs over
the years, as Dr. Grupe pointed out, most of the things that were in
place in 1979 that were lowering our mortality rates, have been

Icut out, and think many of them have to be put back if we are
going to be able nationally to deal with some of our issues. I think
also support for medical studies is important to look at, among
other things.

Mr. MCHUGH. Yes, go ahead, Mr. Herbek.
Mr. HERBRX. As I said earlier, I think the National Health Serv-

ice Corps has got to be expanded for both urban and rural areas. It
has made a significant contribution for many, many years, and it is
at a pain' now where it is making almost no contribution, and that
is a real shame.

The second thing is
Mr. McHuGH. Let me interrupt you quickly there. These doctors

who serve from two to four years after medical school, when they
are finished their service, are they not being replaced at this point,
or is there any replacement of these doctors at all?

Mr. HERBER. There has been a replacement from other National
Health Service Corps positions in the past. Bu; last year, my un-
derstanding was, there were over 600 vacancies that were unfilled,
which means that services are having to be cut in community
health centers nationwide because of the vacancies in physicians.
That does not count the vacancies in mid level providers which
extend physician medical practices such as nurse practitioners and
physician assistants.

ere have to be more dollars put into that prof:cam because in
the end it is costing more dollars to all of us, use we are
having to hire physicians from the private sector, which is much
more expensive, if we can get them, or we are having to use re-
cruiting firms which is costing thirty to thirty-five thousand dollars
a shot to get one physician with no guarantee. That is one pro-
gram, I think, which has to be expanded.

I think the other one is the 330 funding for community health
centers. It has got to be expanded. That program has not kept up
with inflation since the early 1980s, and it is one of the cheapest
ways to provide quality health care to underserved areas.

The third one is an expansion of school-based health clinics
where you can provide services to people right on site, to the chil-
dren right on site. Parents do not have to take off from work. The
children can ride the school buses and be seen on site at the school
in a much reduced cost to both the parent and to the eociety at
large.

And I think the fourth thing is an increase in coverage for the
working poor. Particularly in rural areas, there are a lot of people
that do not qualify for Medicaid because they are working, but
they also have no ather health insurance.

Mr. MCHUGH. Yes, Dr. Grupe.
Dr. GRUPE. I will be shot by my colleagues for suggesting this,

but I think the Public Health Service program is super, but insuffi-
cient. I would love to see a plan that would encourage or require
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that all physicians spend a portion of their career providing what
our civilian medical service needs are within this country.

Mr. MCHUGH. Yes.
Dr. Musza. I would just like to reference the material and child

health and preventive services block grants since it is enabling a
number of preventive programs and to address Mr. Walsh's earlier
issue of allowing us to implement programs without extensive pro-
gram requirement&

Mr. Mc Hum!. Yes, Ms. Olmstead.
Ms. OLIESTZAD. I just wee with Dr. Miller, the need for preven-

tive funding. The one thing that was not mentioned today that I
think is important is that if we could *et women to enter pregnan-
cy in the best health status possible, it would certainly make the
job a little bit easier, and we need more programs that can address
the prevention of problems prior to pregnancy.

Dr. MEYER. The point has been clearly made today by a number
of people about the importance of the maternal/infant diad, and
yet our insurance stream, our public insurance stream really does
not attend to that well.

As Medicaid has gotten increasingly unbundled from public as-
sistance, significant numbers of people who are above the poverty
level are able to access Medicaid. I do not think we have adequate-
ly thought of it as real health insurance program. We require the
same sort of recertification that families have to go through who
are on public assistance, and I understand the need for fiscal con-
trol, but I am concerned if we do not create an entitlement to in-
surance for both the mother and child throughout the period of the
child's infancy., we have lost a great deal of what we could obtain
by that expanded Medicaid.

So, I would like to ask you if you would consider changing Medic-
aid regulations so that once a mother enrolls in Medicaid her
infant is automatically eligible for Medicaid, at least through the
first year of that child's life.

Ms. Baum Excuse me.
Mr. MCHUGH. Yes.
Ms. Bimuz. Also, I think there needs to be more community-

based outreach centers. In my area where I live at, we have surar
Health Science Center and Syracuse Community Health Center.
And like it has been mentioned, a lot of times when you call, you
are put on a waiting list. If you are a current health center patient,
you can be seen. But if you are a new patient, you have to go on
the waiting list. There needs to be somewhere m the community
that you can go to get a prenatal assessment, some time or some-
thing prenatal, vitamins, blood pressure, if you are having pain,
some type of fetal monitoring or something that you can get in the
community, that you do not have to find a baby sitter to walk six
to ten blocks to upstate, or four to five blocks to Community
Health Center.

Syracuse Housing Authority has been working with me_yenr
heartily in my efforts to reduce infant mortality. We call it Thal,
Tenanta Reducing Infant Mortality. They have a youth center
where they are willing to give you space to set up these clinics with
a nutritionist or whatever you might need. A lot of high-risk moth-
ers cannot always make it all the way up the hill to the perinatal
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center with three children under the age of three. So, there needs
to be more community-based outreach centers in order to combat
it, or you are just going to have an ongoing load of people who will
not access medical care because they do not have transportation or
whatever, other things they need to get there.

Mr. MCHUGH. Thank you very much. You have all made some
very constructive suggestions. I would like to be able to say we are
going to go back to Washington this week and make sure they are
all there, but you have certain sensitized us to the nature of the
problem in this community and in the state, and we certainly will
go back even more committed to trying to do what we can to help.

Jim, do you have any last comment you would like to make?
Mr. WAtuni. I would like to thank you, Matt, very much. I would

like to thank you very much for coming and being here today and
lending your ear and thoughts to this very serious problem. I would
like to thank all the panelists for taking time to come in and en-
lighten us and give us some concrete proposals that we can take
back to Washington and work at.

There are a number of bills that are out there that can be
worked on and amended, changed, current structures that can be
changed and amended that we can have input to. So, I thank you
for that.

I would also like to thank my staff, in particular, Shelia Brown,
a Syrazusan, now a Washingtonian, who really put this hearing to-
gether. I am very proud of what Shelia accomplished and all the
rest of the staff. I would like to thank Fred Walker from the GSA
for providing us the room today, and to all of you who came to
show your interest and concern and I hope you as well as I did
learn a great deal today.

Mr. McHuon. And in closing, I would like to express my appre-
ciation again to Jim and his staff. We are here, in part, because the
committee is concerned about this nationally, and, in part, because
Jim has impacted our committee with his view that there is a spe-
cial concern and some special initiatives that have been taken here
in Onondaga County.

This has been a good hearing, not only because of the witnesses
who gave us such a positive contribution, but as Jim has said, there
are a lot of people in the audience whom I suspect could add to our
educational experience if only we had more time. But we do appre-
ciate and take note of the fact that you are here. That obviously
indicates your own personal concern as well.

Let me again thank all of you for being here. I do and the staff
have to make a plane for Washington. And so we appreciate your
participation and your patience, and the hearing is now adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., the select committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record followsl
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OFFIDECWCOMMUNITYSERVICES
AND

SYNACUSECOPAPASSIONFORWOMEN
TNOMAS 0 YOUNG. MAYOR

TO: The House of Representatives
Select committee on Children, Youth and Families

FROM: The Syracuse Commission fo4ioizen
Helen Marcum, Chairperson

DATE: July 16, 1990

RE: Field Hearing on Infant Mortality

On April 20, 1988, the Health Task Force of the Syracuse Commission
for Women convened the first meeting of what was to become a broad-
based infant mortality coalition. In 'Attendance were local health
and human service providers, government officials and hospital
administrators who met to discuss the issue of infant mortality and
to exchange information on how V.., promote better pregnancy outcomes
for women 4.4 children.

Over the following 18 months, the Infant Mortality Coalition
evolved in order to:

a. Alert the public to the issue;
b. Provide a forum for the exchange of information and

promote networking: and
c. Explore strategies to more effectively assist women

who are at risk of poor pregnancy outcomes, and their
children.

The most important contribution made by the Infant Mortality
coalition was to initiate communication among the service agencies
for the purpose of providing coordination among the many providers
who work with high-risk women.

In June, 1989, a team of Syracuse University graduate students,
under the direction of the Syracuse Commission for Women, conducted
an elite opinion survey of key individuals in health and human
services agencies. The Iniant Mortality Opinion Survey report, a
copy of which is attached to this memo, is the result of nearly 100
face-to-face interviews conducted by the graduate students. Since
the findings represented in the report were opinion-based, the
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interview group did not make specific policy recommendations.
However, several barriers to care were identified by the group;

a, FIN CI r women cannot affovi prenatal care.
b. ; women may lack knowledge of the importance

o prenata and postnatal care. This is particularly
the case with pregnant and parenting teens.

c. paglaklgagalt& including lack of transportation,
ni-aonVeni-tlenocation of services, and lack of child care

for other children.
d. INSTITHTION4RIPIHNS; overbooking of clinics, lack of

continuity of care, lack of coordination of services end
lack of sensitivity on the part of providers.

e. PSYCHQLOOICAL; poor motivation, lack of social supports,
and mistrust of health care providers.

Much has been stimulated in the community in part, by the
leadership role of the Infant Mortality Coalition. We commend
Onondaga County for the development of a comprehensive plan to
deliver and track services to at-risk women.

Current efforts of the Syracuse Commission for Women include a
p4blic education campaign to be conducted with the Junior League
of Syracuse in cooperation with Slue Cross/Slue Shield and Onondaga
County. The Infant MOrtality PUblic Bducation Committee will
develop and implement a plan to bring health information to the at-
risk population. We will pay particular attention to developing
materials and strategies which are sensitive to the issues of race,
ethnicity, language and educational level of the target
populations.

In addition, we will continue to explore ways in which the Syracuse
Commission for Women can assist in addressing other problems which
have an effect on the health of women and children, especially
those most at risk. Our mentoring program which links at-risk teens
from Fowler and Henninger High Schools with successful role models
has been highly regarded as a means to prevent teen pt*gnancy. An
expansion of this program to include all high schools ^nd middle
schools would help make an impact on the infant mortality rate by
preventing inJ.A.al or repeat pregnancies among teens.

The solutions to the problem of infant mortality will not be easy
to achieve but we will continue to contribute our expertise.

[Complete Infant Mortality Opiniou Survey is retained in commit-
tee files.]
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EXECUTIVI SUMMARY

PRON.=

The infant mortality rate for Syracuse-Onondaga County is
17.8 deaths per 1000 births. This is significantly higher than
the national average of 10 deaths per 1000 births. Those deaths
have been attributed to poor prenatal and postnatal care. This
research project sought to draw out the perceptions of various
professionals involved in the delivery of health care as to the
causes of the high infant mortality rate, related available
services, barriers to care, identification of high risk groups,
the role of the physician, and recommendations. The following is
a brief overview of the results of this research.

FINDINGS

This identified causes of infant mortality were lack of
prenatal care and poor nutrition. This often results in low
birth weight babies which is a strong determinant of infant
mortality. Other contributing factors were substance abuse,
smoking, and inadequate postnatal care.

The professionals identified three high risk groups:
teenagers, blacks, and substance abusers. This was attributed to
the steady increase of teenage pregnancies and the lower
socioeconomic level of black families.

Several barriers to care were identified by the interviewees
and broken down into five categories: financial, educational .
physical, institutional, and psychological. The reported
financial barriers relate to the fact that wosen cannot afford
prenatal care. Women who are insured may not even be covered for
prenatal care, which is considered prevently. cars. The
education barrier pertains to women who lack v.he knowledge of the

importance of prenatal end postnatal care. This is particularly
true of tetsagers having babies. Physical barriers reported
include lack of transportation, poor location of services, and
lack of chOd cart for other children. Institutional berriers
sectioned wet% overbooking of clinics, lack of continuity of

care, lack of coordination, and lack of sensitive gatekeepers and
providers. Psychological berriers include lack of motivation,
lack of social supports, and mistrust of health care providers.

when addressing Syracuse's high rate of infant sortality as
cospared to comparable cities, many professionals expressed
disbelief in the compiling of the statistics. Many believed the
statistics were skewed due to the definition of Syracuse and the

fact that Syracuse the center for treatment of high risk
pregnant women. Other interviews cited high unemployment rates,
political conservatism, and lack of program advertiseeent.

33-794 0 - 91 - 7
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When asked to address the issue of race in relation to
infant mortalitY, interviewees perceived differences in
linguistic and cultural barriers, high fertility rates, genetic
traits, lack of extended family and lower income as the causes of
a higher black infant mortality rate.

The role of private physicians in treating Medicaid patients
is believed to be constrained due to low and aimy reimbursement
rates, and overloading, rigid paperwork. Outside of bureaucratic
problems, attributes of Medicaid patients themselves were
identified, such as the tendency for missing appointments and not
following treatment regimens, which increases the likelihood of
coaplications.

The last issue identified was services for "the working
poor", those who aren't eligible for Medicaid and cannot afford
health insurance. The overwhelming response to this was to lower
the eligibility requirements for Medicaid so more people would
qualify. Others recommended a universal health insurance plan to
be run on a sliding scale basis.

Interviewees also made many suggestions for iaproving the
health care delivery system including a return to the community
health concept; an after-hours private physician volunteer
clinic; increased numbers of public health nurses; increased and
.earlier family and sex education; and a publicity caapaign to
target the ?cost at-risk population.

ISCOMMINDATrONS

Since the findings presented in this report are opinion
based, there is no factual basis for the interview group to make
policy recomsendations. However, one substantiated fact which dAd
emerge through the interview process was the lack of knowledge on
the part of service providers about all of the available pre- And
post-natal services. Therefore, it i recommended that
informatioa about all seemilable prodatol and postnatal care,
Programme be coordinated Urea" a single person who would be
responsiblo for keeping all city and county anployois aware of
additions r amigo, to existing programs.

175
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July 9, 1990

Honorable James T. Walsh, Congressmen
1269 Federal Building
Syracuee, NY 13260

Dear Congressman Weighs

Now Dom

On behalf of the volunters and staff of the North Central New
York Chapter of the Hatch of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation, I

wish to convey to you and members of the select committee the
serioueness of the infant mortality problem in our Chapter
area. We are so happy to have the field hearing 'Ensuring
Healthy Babies in Upetate New Yorks PvIssing Problems,
Promising Strategies in Syracuse.

As can be seen by supporting documents, all counties but one in
our nine county chapter area have an infant mortality rater well
above the Surgeon General's goal of 9 per 1,000 live births.
Indeed, in three counties the rate is almost double, based on
1907 figures. Within the city of Syracuse, tho largest city in
our Chapter area, that figure soars to 17.8% per thousand
largely do to the horrendous rate of 30 per thousand amongst
the black population in that city.

within our Chapter, the March of Dimes supports our National
initiative of the Campaign For Healthier Babies as & way of
better attaining our goal to improve the health of America's
babies by preventing birth defects and related conditions such
as low birth weight. Through this Campaign, we are focusing
our education. advocacy and community services efforts in each
of our target areas based on direct needs within that are..
Our intention is to ist those communities in reaching the
Surgeon General's goals by:

1. Reducing the rate of infant mortality
2. Reducin. the low birthweight rate
1. Increasing the rat. of early entry into prenatal

care.

ue fool that March of Dimes is leader in maternal and child

5..trvog (Avg. Motow otApfson Me% Maabon OnAda Onancina Owego smi St utwrice COMB
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health issues and will be even more effective in reaching our
goals through the Campaign For Wealthier Babies activities
(sole enclosures).

We can not, however, accomplish the task at hand alone. We
must hove the support and working partnership of all components
of our society including corporate, government, education
political, health care and pastoral segments. We need
governmental tupport on bota a statewide and notional basis to
set that families will be able to accese early prenatal care.
This can be occomplished by removing such barriers as financial
(inadequate or no health insurence), lack of providers, lack of
affordable transportion, and lack of adequate child cars
facilit:.es. The growing issue of substance abuse must also be
addressed, with more ducatiqn programs becoming available, as
well as 4 better means of indentifyinq at-risk babies and
caring for them after birth.

we urge the committee's commitment and support of this problem.

Sincerely,

Philip Tenneco, Chairman
Nsecutive Comeittee
North Central Sew York Chapter

cos Georg* Miller
U.S. Nouse of Representatives
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Fomilies

lovijp

[Materials from the Campaign For Healthier Babies is retained in
committee Mew)
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Since our founding over BO years ago, Blue Cross and Blue Shield

of Central. New York hae mot the health care needs of its

sUbscribers in our 10-county service area.

Even though the health cars issues today are more complex and

challenging than they wore 50 years ego, our ooseiteent serve

the health cars needs of Central New Yorkeor'e remains unchanged.

Like most masbei of the multiunit Y, Slue Cross and Blue Shield of

Central New York is very concerned about the alarming rate of

infant mortality casas in Onondaga County and the city of

Syracuse. Our concern over this serious community health problem

has caused us to develop an infant mortality education/awareness

program for pregnant women in Central New York. This program,

called Caring for Tomorrow's Children, includes a series of

public service announcamints (Was) for television, radio,

newspaper, transit and outdoor advertising sodium developed and

produced by Slue Cross and Blue Shield of Central New York.

Our goal is to have all babies born healthy in Central New York.

To this end, our role is to help organize the cosmunity to become

involved in ncouraging pregnant women to seek early and regular

prenatal care.

a
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Sables born with drug addictions and/or AIDS compound the

challenges of our program. Blue cross and Slue shield of Central

New York is devoting a 7erg. portion of our Caring for Tomorrow's

Children program to education. We hope that, through education,

woman will be motivated to engage in healthy lifestyles during

pregnancy. Our multi-media PSA campaign warns women about tha

dangers of using drugs, alcohol and not seeking early prenatal

care. We plan to bogin running these massages in Onondaga County

by the end of July.

The Caring for Tomorrow's Children program exists because, as the

old adage gas., *An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of

cure.* For axaaple, it has bean shown that an investment of as

little as $500 in prenatal care can prevent a *problem birth"

costing as much as $500,000 in high-tech neonatal unit services.

Ivory tine a pregnant woman seeks out and receives prenatal care

and gives birth to a haalthy baby, medical costs have been

averted. Healthy babies do not require expensive care in a

hospital's neonatal unit. They also have a better chance of

growing up to be productive membars of the community than do

their low birth weight counterparts, who begin their lives at a

disadvantage. Adequate prenatal care and a healthy pregnancy can

mean the difference for a child betwean a normal healthy life and

a life filled with physical and mental burdens.

1 7.)
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Blue Cross and Blu. imielid's concerns for children is nothing

new. Nationwide, Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans provide

prepaid health benefits to 21 million children. Locally, we have

sponsored The Caring Program for Children Foundation which

provides free primary and preventive outpatient health care

coverage to eligible uninsured children in our 10-county service

area. Recently, w celebrated the enrollment of the 1,0001*

child in the Caring Program, which began in April 1989.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield knows that it's Caring for Tomorrow's

Children progras is not the cure-all for the infant mortality

problem. But, it is a start to help get the message to pregnant

women to change their lifestyle, and sek prenatal care.

1 0
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welcome and Comments to the House Select Committee
on Children and Families

County Executive Nicholas J. Pirro
July 16, 1990

on behalf of the residents of Onondaga County I would like to welcome
the distinguished members of the House Select Committee on Children
and Families.

TWo years ago this community made Children's Services a priority. We
enhanced our child preventive and protective services, and began to
look et our escalating intent mortality rates.

Today I am pleased to gay we have put an action plan in place that is
addressing these needs.

1) An Access to care Team, headed by the County Administrator for
Human Services, the Health and Social Services Commissioners
meets weekly to monitor the plan's progress.

2) Fifteen community outreach workers are trained, and working in
the field to ensure high rink women are getting the health and
social supports they need. Some of these workers are stationed
right in the clinic you visited this morning.

3) Special teams of public health nurses, social workers and
outreach staff are available to take referrals and provide
follow-up for all high risk pregnancies.

4) All maternal and child health care services are being carefully
examined to enhance coordination. The Health Department is
offering an integrated family clinic that includes a full range
of services to women and children.

5) Onondaga County is designing an Access Center to provide
computerized tracking of clients, entitlements and coordination
of care. This center will ensure that high risk pregnant women
receive all tho services that ere necessary to conclude a healthy
pregnancy. In addition the center will track follow-up services
for pediatric care.

1 2
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In addition to those efforts a eopplete review is being amds of every
death of an infant to learn what other service. may be needed.

Clearly as the level of government charged with providing human
services, we must provide leadership in developing solutions on a
local level. *VOA more importantly we need the broadeet support
possible to maintain them, important services. We encourage tbe
federal government to explore the current crisis in WIC and Medicaid
programs.

tither we invest in early Prenatal care or we risk the price of
premature births, birth defects, low birth weights or infant deaths.

Onondaga County is proud of this community's efforts. V. have much
more do to and we thank the Committee, in particular Congressman
James Walsh, for attention to the national problem of infant
mortality.

1 S
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TO: H0V0RADL1 JAMS UAW

July 13, 1290

FROM: Sarah A. Weller, Coordinator 500
PRCP/PCAP

The Cortland COunty Prenatal Care Aoleistaoce Proems serves epproximately

402 of all woman receiving prenatal cars in Cortland County. Of these number..

302 are under the age of 21 years. Beginning 01/01/90 MAP and Medicaid merged

providing expanded services for eligible women. Unfortunetely early and continuous

prenatal care is now loss accessable for the under 21 year old populace. These

are barriers that we perceive.

1. There is long time frame for determining Medicaid eligibility.

Once pregnancy is established, the client is seen at PCAP usually

within two weeks. The client say have

Medicaid interview. Documentation ie:

composition forms. etc. - ia difficult

to wait 2-4 weeks for a

landlord statements. household

to provide for the mobile

clien-. After ell the documents are provided, Medicaid approval takes

a minimum of 30 days. Therefore, the pregnant teen may he seen at the

Doctors office July 1 and the physician will not see the client again

until shot has valid Medicaid card, which ii not obtainable until

September or October.

The process is compounded by the fact our ?CAP deals with $ counties

and each Deportment of Social Services varies as to for whom we say

do a "presumptive eligibility".

2. If a pregnint woman under the age 21 applies for Medicaid, the Department

of Social Services potitlione her parents to Court for support. This

necure whether or not she is married. The woman may elect to apply for

the unborn only, however the unborn is not eligible for the expanded
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Medicaid program.

3. Appellate courts very from region to region. Our divisiOn requires the

father of the baby (if not married to the motbar before confinement)

to reimburse to the county all medical costa associated with the

pregnancy. In otber divisions. i.e. Steubon County only the nursery

coots for tbe newborn must be reimbursed. A standard policy should

be developed for the State. There should be no differntiation

between the marriod *ad unworried parents. Wby not base eligibility

strictly on income: V. have seen a "Aber of young people marry

simply to avoid payback.

4. If a client has Medicaid coverage and applies for Public Astistance. her

Medicaid stop.. It is awsumed the Public Moistener' case worker vill go

beck to the Medicaid expiration date but this does not always occur and

there is a break in coverage during which tims presets/ services ere

provided and are not reimburesd.

IT WOULD U OUR RECCOMKEROATIOR THAT:

I. Allow PCAP to do a presumtive eligibility on all pregnant womac .

rowdier's as to their age.

2. A Waiver to exempt all pregnant under 21 years old women from the

parental support process.

3. Appellate Courts should be the some regardins pateroity issues.

Base reimbursement on income of the father and limit the charges

to nursery costs.

4. Ones a pregnant won= is determined eligible for Modicaid do

not allow a laps. in coverage if she applies for Public Assistanc.

401
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Honorable James Walsh
1267 federal Building
100 South Clinton Street
Syracuse. New York 13260-0188

RECEIVED

1. i 6 MO

nmnsismorn.INVoila**

Dear Congressman Walsh:

Thank you for the opportunity to offer testimony on issues relative to the
delivery of prenatal and perinatal services in Northeastern kiew York State. As
tvalth planning agesty with grassroots input from 17 counties, the Health
Systems Agency of Northeastern New York hos identified severil critical perina-
tal issues, and we are offering several suggestions for improvement in access to
and availability of services. I hope the attached comments are useful to you in
developing your legislative agenda.

Bruce R. Stanley
Executive Director

Enclosure

cc: Donna Cashman

0.2rh/90
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the Health- Systems Agency of NortheanUmosAmm-York, Inc.

July 16. 1990

The Health Systems Agency of Northeastern New York is part of a statewide system
of private not-for-profit health planning agencies established under New York
State law. We are charged with the responsibility of plenning for health ser-
vices in a I7-county region, implementing health systems plans and reviewing
aPplications for new and expanded health services.

Northeastern New York is a primarily rural 17-county region consisting of largely
urban Albany County and 16 rural counties. Shortages in the availability of
primary care services in general and perinatal services in particular in the
region are evidenced by the designation of 26 federal Health Manpower Shortage
Areas and 44 New York State Regents Shortage Areas within Northeastern Now York.

The Health Systems Agency of Wartheastern New York hes employed several methods
to identify and further define barriers to ecCess to primary care and perinatal
services. In 1986 the Agency developed The Northeastern New York Regional Plan
for Primary and Preventive Health Care Servi e, whtch included a number of
general and area spec1flcricoanendatIoesfOchange. In 1989, the Subarea
Advisory Councils of the Health Systems Agency of Northeastern New York spon-
sored four Rural Health Issues Forums in rural locations. A nomber of primary
care and perinatal issues were identified and Several solutions provosed. In

additioe, staff of the Health Systems Agency prepared, on a contract basis,
eight Community Health Assessments for individual counties in satisfaction of
the requirements of Article 6 New York Stateis of Public Health Law.
A number of primary care and perinatal problems were identified and recomeen -
dations for solution sat forth in these documents. Listed below are several
issues identified through these processes and specific recommendations for
addressing these concerns.

ISSUES:

1. tack of availability of primary and perinatal core providers in rural
areas.

Private practice physicians are frequently reluctant to settle in rural
areas where the population base is insufficient to nenerate an adequate
income. In addition, reduced availability of peer support, continuing
medical education opportunities for spouses further contribute to
difficulty in recruiting and retaining family practitioners and
obstetricians in rural areas. Further, low Medicaid rates for primary
care providers coupled with proposed burdensome Medicaid cost containment
measures and high malpractice rates restrio: access to primary care by
reducing the ability or willingness of some unregulated providers
to care for patients. This is of particular concern in rural areas where
primary care providers are already in short supply.

711-2
D-2rh/90
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Throughout Northeastern New York shortages of community health nurses,
nurse idwives, nurse practitioners, physician assistants and other
health professionals are reported.

4 2. Inadequate funding mechanisms for public health services.

In undeveloped areas with low population density, pOpuixtion-based
public health funding such as state Article 6 funding and local property
tax-based funding of local health departments often result in under-

;
funding of preventive health care servies to residents in greatest need.
Scarce public health stiff are often allocated toward services such aS

home health which have more secure sources of reimbursement.

3. Difficulty of networking in rural areas.

In rural areas large geographic distances between communities and
geographic barriers serve as additional obstacles to networking and
coordination among health providers and limit efficient and effective

use of scarce financial, personnel'and administrative resources.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1, Offer additional incentives for primary care and perinatal service
provision fn rural areas.

°Structure loan forgiveness and other health personnel recruitment and
retention incentives to allow mid-level practitioners such as nurse
midwives, community health nurses, physician assistants and nurse
practitioners to receive loan forgiveness and satisfy service
obligations by locating in medically underserved areaS.

'Provide financial incentives to institutions of higher learning to
establish residency/preceptor programs in rural areas.

'Enrich Medicaid reimbursement for practitioners located in underserved

areas.

2. Improve funding mechanism for public health services in sparsely
populated rural areas.

'Make available supplemental funding to low population censity countries
with poor health status indicators to establish or expand public health

serviceS.

711-3
0 -2rh/g0
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*Continue initiatives to coordinate health education and illness

prevention activities of school districts, county health units and
volunteer health and health education organizations. Support
demonstration efforts to provide public health services in schools and
conduct evaluations of model programs with results disseminated widely.

3. Support local level efforts t rural networking intended to overcome
barriers to the devlopment of a full continuum of services caused by
low population density and large geographic distances between providers.

*Provide financial incentives for planning and implementation of rural
health partnerships with consideration given to consortia of two or
more providers proposing to develop perinatal services in underserved
areas. Evaluate rgeom.tration projects end disseminate results to all
health care provtders and interested community organizations.

711-4

E1-2rh/90
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PUPAM erATIMIECNT Or KATIMANI SONA 1111SM.* RMARen SMICIALIST SUNY
HEALTH SerANCS Omsk CLINICAL Cum" BINGILUMN, NY

My name is %ethylene disks. 2 am reseerta specialist with PamilY

Medicine. SIMII-ftalth Science Center. clinical Campus. located is Biogkwoo

New York. I would Ulm to thank the committee for their concern shout tho

high infest mortality rates etperienced in, Upstate Mew York.

The South Contra region of upstate Now York hos experienced infant

mortalitY rates raging no to Mt for a six OQUIStY arse during the period

Ifig to 1,14. Mere are Mar reasons for this high rata of infant mortality.

I would like to address the lack of service provider, for prenatal and

Pediatric csra ist this largely rural arm and recommend that the federal

goverment offers

(1) tuition assisteocs for medical students who oho*** Prism' tate

specisltiee (teeny Preotice. Pediatrics sod Internal gedioina).

(2) o pirmement commitment to food initiatives soda ea the aural Medical

Mdmcation Program.

(3) inalativO$ tO schools of nursing to Provide midwifery Progreso.

r
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rim South Control region of upatata Sew York is underserved by

practically *Vary tYpe of health care professional. There ere not enough

available physicians. nurses. dentists and other health care Professiocials to

Provide tate to the largely tural population.

More than a half sillion people live in One upstate counties of Iroome.

Chenaneo. Cortland. pelswere. TiOje and Tompkins townie*. ApProXiaateLY 20-

2S% of that population b*Se lives in clOst ProainitY to en urban area

(Singhsatoo). The rtet Of tht pOpulatiCC lives to small towns end curia areas

which ars 1/2 hour to 2 212 hours from Singhamton or Syracuse.

These counties are geographically large. Delaware County alone is the

site of Mods Island. Although these areas sight not nuelifY ss underserved

areas. heslth care services ars concentrated around Dinshamton and Ithaca.

The rural population hes limited access to the health care services.

esPecially the Prenatal end well-baby visits which can reduce infant

mortality.

Although the infant mortality rates in these cOOnties it less Winn the

current rate in Onondaga, COanty and Syracuse, the probles is more pervasive es

the South central area does not have easily identiried "pockets" of high

rates. This miens that targeted progrsei will not sisnificentlY chanae the

infant mortality rates for this area.

The high rates fa Onondaga County sty bs reflective of poverty, lsck of

insurance or inability to access providers: the hish infant mortality rate in

the South Central area of tiew York adds the problem ot a lack of providers in

rurel areas. Even a program of universal coverage for prenatal care and care

for thu first two years of a child's life. will not impact this rural ores due

to the difficulties of setting to providers. If a woman lives in the northern
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regime of Tompkins or Delaware Couoty, that women bee tO tgevel sm averse. of

I Ill to 2 home wey to gat to a provider.

More made to be dome to entice health care providers to locste in these

rood areas. This cam be accomplished hy offering tuition assistance to

medical tudeote oho eater primary care resideecise (Family Prectice.

Miseries and Samoa Medicine) sod by expendiog fioafteing of initistives

such as the Sorel Medicine tdocation Program developed by MY-Math Seisms

Center to place sedicel students km rural arum.

It is estimated by the Americas Academy of Family Practice that IS% of

each class graduating from sedical school mode to eater fmailY Paw :e

residencies to meet the demand for primary care services. The, national

average for the Sast eight years hae sham a gradually hut steed)* detlio* of

eradaatiog studeote eotering rosily pre/mice residencies from 12.2t to Mit

to lift. In Kew York State, the rmoord is even more dismal. The *verso for

the pest eight years for Dowostate Schools is 3.5t and for Upstate schools,

4.1% of medical school graduates choosine a corset in family practice.

The clinical campus of sceY-Sealth science Center was created to address

the need for more Primary care physicians. The Minitel Cam*us is a branch

ceases of the College of Medicine of the SUNY-Realth Weft, Center at

Syracuse. The CliaSce1 Campus was eetablisbed nor ooly to allow for

sienificane and coat-effective expenaiam in the number of physicians

*redaating. but &leo to provide medical educetion which emPhseite, PrimorY

Cafe. As a community-based program. the Clioical Campus medical educatioo

program is cooducted itt a variety of health facilities in the Southern Tier of

Pew York Stet* and Northern Tier of 1444171VaniS. hospital affiliates include

three rowel hospitals, a state payebiatric hosPitel, 4 State developmentel

V.) 2
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center amd a Vetersn's Administratios Center. The commumity health agencies.

clinics. and private doctors offices used in the teechiog program are spread

over a five...county area.

The feculty of the Clinicel Campus is regionalised rather then centrally

loCethi sad numbers over 400 individual Amities& sod health professionals.

About 120 of the faculty are paid on a part-time basis to teach, with the

remoining TOO contributing to the academie proves voluntarily. The faculty

is pert of the larger faculty organisation of the College of Medicine/1HW-

Sealth Science Center at SIMMS!.

Specifically, the emphasis of the Clinical Cempus ie & general asd

primary care orientation featuriat ambt.latory teschias as well as iopatient

instructioa. The entire third year curriculum was developed by tha Clinical

Campus feculty with the guidance of the Clinical Casgus Dem end his *toff and

the approval of SOW Syracuse Dapartmect chairmea. The currieVIUS MC114411

far more emphasis and experience in ambulstory care settings thaa traditional

models. The hoepital clerkship* are done at local comaunity hospitals which

offiltated with sUsT-Iteelth Science C4nter.

Third year clinical Campus students are required to participate in

longitudinal course celled Continuity of Care. which is developed and

conducted priserill by family physicians. The Continuity of Care course

contains elements of both a clerkship and a prectptorship. All Clinicsl

Campo& students participate I/2 day per wink throughout the third YOLt in an

sseigned pr'matY care phYsician's office as veil as participoting in

structured primary care teaching *Ctivitiss. In approximmtely BOS of primary

cre sites tbe preceptors are featly prectice phYsicians *ad the reminder ere

general Laternists.

S.
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Prom 1,01 tO MISS. a total of $24 medical *eudeat* greduated true the

Clinical Campus. Mors thee one ilk five greduates of Sinalmstom Clinical

GNPs for the period 1,111-114, chose a residescy is fail, prective (21.1%,

goo). Althaegh there are veriatioma scrods the atudY Per&ot. rho Clisec*1

Copes shows a comisteatly greeter proportiom of metical modest, wbo chime

a residency is foxily prectice.

Appromimately Gee-third of mock class is placed in preci9e0tSbipli *Leh

include obstetrical services. Throughout the eine soothe that data we*

collected in Itts-ma. these I) students performed ill prematal erase with

their preceptors. An expension of preceptorships which include obstetrics

will increase the medical studests eXPOrience with Prenstal ter* in rural

area,.

Of the sore then 13.100 patient encounters recorded for the close. 18.211

wart pddiatrie visits. More ChM half of the mceptorships are located in

rural ores* with high rates of Latent mortslity.

Tuition incentives for medical students will increase the acceptance

rate for this eon-traditional curriculum which emphesises primary care

specialtiee end produces a sipnificaotly greater number of familY

Practitioners thee the mere traditional medical school curriculum.

Another initiative which stat-Seelth itilOCO Center hes umiertsken in

the lest two years is the eorel Medical &location Program (1200. The

DIWOrtistat of relay Medicine places * smell number of third year medical

student* in rural communities full-time for mins months to work sad leave with

board certified family practice physicians. Students who elect this program

live im the rural community end thom return to the WA campua to complete

their fourth Year.

194'
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The stated wag at this proeram include flexibility to Seat the needs

of stpfest. wormed in primary care to a mon-erbee *settee, strength's ties

with rural *madam sod hospitals ta Central New York. help rural

committee retair and recruit physicians, mod develop a easel network for

mere effective Patient care. The *Mimic is able to develop long term

relatioothip with s preceptor while being immersed la tbe deliver/ of primry

heath care to a moral area.

To data three student. have been placed in Northern aod Central New

Yorks Cantoo4otedes. Samilton-Sherburne-Watervitle, amd pewee,. Ae

additiooal eight stalest& will be placed in February/march of 101. !our

areas have expressed sa intereet in the program Masses', Lowvill. Cortland

and Watkins Glen. The program will expend also into coemumities of Alexaadria

fey. Aubutu. Densville. Malone. Ione. Sammie Lake. Truesneberg and Watertown.

Hen." Of thee* AMMO WM l.a r neer federal and/or state dssigmeted PkYlieten

shorts** areas.

These commumities must provide a financial mistime package to

students of approsimetely 113.000 per site per year as scholarship fuods,

housing. textbook purchases, computer support and relocation avenges. This

support requires ao poet-training commitment om the pert of the student.

Documented patient record from Weeotwo students lobo have completed the

program indicate that the students bed over 1.000 patient encounters. After

the first eight weeks of the program, the students were directly responsible

for patient cars during more then eft of their patient contacts. Aa average

of 10 of tbo patient encounters were pediatric awl 10 were obstetrical.

A permanent fismociel base and taitioa support can Uterus* the pool of

available plactemats to accommodate students who might be interested in

1 9 5
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Practicing is rural *me.

Tbe South Casual arm of upstate Pew Tort experiences approximate.),

7.000 births eammelly. Approxlmately la of these births are tree Owego

sad Delaware Commies. Chem*, County dom not beve WAY preastel modem

evaileble vial* tbe county. Delaware *vasty, tbe awardeble six* of *bode

Weed. hoe * visiting precool clinic staffed by surse midwives. In order to

provide more pedestal care is rural arm sweb as thew. the federal

movement needs to supoort new iaitietivee. Ome example I. to make a

commitment to sum midwifery backed up by fiameial Laconia** to schools 0

develop midwifery program. ?Litton assistance to individual* teterestei is

tbis weeded professioeal proem will help to expand tbe availability of

priests] me im Mee rural areas.

To summerise. the mem of Lean mortality are Mar and vetted. Loeb

of insurance, poverty. liaited preventive health care. inadequate nutrition

and Awn and neglect me contributors to high infest mortality rem.

Bowyer. wee if Mee problem were megically solved. the problem of hie%

Want portant? rates in South Central Pew Tork will act be alleviated, se

chart are simply mot mush yroviders to care tor the rural poi:minim. The

federal movement needs to provide WittiVIst for rural prectice in the form

of tufa= maistamee program develomeat sa$ pavement Audis& of

initistiow slack increase rural proviaift of presetal sod pedietric cam

Xespectfully submitted.

Why' F. ILIA%
Secialist

SOW tk Science Canter
Clinical Campus

4 .
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PREPARED STATEMENT or KATHLEEN Putims, R.N.C., MA. HEALTH EDUCATOR,
FACULTY, WILMON FAMILY PRAM= RESIDENCY PROGRAM

EMEL OE 111111JWI,
MAIM MR MUM "ma utirditarbegiliti.

Kathleen Perkin*, R.N., MA, Certified Community Health Nurse,
Health Educator for Johnsen City Family Care Center
Faculty, Willson Peetly Medicine Residency Program

grooms Caunty had an Infant Mortality Rate in the range
of 1.2 71 to 13.E % fres VNIA to IMO. It is a concern for
health educator, that two tongue tracts An Johnson City, one
which contains the Jenhmon City Math Care Center ham the
high's! MIR in Woos, County. Accurstw statistics for I'M
aro not yet available, however gnome County health
Ceparteunt eetieates that percentage has *screened somewhat
WACO then.

Although t4is Is ancessragthe, we suet look at ways our
econoetc, and health care system con keep this trend

from revereing Itself once again. !sae of the problems noted
that relate to a high 1MR arms

Wads . Prerstol women and/or infants
are ofjgttLtnrrtsioged by poverty, Physical
violence, verbal abuse, somel abuse, inadequate health and
dental care, inadequate food and housing, lack of child care,
and drug or alcohol abuse.

WOMMISLOiceille. Reny women of foreign extraction ere
unable to understand physician instructif.ne or health
education.

Ineemmdegtigemanagints. Often the life-etytea of women
de net encourage moo of appointments available. MOW women
sleep late and dm not *how for AN appointments, othmr
women have difficulty in arranging appointments outeide of
wart heure.

)
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Women who live outside of walking distance
Telvelpalatifteeseing transportation. Medicaid An our
county will provide transportation if clients cell the 'WY
before. Middle end low income women not an medicaid do not
have this luxury, and some have no phone ta call for a ride .
or are unable to smell thenselves of this service.
summuntla sagustaitmit. One wonders *bout the impact of
environmental contamination an the IMO. Whet is it in this
area that is different then other census tracts? Is there
more pollution from industrial wastes? Is it the water? Is
the inversion effect of fog or smog 00,0 in these census
tracts? Is it the poser housing? I. At poverty?

Irnicatioo. Is the IMPIt high !mamma of lack of education in
areas that would promote better outcomes for prenatal women
and infants?

This short list is undoubtedly simplified and inadequate to
deecribe the wide range of poseiblio reesons for high IMP An
Broome County and the United States as a whole, however it
expresses many of communitY health educators concerns.

Some recommendations that might ensure better outcomes for
preonent women and infants in upetete Mew York and in the
United testes are contained in the following Paragraphs.

atiallinenalt
a anuatimg gams /or all prenatal women and mothers of
infants up bo one year old to eliminate poverty in theme
groups. WIC eliainated for this group.
dO0610=41111iihratillialICIPOloftto Public Health Office.
for educe anal, social end counseling eupport services to
secure adequate health care and education. Counseling should
include adoption option*. All pregnant women should be able
to sign ealaptien papers, imagereless of their ego.
MIONALtInt tat sairsUoa eat taisand Screirt for family
violence, eubstance 40110 and neglect of eel or Want.ma Noah cm manimusca for ell pregnant women
and infants. Medicaid certificatien eliminated far this
artatP
Wats= bad airAia brans simmumm to ell 'regnant
women and their families by one consistent Public health
nuree. A reel would be their liaison to other services if
needed. The PHN would continue tne relationship to the woean
and her family over the years. Pres professional education
and adequate wpm, would encourage Ptei'm to remain in the
field for long periods of tMew. Peers should be maligned to
blocks in the city or MI indigenous ere* in the rural areas
to be familiar with the subculture of the aro* fond by k=p
all the famillee in their district. Access to appropriate
professional consultation should be assured.

" 1
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rmdmraltv siummod to provide translators for
foreign speaking prenatal women and mothers to eneure
adeouate health education and treatment.
eat &bud raca. *men need the assurance their income will
not be forfeited to the east of child care. Child CMPO can
keep even middle income family at the pOverty level for
many years and entices parents to have latch key children.
Child care will help promote adequate health care if prenatal
women and mother* of infants can ems* health care without the
burden of taking other children to appointments.
NNW& Health Eurasian la =Wit anatatainti
ainvanign% time for women. This may meson the use of
Emergency Rooms and cut dawn health care coots arising from
their use, will provide continuity 0/ cars.
emit% mildiumm by educating the public and providing
midwifery education and practice monetary incentives to
prectice in shortage ammo. This is a valid alternative.
Studies have shown that eidolves have better outcomes than
physicians (fewer C-Sections and mechanical deliveries).
USIt balk amen ocistAtisoira to thefor fullest capacities.
Family nuree practitioners are family orientated and are
trained to cars end promote Preventive health eare. TheY
are health oriented where doctor, are Aline's oriented.
Falsity nurse practitioners are able to and willing to take
the time to teach prenatal women about pregnancy, childbirth
and well infant cars. They are readily available to the
premetal women and mothers of infants.
TravglAng, ma to take physicians, midwives or nurse
prectitionery to rural and high risk areas-to provide on site
cars. Utiiimation of roving van would be more coot
effective than maintaining on lts clinics in *avowal place,.
Faderaliv411011S1 CROMSCat into environmental or other causes
of high Inn.xtaceatimaamasta web nava manila to sake them
aware of what professionals are needed in maternal and infant
health areas. Promotion of and pre-selection of candidates
for primary care professions.
ensign eibiration astemea /A nical. at blab LW& istaaaa for
physicians, nurses and social workers. Teach thee ix the
community wetting where they are needed. Most higheir
education goes on in urban centers where high tech is used
every day and super specialists do the teaching. Students
are indoctrinated in urban specialty training and fear the
rural or high risk practices becsuse they have had no
practical experience or education in these settings.
Ineilimelent Qj °mama and midAsia alma& In traveling vans
to encourage practice in rural and high risk areas. Rewards,
stipends or grants to participate would enhance the Program.eutaawg, gun= to primary care physicians, midwives,
family num* Practitioners, PMN's and social twitters for
rurai and high risk practices. Family Medicine physiciens In
particular should be given cospeneatory incentives to the
upeost ability of the government as Family Medicine
physicians can care for 97% of all health probless.
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Encouraging the use at Family Medicine physicians in itself
would Cut down on the ume of medical specialist, and redUce
the test of health care. Family Medicine physicians are
trained to work km conjunction with mideivee, nurse
practitioners, social workers and PHM's to provide continuity
of care. This will promote better outcomes for hieh risk
promoted women and infant*. Practitioners need coverage to
e nsure adequate free time for family, leisure end study to
e ncourage them to remain in undemirable areas. Incentives to
practice in rural and high risk arm*. would help ensure
odequate cross coverage of care.
unissAaL AnGenum tIc Iowa vicsaut. Social worker* are
one of the poorest pails profeemionals in this country.
Nealth professionals agree that a laroe percentage of
prenatal women and mothers of infante have Weida Lames
hindering good outcomes. These imbues revolve *round
poverty, family violence, abuse, dyefunctional familiee end
addictive behavior. Social work intervention is imperative
to help resolve some of these issues.
Eldora caatliit&ati at matitaaulata alawilia to Protectpregnant women and infants from contaminates.

ristaimpird hiftrialt seansait iggicuidna gamma to
teach prenatal women and mothers of infants important
information to prevent infant mortality.

In summary, implementing thems recomeendationa will
undoubtedly lower 1MM and alter the effect of inadequate
social support, heelth education and health care in upstate
New York. They have thw potential of being cost effective by
cutting busleamcratic red tope in deciding whet women and
infants are eligible for certain oerviceo. The long term
coots of poor outcomes In prenatal and infant health care
will be lowered end increased productivity of future
generations will be promoted.

Reepectfully submitted,

7ria.t..11/14t, ae,tdirt.

Kathleen Perkins, R.N.C., N.A.
Health Educator
Faculty, Wilson Family Practice
Residency Program
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Honorable George Miller, Chair
Select Committee om Children, Youth and Families
Room H2.385, House Office Building, Annex 2
Vlioshington, D.C. MIS

Dear Cangres..an Miller:

Thank you foe the opportunity tO cOninent reyOrding
maternal ond child health issues in upstate tee
York.

Infant mar,olity rates can he positively affected
with greater emphasis being placed upon
prevention. Prevention is nOt sexy nor dolt, it

attract sympathy or attention like a neonatal
intensive car, unit. Further, the results of
prevention * not immediate and therefore,
preventive health mid education is difficult to
set. to funders.

The 'wo most common causes of death in newborns
ore prematurity ond low birth weight. In the
greatest percentage of cases both prematurity ond
low birth weight ore preventable. How? Through
orly, regular, comprehensive prenotol core which
includes risk OttseSsment, ethication, nutrition
supplementation ovirt, medical supervision, ond
COS* management (socks/ support services). The
outcome will generolly he a ?ult.-term, normal
weight newborn. Hundreds of thousands of dollars
will be saved by investing thousands of dollars in
prevvnfive health, education and support services.
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At-risk populations often need financial help ond
education in order to accells comprehensive
prenatal ond preventive health core. Teenogers,
uninsured wareo, low income women, minority waoen,
and substance abusing women are among the persons
thot mwst be targeted through widespread outreach
and education efforts. Such efforts shOuld
cleorly articulate the need tor earlY,
comprehensive prenatal core and discuss programs
that help pay for svch care.

Usually the programa that are most successful In
motivating families to comply with sensible,
healthy behaviors are those thot take flto tin,* to
help the family to help themselves. Therefore
funds should be toroeted to commwnity heolth
programs that Oft "family centered°, that advocate
for ond support families, that empower families
through education, financial assistance and case
management.

The Women's N./tants and Children's Nutrition
program (W4C) provides on ideol place to reach at
risk families. Funds should be increased for /his
program as well os far prenatal ond primary heolth
core services that operate, collohorote of
coopotOtt with twisting WIC services.

Established cOmounity heolth services and
provider& should be encouraged to work together to
improve health outcomes for women ond children.
Funders should offer incentives to promote such
network or consortium development to insure the
prudent use of available resources while reducing
costly duplication.

21'
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We have to stop rAartng billions of dollars into
the development of services like neonatal
intensive care units. We should Instead launch *
sincere effor'i to reduce the need far such
xeensive services by preventing prematurity and
law birth weight infants. We most teach families
haw to stoy healthy.

Sincerely,

°'"Ir'44 CK:.42,10440
Janice L. Charles
Executive Director
Isbrth Country Children's Clinic, Inc.
35 Ernpsoff Ploy;
Watertown, New York 13601

Uls. Charles chairs the Nbrth Country
Prenatal/Perinatol Council, Inc., a tri-county
network devoted to improving health outcomes for
all mothers and children in Jefferson, St.
Lawrence, ond Lewis counties.

She Is a member of the New Yark State Rural Health
Council, New York Stote Deporhment of Heolth,
Albany, New York.

rFH REPOICT ENVY= Nom Comm Commas CLINIC IS RICTAINXR IN COMMIT-
TE
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(SVota Cour*" efsitduss's tha.

iSIPSALI. MAI*
/fts ./ *Ili PLACIt

WATERTOWN. NEW YORK t2001
-....--

A1111INISTRATIMS OcPICI. Sill.7111144043
C/111.0 OFFICIL )111-7111.6400

July 25, 1990

Dear Congressman Hiller,

I am responding to your request for comments regarding how
best to improve infant and child health. Our Adolescent
Pregnancy Program at North Country Children's Clinic followed

over 700 pregnant and parenting teen clients last year in the

Northern New York counties of St Lawrence and Jefferson.

Our nurse educators sloe teens on a daily besis who have

little knowledge of childbearing, and less of child rearing.

Most of these teens aro already tigh school dropouts when

they enter our Program, and havembeen raised in
single parent families. They herbor ill conceived ideas
regarding their reproductive potential. Once pregnant, poor

nutrition and smoking jeoperdise that pregnancy. Once
deliverd, these young mothers tell of infant food intakes
that are based on whim and their own appetite for Kool Aid.

/ assure you that we work diligently through the WIC program,

and on an individual basis, to teach reproduction, health,
nutrition, safety, and infant development to these teens. But

other interventions are needed.

I would urge you to consider an expansion of a full Family

Life Curriculum into the early and middle grades, (before
these kids drop out), the introduction of school based
clinics, and curriculum and day care for pregnant teens
enabling them to stay in school. Full funding of the WIC

program with its educational component is also essential.

Thank you for this opportunity to express my thoughts.

Sincerely,

bd/t42--
,-

Mary JoDeans, R.N.
Coordinator, Adolescent Pregnancy Program

0
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